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Abstract
Previous studies have suggested that atmospheric deep convection is occurring
above the oceans western boundary currents. To investigate the occurrence of
deep (ocean surface to troposphere) convection in mid-latitudes, diagnostics of up-
right and slantwise convective instability are created and used in the ERA-interim
re-analysis dataset. These diagnostics ﬁnd that deep convection is restricted to
the western boundary currents in winter. However, over the ocean currents deep
convection can occur up to 50% of the winter. As these ocean currents, includ-
ing the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio, are warm and carry large quantities of heat
polewards they could inﬂuence the frequency of deep convection. A simple cal-
culation demonstrates that decadal ocean variability can change the atmospheric
stability by 80% in the core of the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream.
The deep convective instability occurs in synoptic systems that pass over the
ocean currents. Speciﬁcally, instability occurs on the atmospheric fronts in the
extra-tropical cyclones. To investigate the convective instability and related cir-
culation at atmospheric fronts a composite of all atmospheric fronts in the Gulf
Stream region is produced. The front composites show that where slantwise in-
stability occurred at a front an associated increase in frontal ascent throughout
the troposphere and precipitation is also found. An investigation into the possible
mechanisms that produced the increased ascent at slantwise unstable fronts con-
cludes that a possible cause is a coarse resolution of slantwise circulations in the
ERA-interim dataset. This increase in deep ascent associated with slantwise in-
stability could explain, at least partially, the deep ascent found by previous studies
over the Gulf Stream. This is consistent with the ﬁnding that the deep ascent in
the Gulf Stream annual mean is a product of extreme events.
The occurrence of deep slantwise instability and the associated circulations are
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also resolution dependent. A comparison between 25 km, 60 km and 135 km grid-
spacing atmospheric model runs are made using the UPSCALE project dataset.
The 25 km model runs indicate greater deep slantwise and upright convective
instability. The 25-km set-up is also the only one where increased deep ascent at
slantwise unstable fronts is observed.
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The ocean, with great thermal inertia and relatively slow dynamics, has the po-
tential to act as a memory for the climate and to therefore provide decadal and
longer timescale variability and importantly predictability. In lower latitudes the
role of the ocean in forcing the atmosphere is regularly seen, which allows sea sur-
face temperature and ocean heat content to be used to forecast El-Nino/Southern
Oscillation events (Latif and Graham, 1992). At higher latitudes any coupling be-
tween the ocean and atmosphere is not as conspicuous as in the tropics, but there
is the potential for coupling to occur.
For the ocean to inﬂuence the atmosphere, the ocean must contain its own vari-
ability that is not directly controlled by the atmosphere. Fifty years ago Bjerknes
(1964) conjectured that over short interannual timescales the ocean was passive
to the atmosphere, with the ocean’s surface temperature determined by the state
of the atmosphere directly above. He then suggested that over longer timescales
this would change and the ocean’s own circulation and associated heat transport
would determine the state of the ocean. These ideas of Bjerknes have been sup-
ported by research over the years. Frankignoul and Hasselmann (1977) used sim-
ple atmosphere-ocean models to ﬁnd that the large-scale, long-timescale sea sur-
face temperature anomalies are a response to short-timescale atmospheric forcing.
Battisti et al. (1995) demonstrated that this relationship broke down at the Gulf
Stream as there the advection of heat by the strong current determines the sea
surface temperature.
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Trenberth and Caron (2001) showed that the ocean transports large quanti-
ties of heat from the tropics to the mid-latitudes (Fig. 1.1(a)). This ocean heat
transport occurs in the western boundary currents such as the Gulf Stream. Kelly
et al. (2014) found that the western boundary current heat transport in the At-
lantic is coherent from 35◦S to 40◦N. Above 40◦N the interannual variations in
heat transport that were seen synchronised along the western boundary current
stopped and almost no heat transport occurred. Fig. 1.1(b) shows that the termi-
nation in meridional ocean heat transport at mid-latitudes occurs as the western
boundary current’s heat is ﬂuxed into the atmosphere above. It is this large ﬂux
of heat from the ocean to the atmosphere, combined with the decadal variability
in the western boundary currents (Lozier et al., 2008; Levitus et al., 2009; Halli-
well, 1998), that makes the mid-latitude oceans areas of interest for understanding
climatic variability and possible predictability.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: (a) The required total meridional heat transport (PW) in total (contin-
uous line), for ocean only (dotted and dashed line) and for the atmosphere only
(dashed line). Reproduced from Fig. 7 in Trenberth and Caron (2001). (b) The
annual mean of total surface heat ﬂux (Wm−2). Negative (yellow and red) is heat
ﬂux from the ocean into the atmosphere. Reproduced from Wallace and Hobbs
(2006).
Mid-latitude ocean-atmosphere forcing was ﬁrst investigated using re-analysis
data. Indices of atmospheric circulation, such as the geopotential height at diﬀer-
ent pressure levels or the sea surface pressure, were studied to ﬁnd if they were
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correlated with a leading sea surface temperature signal. The length of the datasets
(approximately 40 years) enabled signals of oceanic forcing to be found even
though intrinsic atmospheric processes dominate these ﬁelds at shorter timescales.
Large scale atmospheric circulation responses to oceanic surface temperature oc-
cur in both the North Paciﬁc and North Atlantic (Frankignoul et al., 2011; Czaja
and Frankignoul, 1999, 2002). However, these responses can be quite weak; Czaja
and Frankignoul (2002) found a related sea surface temperature pattern only ac-
counted for 15% of the dominant Atlantic mode of atmospheric variability. Such
weak coupling observed in the re-analysis datasets is thought to be partially due
to the strong forcing of the ocean by the atmosphere, masking out any sea surface
temperature eﬀect on the atmosphere (Frankignoul, 1985a).
In spite of the weak links between the ocean and the atmosphere seen in basin-
wide or hemispheric studies described above, localised eﬀects of the ocean on the
atmosphere at western boundary currents have been observed. Oceanic forcing
of horizontal atmospheric winds has been restricted to the boundary layer (Sweet
et al., 1981; Chelton et al., 2004; Xie, 2004) but deeper eﬀects have been ob-
served in diagnostics of deep convection. Table 1.1 lists how diﬀerent indicators
of deep convection (vertical winds, clouds, precipitation, lightning and upper tro-
pospheric air temperature) have been recorded over three diﬀerent western bound-
ary currents. The observation of midlatitude deep convection over the the western
boundary currents and their related oceanic fronts, but not over the rest of the
ocean, is a motivation for this thesis. It provides a potential mechanism by which
decadal oceanic changes could be communicated throughout the atmospheric col-
umn.
Current Collocation Lightning SST impact in upper Precipitation Deep upward
of clouds troposphere temperature wind
Kuroshio Tokinaga et al. (2009) Christian (2003) Tokinaga et al. (2009)
Gulf Stream Minobe et al. (2008) Christian (2003) Shimada and Minobe (2011) Minobe et al. (2008) Minobe et al. (2008)
Joyce et al. (2009) Zhai and Sheldon (2012)
Agulhas Liu et al. (2007) Boer et al. (2013) Liu et al. (2007)
Shimada and Minobe (2011)
Table 1.1: The sources of indications of deep convection for the Kuroshio, Gulf
Stream and Agulhas current. The column ’SST impact in upper troposphere tem-
perature’ refers to when the the high SST at the oceanic fronts are visible at the
upper troposphere in a section of tropospheric temperature.
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The Gulf Stream is the western boundary current for which the most links
to deep convection have been found. Fig.1.2 shows the deep ascent Minobe et al.
(2008) highlighted in a climatological mean over the Gulf Stream. The same graph
has been reproduced here from ERA-interim re-analysis dataset but for both the
mean, and the median (Fig. 1.3). The mean (Fig. 1.3(a)) shows similar results
to Minobe et al. (2008) with a deep ascent over the Gulf Stream (approximately
37◦N). The median (Fig. 1.3(b)), however, has descent over the Gulf Stream,
not ascent. This simple analysis demonstrates that the deep ascent over the Gulf
Stream found by Minobe et al. (2008) is a result of extreme events that skew the
mean to ascent, and their results do not represent an average day in that region.
Figure 1.2: The annual climatology of upward wind (-10−2 Pa/s, upward positive)
calculated from reanalysis data. Reproduced from Fig. 3(a) in Minobe et al.
(2008).
The ascent above the Gulf Stream being a product of extreme events is consis-
tent with the region also being the centre of action for winter synoptic systems in
the Northern Hemisphere (Hoskins and Valdes, 1990). Along with the Kuroshio
current, the Gulf Stream has the winter storm track anchored above it (Fig. 1.4).
The storms occur in these locations as the strong oceanic fronts help maintain




























































Figure 1.3: Cross-sections of the average winter upward wind (-10−2 Pa/s, upward
positive) calculated along the meridion of 303◦E in reanalysis data. The average
is calculated using the mean (a) and the median (b).
Nakamura et al., 2008; Sampe et al., 2010). The storms contain sharp atmospheric
fronts between cold and warm air which are associated with strong ascent along
them (Catto et al., 2010). As these synoptic systems cross over the oceanic fronts,
from cold to warm water, there is potential for strong heat ﬂuxes into the atmo-
sphere and for convective instabilities to form.
It is within these synoptic systems where potential ’missing mechanisms’
could occur that are important in ocean-atmosphere coupling but are absent from
current general circulation models. Hawkins and Sutton (2009) highlighted that
on a timescale of 10-20 years the internal variability, which is thought to partially
be a result of ocean-atmosphere coupling, can locally dominate the uncertainty in
predictions from current models. One potential cause of this uncertainty is that
models are either not fully representing certain atmospheric processes, or do not
represent some processes at all.
A potential mechanism, which is not resolved in climate models or parameter-
ized, is slantwise convection. Slantwise convection is produced by a combination
of the wind shear and vertical temperature gradients at an atmospheric front in ex-
tratropical cyclones (Bennetts and Hoskins, 1979). Furthermore, both Czaja and
Blunt (2011) and Glinton (2014) found that the atmosphere above the Gulf Stream
is a region of prominent slantwise instability (Fig. 1.5). As slantwise convection
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Figure 1.4: The winter mean Eady growth rate maximum (a diagnostic of baro-
clinicty measured in day−1) of the atmosphere at 780 mb from re-analysis data.
This is a diagnostic of the location of the storm track. Reproduced from Fig. 2 in
Hoskins and Valdes (1990).
is currently a mechanism missing from climate models and is shown to occur in
regions of strong ﬂuctuating ocean currents, it is a perfect candidate for trying to
further our understanding of mid-latitude ocean-atmosphere coupling.
This discussion has raised key questions which this thesis will address:
1. Is deep convection occurring over the Western Boundary Currents?
To investigate this, diagnostics of deep convective instability are created
as previous diagnostics identify mainly shallower instability. In Chapter 3
the occurrence and variability of deep gravitational instability in reanalysis
data is explored. This analysis is then modiﬁed for slantwise instability in
Chapter 4.
2. Could deep convection explain, at least partially, the mean ascent seen
in Minobe et al. (2008) over the Gulf Stream?
To investigate the role of convection in producing deep ascent over the Gulf
Stream it is useful to focus on the synoptic scale. Here the study of circu-
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Figure 1.5: The winter mean of Slantwise Convective Available Potential Energy
(a commonly used measure of slantwise instability measured in J/kg) calculated
for re-analysis data. Reproduced from Fig. 5.24 in Glinton (2014).
lations related to the occurrence of instability is carried out for fronts. This
is because the main region of ascent in extra-tropical cyclones is along the
fronts (Catto et al., 2010), and slantwise instability is a frontal instability
(Bennetts and Hoskins, 1979). In Chapter 4 a preliminary investigation is
done into the circulation at points where atmospheric fronts with deep slant-
wise instability are identiﬁed. This same analysis is developed and extended
in Chapter 5 to study fronts as a whole. This is all done with reanalysis data.
3. Does the ocean have any control over deep convection, potentially pro-
viding a mechanism for ocean-atmosphere forcing in the midlatitudes?
In Chapters 3 and 4 the inﬂuence of long decadal changes in the ocean sur-
face temperatures on the occurrence of deep convection is explored using
a simple calculation. This calculation is based on the new diagnostics of
deep instability. In Chapter 5 the change in sea surface temperature that is
associated with deep slantwise unstable fronts is studied.The results in this
thesis also motivated the design of numerical experiments by Benoit Van-
niere which test the control of deep convection by the ocean temperature.
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These experiments are currently being submitted for publication along with
results from this thesis.
4. How resolution dependent are convective instabilities and their related
circulations? And what does this imply about the accuracy with which
our models can represent ocean-atmosphere coupling in mid-latitudes?
Even if the release of instability in convection is parameterized (which it is
not for slantwise instability) there is still the issue that the resolution of the
instability itself could be dependent on the model grid spacing. In Chap-
ter 6 the UPSCALE project, which ran the Met Oﬃce’s Uniﬁed Model at
3 diﬀerent model grid spacings for 25 years, is used to explore the reso-
lution of deep instability at diﬀerent model grid-spacing. In that chapter
the circulation changes associated with slantwise instability are also tested
at diﬀerent model grid spacing. Although the described analysis will help
us to understand the dependency of previous results on model resolution, it
will not tell us what circulations slantwise convection produces when fully
resolved. A model set up is described in Chapter 6 which will help discover




A further exploration of some of the concepts discussed in Chapter 1 is now pre-
sented. The synoptic systems and the storm track in which they grow are intro-
duced in Section 2.1. In Section 2.2 the genesis, structure and circulation of fronts
is discussed. In Section 2.3 diﬀerent types of instability are explained and the
diﬀerent diagnostics of upright and slantwise instability are described. How these
two instabilities are simulated in models will also be discussed. The datasets and
models used throughout this thesis are described in Section 2.4.
2.1 Storm tracks and extratropical cyclones
2.1.1 Atmospheric perspective
The atmosphere above the Northern Hemisphere’s western boundary currents (the
Gulf Stream and Kuroshio) are maximums in the winter atmospheric variability
on a synoptic timescale of 2-6 days (Lau and Wallace, 1979; Blackmon, 1976;
Hoskins and Valdes, 1990). These regions of synoptic variability are called the
storm tracks and the variability is measuring the growth of extra-tropical cyclones
that occur there (Dacre and Gray, 2009). The cyclones are themselves a result of
baroclinic instability.
Baroclinic instability is a product of horizontal temperature gradients in a ro-
tating environment. In a still water tank with hot water next to cold water, the hot
water being less dense would ﬂow over the cold water and eventually the warm
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Figure 2.1: Schematics of cyclone evolution models showing low-level geopo-
tential height and fronts (top), and low-level potential temperature (bottom). Each
stage is separated by 6-24 hours, cold fronts are denoted by lines with triangles and
warm fronts by lines with semi-circles. Reproduced from Schultz et al. (1998).
water would be settled above the cold water. However when horizontal tempera-
ture gradients occur in a rotating framework, such as in the Earth’s atmosphere,
the rotation actively prevents the motion described above. This is because the
pressure gradient force that acts to drive the hot ﬂuid over the cold ﬂuid is coun-
teracted by the Coriolis eﬀect.
As parcels of air move over the rotating earth they are deﬂected horizontally
relative to an external reference frame. This deﬂection prevents hot air simply
ﬂowing above cold air on earth as it is deﬂected by the Coriolis eﬀect. However
this baroclinic instability that is present is released in other ways. The Eady and
Charney models both describe how the baroclinic instability in the mid-latitude
atmosphere can create horizontal wave motions. These models agree well with
the occurrence of extra-tropical cyclones and it is these synoptic systems that act
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to release the baroclinic instability by transfering air in such a way to reduce the
horizontal temperature gradients (see Sec. 2.1.2).
Figure 2.2: Schematics of circulation at an extra-tropical cyclone. Reproduced
from Catto et al. (2010).
The extra-tropical cyclones themsleves are not simple symmetric vortices as
seen in the tropics. Extra-tropical cyclones have sectors of air that diﬀer in temper-
ature separated by sharp temperature gradients called fronts. Fig. 2.1 shows how
cyclones can form through two common models: the Norwegian model (Bjerknes
and Solberg, 1922) and the Shapiro-Keyser model (Shapiro and Keyser, 1990).
Although the models diﬀer in whether the cold front (denoted by a line with trian-
gles) and the warm front (denoted by a line with semi-circles) separate from each,
they both illustrate a gradient in temperature forming which rotates anti-clockwise
producing a wedge of warm of air between the two fronts (warm sector) with cold
air surrounding (cold sector). Cyclones do not only diﬀer in terms of tempera-
ture ﬁeld development, but also by their dynamical forcing mechanism (Deveson
et al., 2002). Using this method of diﬀerentiation it was found that cyclones in the
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western Atlantic, over the Gulf Stream, have greater surface forcing than those
in the eastern Atlantic (Gray and Dacre, 2006; Dacre and Gray, 2009). This is
consistent with the idea that the western boundary currents have an inﬂuence on
the synoptic systems above.
Figure 2.3: Schematic of the transverse circulation at an ana-cold front. Ana-cold
fronts are where the warm conveyor belt can rise over the surface cold front above
the surface cold sector. Figure is reproduced from Browning (1990).
Although there is no universal cyclone structure and there are diﬀerent mod-
els, detailed descriptions of cyclones have enabled a general 3D model of circu-
lation in a cyclone to be formulated (Browning and Roberts, 1994). Fig. 2.2 is a
schematic of the circulation for an extra-tropical cyclone reproduced from Catto
et al. (2010). This shows the three main atmospheric currents in the cyclone: the
warm conveyor belt, the cold conveyor belt and the dry intrusion. The cold con-
veyor belt starts parallel to the warm front and turns cyclonically at low levels
producing a low level jet. The dry intrusion descends in the cold sector, spreading
in diﬀerent directions at the back of the cold front. The warm conveyor belt is a
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current of warm moist air that originates at low levels and ascends rapidly as it
ﬂows parallel to the cold front.
The warm conveyor belt is the only ﬂow in the cyclone that is characterized
by ascent. As the air ascends considerable latent heating occurs from the con-
densation of moist air (Schemm et al., 2013). This condensation in the warm
conveyor belt, in turn, produces approximately half of the precipation in winter
at mid-latitudes (Eckhardt et al., 2004). Due to this ascent any instability in the
warm conveyor belt would be released, further enhancing the ascent. This makes
the warm conveyor belt, and the cold front by association, an interesting part of
the cyclone to study in terms of deep convection.
Furthermore, the ascent at the cold front above 2 km is associated with slant-
wise ascent (Fig. 2.3). This slantwise ascent has also, from studying case studies,
been linked to the release of slantwise instability (Dixon et al., 2002). The theory
behind this transverse circulation at fronts will be discussed in Section 2.2.
2.1.2 Ocean atmosphere coupling perspective
The storm tracks are important as they are the main location where heat is trans-
ported polewards by the atmosphere (Lau and Wallace, 1979; Messori and Czaja,
2013). The heat transport acts to reduce the horizontal temperature gradients that
generate the cyclones through baroclinic instability. This self-destructive nature
of extra-tropical cyclones was investigated by Hoskins and Valdes (1990). They
found that the mean diabatic heating, as a result of the warm ocean current in this
region, acts to restore the meridional atmospheric temperature gradient (and there-
fore baroclinicity) that is vital for the storm tracks existence. This relationship
was explored further by Nakamura and Shimpo (2004), Nakamura et al. (2008)
and Hotta and Nakamura (2011). They suggested that the ocean temperature gra-
dient, not just the absolute temperature, is important for the persistence of the
storm tracks (Nakamura and Shimpo, 2004). This was supported by a modelling
experiment where an oceanic front was removed and the storm track weakened
(Nakamura et al., 2008).
The storm tracks exist when there are no oceanic fronts due to the baroclinic
instability of a diﬀerentially heated planet. In aquaplanet experiments, where land
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of simple geometry was added, the localisation of the storm tracks in the Atlantic
Ocean to the western edge of the basin was due to the land-sea contrast (Brayshaw
et al., 2009). However oceanic fronts had an eﬀect on the structure of the storm
track. The Gulf Stream alone was shown to extend the storm track across the
ocean basin (Brayshaw et al., 2011). In state-of-the-art coupled general circulation
models similar eﬀects were seen. Woollings et al. (2012) found that whether a
particular model found an extension of the storm track under scenarios of climate
change was dependent upon the diﬀerences in the oceanic circulation, and related
heat transport, through the Gulf Stream region. Graﬀ and LaCasce (2012) studied
the eﬀects on the cyclones themselves and found that increases in the sea surface
temperature gradients created shorter-lived cyclones that also propagated faster.
This increase in propagation speed allowed the storm track to extend further across
the basin.
The studies described above demonstrate the importance of the ocean in the
synoptic systems over the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio and this is one of the moti-
vations for this thesis.
2.2 Circulation at fronts
An atmospheric front by deﬁnition is the ‘boundary between airmasses of diﬀerent
thermal characteristics’ which is produced by the conﬂuence of relatively hot and
cold air masses (Meterological Oﬃce, 1991). The strong temperature gradient
of a front can be generated by at least eight possible mechanisms (Hoskins and
Bretherton, 1972). Fig. 2.4 illustrates how a sharp horizontal temperature gradient
is generated for four of these mechanisms: horizontal deformation, horizontal
shear, vertical deformation and diﬀerential vertical motion.
Once a front is formed it can be useful to think of the circulation as occurring
in two planes: parallel to the front and transverse to the front. The combined 3D
motion of this at a cold front is typiﬁed by the ﬂow of the warm conveyor belt
shown in Fig. 2.2.
The circulation parallel to the cold front is dominated by a jet which is inten-
siﬁed at higher levels. This can be explained by simple geostrophic theory. There
is a dominant ﬂow along the front as this is the geostrophic wind, produced by a
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of four mechanisms that can help in forming atmospheric
fronts: horizontal deformation (far left), horizontal shear (second from left), ver-
tical deformation (second from right), diﬀerential motion (far right). Reproduced
from Hoskins and Bretherton (1972).
balance in the pressure gradient force and the coriolis force. As the atmosphere is
baroclinic, and the air’s density is a product of both temperature and pressure, the










where f is the coriolis parameter, ∂Vg
∂z is the vertical gradient in the geostrophic
wind (which is parallel to the front), g is the gravitational constant, θ0 is a refer-
ence potential temperature and ∂θ
∂x is the horizontal gradient in potential tempera-
ture perpendicular to the front. As can be seen from Eq. (2.1) a positive gradient
in potential temperature across the front produces a geostrophic wind which in-
creases with height.
The transverse circulation at a cold front in the real world is typiﬁed by the
schematic shown in Fig 2.3. However that view is created from case studies where
convection, semi-geostrophic ﬂows, frontogenesis and the wider circulation of
the atmosphere are mixed together and it does not explain the processes that are
generating the circulation. To understand the basic transverse circulation at a
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front it is useful to use semi-geostrophic theory where geostrophy is assumed to
approximate the along front, but not the cross front, wind. Sawyer (1956) and
Eliassen (1962) formulated an equation to describe the cross-frontal circulation
using semi-geostrophic theory. This means that there is assumed to be no variation
in the along-front direction (y-axis) and the problem is essentially reduced to two
dimensions - the cross-frontal plane (x,p). In Eliassen (1962) the Sawyer-Eliassen





























where Ψ is the streamfunction (a function from which streamlines can be
plotted), M is the absolute momentum described below in Eq. (2.9), Qg is the
geostrophic forcing term and γ = Rf p0
( p0
p
Cv/Cp) (where R is the gas constant, and
Cp and Cv are the heat capacities. The geostrophic forcing term (Qg), ignoring













Eliassen highlighted how the following coeﬃcients from Eq. (2.2) describe
the stability of the atmosphere:
• −γ ∂θ
∂p > 0 measures gravitational stability
• −γ∂θ
∂x = −∂M∂p > 0 measures the baroclinicity
• ∂M
∂x > 0 measures the inertial stability














When the condition of Eq. (2.4) is satisﬁed there are no instabilities and
Eliassen (1962) found that Eq. (2.2) describes a transverse circulation of two cells
either side of the front where Qg is constructed for a jet increasing in velocity with
height (Fig. 2.5). The warm side cell ascends along the front and the cold side cell
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descends along the front. This circulation described from semi-geostrophic theory
agrees with the general circulation seen of real atmospheric fronts in Fig. 2.3. As
the motivation of this thesis is on the role of deep convection, the situations when
instabilities are present and the Sawyer-Eliassen equation is no longer applicable
are now discussed.
Figure 2.5: The transverse semi-geostrophic circulation at a front whose frontal
velocity increases with height. The motion is relative to the motion of the front.
Reproduced from Eliassen (1962).
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2.3 Instability and convection
When Eq. (2.4) is less than zero then the Sawyer-Eliassen equation is hyperbolic
and the ﬂow produced is dynamically unstable and large-scale circulations can
result without forcing. Bennetts and Hoskins (1979) highlighted the three cases
for when criteria 2.4 is less than zero: pure gravitational instability, pure inertial
instability and when there is no inertial or graviational instability then slantwise
instability can exist.
2.3.1 Gravitational instability
Temperature and pressure determine the density of air. Hence when consider-
ing the buoyancy of air then a pressure adjusted temperature, called the potential
temperature (commonly denoted by θ), is used as it accomodates for the change
in density with height due to pressure alone. In a dry atmosphere the potential








where po is a reference pressure, Rd is the gas constant of dry air and Cp is the
heat capacity at a constant pressure. The condition for gravitational stability in a




Therefore, if the potential temperature cools with height (decreasing pressure)
then there is an unstable distribution of mass, and the heavier cool air will sink
as the lighter warm air rises. This type of overturning of air can be called grav-
itational, thermal and upright convection. Here we will mainly use upright from
now on to contrast it to slantwise instability and convection.
Even if there is an instability in the atmosphere a disturbance is required to
trigger the convection. However, once a parcel is disturbed the acceleration of
the parcel is then proportional to the entropy diﬀerence between the parcel and
the new atmospheric environment into which it has been displaced. This was
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where subscripts p and env denote the parcel and the environment and w is the
vertical velocity.
Figure 2.6: Schematic of gravitational instability in a dry atmosphere. The solid
blue line is a vertical potential temperature proﬁle at a point. The dashed blue
line shows the potential temperature of the surface air parcels as a reference for
all heights. This schematic is similar to a tephigram.
Gravitational instability is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 for a dry atmosphere. If
a parcel of air is raised from point A upwards, then it will be cooler than the
surrounding warm air and it will accelerate back down in accordance with Eq.
(2.7). However if a parcel at point B is raised upwards it will be warmer than
the surrounding air and it will continue ascending, accelerating upwards. If the
air parcel raised from B does not cool due to mixing during its ascent then it will
rise to point C, where the buoyancy of the environment is the same as that of the
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parcel from B. This is called adiabatic ascent and is an assumption commonly
made for convective diagnostics because radiative timescales are long compared
to the timescale of ascent.
Atmospheric air that is upright unstable is rarely dry. To account for this
there are a number of moist potential temperatures (wet-bulb potential temper-
ature, equivalent potential temperature etc.) which take account of the potential
temperature changes associated with phase changes in the air parcels. In this thesis
the moist entropy is used which is a function of equivalent potential temperature
(θe):
s = Cp ln θe (2.8)
The equivalent potential temperature (θe) is the temperature a parcel of air
would have if the parcel was brought adiabatically to 1000mb taking into account
the temperature change from the latent heat release due to the condensation of
water vapour.
2.3.2 Inertial instability
Whereas gravitational instability is produced by the eﬀects of gravity and so is
purely vertical, inertial instability is the product of rotation and therefore is purely
horizontal. Whilst gravitational instability is detected using a measure of buoy-
ancy (θ), inertial instability is detected using a measure of momentum called the
absolute momentum (M). In the atmosphere the horizontal momentum is deﬁned
not just by the rotation of the earth, there are also variations in the local wind ﬁeld
that can produce instability. The absolute momentum (M, in ms−1), deﬁned by
Eliassen (1962), is a summation of both these contributions:
M = V + f x (2.9)
where V is the frontal velocity and x is the distance along the transverse plane






As with Eq. (2.7) for gravitational instability, the acceleration of a parcel
following a horizontal displacement can be calculated from the diﬀerence in the









This is illustrated by taking a small localised ﬁeld of the rotating earth (Fig.
2.7). On such a localised scale the curvature of the earth can be neglected and
the coriolis parameter is assumed constant (the f-plane). Therefore on this scale
the momentum from rotation ( f x) increases outwards from the centre of rotation.
From the poleward side of the jet in Fig. 2.7 the planetary rotation term, f x, and
the jet velocity, V , are both increasing up to the peak in the jet and there is no
instability. This is because the absolute momentum of the air is increasing from
the axis of rotation. Therefore, if a parcel of air were displaced from the poleward
side of the jet outwards it would accelerate back to its original position according
to Eq. (2.11). However, from the peak in the jet to further from the pole the plan-
etary rotation term is still increasing but the velocity is decreasing. If the decrease
in the velocity is greater than the the rate of increase in the planetary rotation term
then inertial instability forms as the more central particles have greater tangential
momentum than those further from the axis of rotation. In this scenario a par-
cel displaced from the core of the jet out from the axis of rotation will continue to
accelerate outwards till it reaches an atmosphere of the same absolute momentum.
2.3.3 Slantwise instability
Slantwise instability is an instability produced through a combination of gravi-
tational and inertial instability and it occurs even when the atmosphere is stable
to the other two instabilities. However, only moist slantwise instability occurs in
the Earth’s atmosphere (Bennetts and Hoskins, 1979), therefore the moist equiv-
alent potential temperature (θe) will be used. Fig. 2.8 shows two hypothetical
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of inertial instability on an f-plane with a localised jet
(yellow).
equivalent potential temperature and absolute momentum ﬁelds.
Firstly we will consider the left hand environment in Fig. 2.8. If a parcel is









where the capital subscript denotes the environment of the location the par-
cel is displaced to (in this case A). In this scenario the absolute momentum of
the parcel is greater than that of the environment and the parcel is accelerated in
the direction of the original position. This is because ∂M
∂x > 0 and therefore the
hypothetical atmosphere is inertially stable.
If the parcel is displaced vertically to point B in the lefthand side of Fig 2.8,











In this scenario the equivalent potential temperature of the parcel is lower
than the environment it has been displaced into and it will accelerate towards its
original position. This is because ∂θe
∂z > 0 and the hypothetical atmosphere is
gravitationally stable.
Both the displacements described produce the same response (acceleration to-
wards the intial position) in both the left hand side and the right hand side of Fig.
2.8 as both ﬁelds are gravitationally and inertially stable. However if the parcel
is displaced to point C a diﬀerent response is produced for each ﬁeld. In the left
hand environment of Fig. 2.8 the absolute momentum surfaces are steeper than
the equivalent potential temperature surfaces. Therefore the parcel displaced to
point C has a lower equivalent potential temperature and a higher absolute mo-
mentum than the environment. From Eq. (2.12) and Eq. (2.13) the parcel will be
accelerated back towards its original position. In the right hand environment of
Fig. 2.8 the equivalent potential temperature surfaces are steeper than the absolute
momentum surfaces. Therefore a parcel displaced to point C has a higher θe and
a lower M that the environment. From both Eq. (2.12) and Eq. (2.13) a parcel
displaced in the direction of C will be accelerated in the direction of the displace-
ment, away from the original position. Ahe parcel will accelerate along this path
until it reaches a point where the parcel temperature and absolute momentum is
stable with the environment.
Slantwise instability, coming from a 2D assumption where there is no variation
in the along front direction, is an instability particularly relevant to fronts. Fig. 2.9
illustrates the appearance of slantwise instability in the wider front environment.
Outside of the front the atmosphere is barotropic with horizontal potential temper-
ature surfaces and vertical absolute momentum surfaces. At the front, due to the
sharp change in temperature gradient the potential temperature surfaces steepen,
and even become unstable in parts, whilst the absolute momentum surfaces be-
come slanted due to the strong wind shear from the jet. Highlighted in green in
Fig. 2.9 is a region where the potential temperature surfaces are still stable, but
are steeper than the absolute momentum surfaces, producing slantwise instability.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of a slantwise unstable atmosphere that is stable to gravita-
tional and inertial instability. Reproduced from Morcrette (2004).
The form of slantwise instability outlined above is more commonly called
Conditional Symmetric Instability (CSI) in the ﬁeld of meteorology (Schultz and
Schumacher, 1999). This is because it is symmetric as it occurs in 2D situations
(ie. fronts) and it is conditional as it is dependent upon saturation. Here the
name slantwise instability is used for the instability described above as it is more
intuitive, and it makes a clear connection and contrast to upright instability.
Bennetts and Hoskins (1979) ran simple model experiments for a moist slant-
wise unstable atmosphere and found that the resultant circulation was multiple
cells of alternating rotation (Fig. 2.10). This characteristic structure of slantwise
circulations has been cause for the invocation of slantwise convection to explain
banded precipitation ﬁelds at cold fronts. In reality these bands are approximately
100km wide and are asymmetric with a broader downdraft than updraft (eg. Lean
and Clark, 2003).
Using Eq. (2.7) and Eq. (2.11) Emanuel (1983a) demonstrated that the slant-
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of slantwise instability at a front. SCF is the surface cold
front. Reproduced from Morcrette (2004).
wise ascent has horizontal speeds comparable to the mean ﬂow of the environment
and that the vertical velocities reach approximately a few ms−1. Furthermore it
was shown the path travelled by a parcel of air is along a potential temperature
surface resulting in movement of almost zero buoyancy. Through scale arguments
it is suggested that the timescale on which slantwise adjustment to slantwise insta-
bility occurs is approximately 3 hours (Emanuel, 1983b), which is supported by
observations (Reuter and Yau, 1990). Although this is considerably longer than
the < 0.5 hours expected for upright adjustment, when slantwise and upright in-
stability occur concurrently the slantwise instability still inﬂuences the resultant
ﬂow (Schultz et al., 2000). Furthermore, Qin and Clark (1985) argue that the dis-
tinction between upright and slantwise convection is arbitrary and that in reality
there is a continuum between these two end points of convection.
Although slantwise instability is not represented in climate models (either
through parameterization or resolution as a fully resolved process, see Section
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Figure 2.10: The streamfunctions for the transverse circulation to a front in a sim-
ple experiment in an idealized slantwise unstable atmosphere. The initial potential
temperature (θ), wet bulb potential temperature (θw) and absolute momentum (M)
are also plotted. Reproduced from Bennetts and Hoskins (1979).
2.3.5), this is not because it is a rare process. In fact, slantwise instability is a
common phenomenon. Reuter and Yau (1990) found that all 7 storms they stud-
ied over Nova Scotia over a 3 month period contained within them regions of
slantwise instability.
2.3.4 Diagnostics of instability
Diagnostics of both slantwise and upright convection are widely used to assess
their respective occurrence. Diagnostics of upright instability are used in the
parameterization of convection in models that are too coarse to resolve upright
convection, for which models grid spacing has to be < 1km. Diagnostics of slant-
wise instability are even used to assess whether slantwise convection has occurred
as the close relationship between other frontogenetical forcing and the release
of slantwise instability makes exact diagnosis of the process involved diﬃcult
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(Browning et al., 2001).
Figure 2.11: The SCAPE (J/kg) climatology for the North Atlantic winters, repro-
duced from Glinton (2014).
The most widely used diagnostics are the Convective Available Potential En-
ergy (CAPE) and the Slantwise Convective Available Potential Energy (SCAPE).
CAPE is measured by integrating the buoyancy of a parcel lifted through the air









where i denotes the height of the parcel, PNB is the height of the point of neu-
tral buoyancy, Γ is the moist adiabatic lapse rate, sp and se are the moist entropies
(function of equivalent potential temperature) of the parcel and the environment
respectively. The resultant value can consist of positive and negative parts due to
inhibiting layers of stable air just above a parcel. When a parcel is raised past this
layer it will convect freely till it reaches an environment of equal buoyancy.
SCAPE is an adapted version of CAPE to involve the eﬀects of baroclinic-













This can be broken down into CAPE (gravitational instability) and inertial
instability to clearly distinguish the two diagnostics:
SCAPE = CAPE +
∫ xi−L
xi
f (Mi − M0) dx (2.16)
where xi denotes the horizontal position of the parcel and L the horizontal dis-
tance from the parcel’s position to the PNB along an absolute momentum surface.
This means that SCAPE picks up all the instability of CAPE, but also the extra
instability due to slanted absolute momentum surfaces. Fig. 2.11 shows the win-
ter climatology of SCAPE for the Atlantic region as calculated by Glinton (2014).
The combination of the two instabilities demonstrates a general high over warm
sea surface temperatures, and a zonal peak at the Gulf Stream. Glinton (2014)
ﬁnds that the majority of this signal is from the slantwise component of SCAPE,
and not CAPE.
Figure 2.12: A climatology of the percentage of days in January for which the
MPV is < 0.15 PVU at 775 hPa, reproduced from Korty and Schneider (2007).
MPV also contains a component of gravitational instability, as does SCAPE.
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Another commonly used diagnostic is the moist potential vorticity (MPV).





where ρ is the density, ζg is the absolute geostrophic vorticity vector and θe is
the equivalent potential temperature. Instability occurs when the MPV is negative.
However to understand this term in the context of the above discussion it should be
noted that ζg is parallel to Mg, and so the MPV is another way of detecting when
the moist potential temperature (or entropy) surfaces are steeper than the absolute
momentum surface. The MPV can be negative from upright instability as well,
and so it is also a combination of both instabilities as with SCAPE. Therefore
MPV is normally used in an ingredients method with other diagnostics when used
to investigate slantwise instability (Schultz and Schumacher, 1999). An important
diﬀerence with SCAPE is that this is independent of parcel theory, as it looks at the
bulk properties of a layer in the atmosphere. Also the form allows the diagnostic
to be calculated at diﬀerent pressure levels, in contrast to SCAPE which is for
however deep the instability is.
Fig. 2.12 shows the MPV diagnostic for January at 775 mb. The diagnostic
peaks at the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio in the mid-latitude northern hemisphere.
This again demonstrates that the western boundary currents are the main locations
for convective instabilities in the mid-latitudes.
The non-dimensional Richardson number in a moist environment has been
used in some form to detect slantwise instability since Bennetts and Hoskins





where Nm is the moist buoyancy frequency and ∂U700/∂z is the vertical wind
shear at 700mbar. As can be seen the Richardson number is the ratio of the vertical
stability to the vertical wind shear. A Richardson number between 0 < Ri < 1 is
indicative of slantwise instability (Bennetts and Hoskins, 1979). This diagnostic
also enables a simple consideration of the relative contribution of upright and
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Figure 2.13: A probability distribution function of the moist Richardson number
at 700mb over proﬁles where 25% of the time the entropy at the tropopause is
less than that at the surface for the winter 2003/2004. Reproduced from Czaja and
Blunt (2011).
slantwise instability.
These relative contributions can be seen in Fig. 2.13 for the Gulf Stream
region at 700 mb. There are two peaks in the moist Richardson number probability
distribution function: a sharp peak at Ri = 0 and a broader but shallower peak at
Ri = 1. However, Czaja and Blunt (2011) highlight that the integrated distribution
between 0 < Ri < 1 is twice the peak at Ri = 0. Therefore, at low levels at least,
slantwise instability appears to dominate over upright instability.
These diagnostics demonstrate the peak in both upright and slantwise insta-
bility at the western boundary currents in the mid-latitude winter. However, they
do not capture deep, convectively unstable events. For these, speciﬁc diagnostics
will be created in this thesis.
2.3.5 Convection in models
Convection in models can either be resolved or parameterized. Upright convec-
tion is fully resolved at 1-2 km grid spacing, and at coarser resolutions excessive
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updrafts are produced as whole grid boxes overturn (Deng and Stauﬀer, 2006).
However the upright convective parameterizations are created for larger scales and
breakdown at 7-8 km producing intermittent convection (Guichard et al., 2004).
This creates a ”grey zone” where neither traditional parameterization schemes or
full resolution is adequate to simulate convection. The model data used in this
thesis is much coarser than the ”grey zone”, with the ﬁnest runs being of 25 km
grid spacing and therefore convective parameterizations will have been used.
There are two prominent types of upright convective scheme. The ﬁrst is called
a Kuo scheme, after Kuo (1964), and it relates the convective activity to moisture
convergence. However Raymond and Emanuel (1993) emphasized how obser-
vations show the relation between moisture convergence and convection is not
simple, with convective moisture ﬂuxes being observed that are up to an order of
magnitude greater than the supply. Instead the scheme of Gregory and Rowntree
(1990) is an instability control scheme. In contrast to a moisture control scheme
like Kuo the convection in instability control schemes is forced by parcel buoy-
ancy and not moisture. However, without large scale convergence the growth of
convection in the instability control scheme would quickly cease as the original
buoyancy is neutralised by the convective process..
Slantwise convective circulations are on a length scale (100km) almost ten
times that of upright convection. However 2-3km gridspacing is still required
to fully resolve the intricate banding typical of slantwise circulation (Lean and
Clark, 2003) and 10km resolution is required to get strong circulations Persson
and Warner (1991). Knight and Hobbs (1988) found that at 40km grid spacing
banded circulations were partially resolved in an idealized model, but at 80km
grid spacing they were not.
A number of slantwise parameterizations have been developed or used in the
past (Joly and Thorpe, 1989; Emanuel et al., 1987; Balasubramanian and Yau,
1994; Nordeng, 1987), however only once has a parameterization been imple-
mented into a General Circulation Model (GCM) (Ma, 2000). The types of pa-
rameterization have included a simple mixing of absolute momentum along equiv-
alent potential temperature surfaces (Balasubramanian and Yau, 1994, 1995) as
well as Kuo-type convection shcemes. The Kuo-type schemes adjust the model
atmosphere to vanish any SCAPE (Ma, 2000) or negative moist potential vorticity
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(Nordeng, 1987; Lindstrom and Nordeng, 1992).
Although most of the parameterizations were only implemented in numerical
weather models they found improvements in the simulation of rapid cyclogenesis
with faster growth rates and increased frontogenesis. In the one implementation
of a slantwise paramterization in a GCM, Ma (2000) found that with 5 year sim-
ulations in the GCM of the Candian Climate Centre for Modelling and Analy-
sis the slantwise parameterization aﬀected large scale circulations. Most notably
the slantwise convection parameterization reduced the transient eddy heat trans-
ports in agreement with observations. This is promising that slantwise convection
caused changes to mid-latitude circulation. However, with only 5 year runs the
ocean-atmosphere coupling could not be investigated as it occurs on much longer
timescales in the mid-latitudes. This shows the important role that slantwise con-
vection could have in mid-latitudes and the need to investigate this mechanism
further, as this thesis does.
2.4 Data and models
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 describe analyses of the ERA-interim reanalysis dataset. The
ERA-interim dataset is discussed in Section 2.4.1 and the entropy calculation used
with the ERA-interim data is explained in Section 2.4.3. Calculations in Chap-
ters 3, 4 and 5 are compared to the more commonly used Convective Available
Potential Energy (CAPE) and Slantwise Convective Available Potential Energy
(SCAPE) data. The CAPE and SCAPE data used in this thesis is that of Glinton
(2014) and it is described in Section 2.4.3. Chapter 6 uses the Met Oﬃce’s Uni-
ﬁed Model (UM) to explore the eﬀect of model grid spacing on instability and
convection. Section 2.4.4 describes the UM and its derivations used in Chapter 6.
2.4.1 ERA-interim dataset
ERA-interim is a reanalysis dataset produced by the European Centre forMedium-
Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) which contains a wide range of variables at
6 hour intervals (0000UTC, 0600UTC, 1200UTC and 1800UTC) from 0000UTC
1 January 1979 until present (Berrisford et al., 2009). In this thesis just the 1200
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UTC is used to get daily snapshots, but the eﬀect of choosing that speciﬁc time
over, for example, 0000 UTC was tested and found to be negligible. The atmo-
spheric model is spectral, meaning the basic dynamical variables are based on a
spectral representation and not a spatial representation. The horizontal resolution
is T255, which corresponds to approximately 79 km spacing on a Gaussian grid
(Dee et al., 2011). In the vertical there are 60 model levels.
Being a reanalysis dataset it assimilates observational data into the model to
constrain resulting ﬂow towards what has been measured in the real atmosphere.
The observational data includes radiosonde temperature data, scatterometer ocean
surface wind data and surface pressure observations (Dee et al., 2011). This re-
sults in a discrepancy between diﬀerent ERA-interim variables in terms of their
dependency upon the model. Variables such as temperature, pressure and speciﬁc
humidity are recorded in radiosondes and constrained by satellite data (Dee et al.,
2011). However other variables such as precipitation and upward wind velocity
are almost entirely products of the model, and therefore only indirectly linked to
observations. This should be taken into account when judging the robustness of
the results in this thesis. It should also be noted that the focus of this thesis is
over the ocean where there is less traditional meteorological data recording such
as dropsondes (Dee et al., 2011).
ERA-interim was used for this study because it is an up to date re-analysis
dataset of high resolution with a reputation for accurate results. Conﬁdence in
temperature trends from ERA-interim is such that Willett et al. (2010) used them
alongside observation only temperature data. In the study of Hodges et al. (2011)
that compared 4 diﬀerent re-analysis datasets for their simulation of extra-tropical
cyclones, they found that all the datasets produced similar Northern Hemisphere
extra-tropical cyclones. As the focus of this study is on Northern Hemisphere
extra-tropical cyclones there are no known biases of using ERA-interim over other
re-analysis datasets.
The convective parameterization in ERA-interim is an instability controlled
scheme but with entrainment rates prescribed to account for the fact that the trans-
port occurs in large eddy draughts (Bechtold, 2014): this is known as the mass ﬂux
approach. The particular type is a bulk mass ﬂux approach based on that of Gre-
gory and Rowntree (1990). This diﬀers signiﬁcantly from the archetypal scheme
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of Arakawa and Schubert (1974). Where as Arakawa and Schubert (1974) use a
spectrum of cloud to describe the convection on the sub-grid scale, Gregory and
Rowntree (1990) use a simpler bulk cloud model. The bulk cloud model uses an
average of all cloud types to simulate convection and hence the produced parcel
characteristics are an average for all the cloud types too.
2.4.2 Entropy calculation
All buoyancy diagnostics use some form of moist potential temperature, whether
it is the equivalent potential temperature, the density temperature or the speciﬁc
moist entropy. The speciﬁc entropy, which is used in this thesis, is adiabatic and
a function of the equivalent potential temperature (Emanuel, 1994). This means
that if the speciﬁc entropy decreases with height then the atmosphere is unstable
as lighter air is situated below denser air. The speciﬁc moist entropy (s) follows
that of Pauluis et al. (2010). Pauluis et al. (2010) combine the entropies of dry air,
water vapour and condensed water, whilst also setting the reference entropies of
dry air and water vapour to zero, to produce a moist entropy of:
s =[qTcl + (1 − qT ) cpd] ln TTo−





in which the temperature (T ) , speciﬁc humidity (qv), water-vapour presssure
(e), total pressure (P), total water content (qT ) and relative humidity (RH) were
taken from the daily (1200 UTC) ﬁelds of ERA-interim data. In Eq. (2.19),
To = 273.15K is a reference temperature and Po = 1000mb a reference pres-
sure, while cl is the speciﬁc heat capacity of liquid water, cpd that of dry air at
constant pressure, Rd and Rv are the gas constants for dry air and vapour respec-
tively, and lv the enthalpy of vaporization. Although Eq. (2.19) is dependent on
a reference temperature and pressure, the eﬀect of the reference states is no more
than 2 Jkg−1K−1, against a typical entropy diﬀerence in the Gulf Stream of +/-
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50 Jkg−1K−1. No errors have been calculated for the exact formulation in Eq.
(2.19), however Marquet (2011) found a similar entropy calculation was accurate
to 0.2%.
2.4.3 CAPE and SCAPE dataset
The CAPE and SCAPE data used in this thesis was kindly provided by Glinton
(2014). The CAPE calculations by this author were adapted from Kerry Emanuels
CAPE code (http://wind.mit.edu/ emanuel/ftpacc.html) and Romualdo Romeros
CAPE code (http://redibericamm5.uib.es/). The method involved takes a parcel
at the lowest pressure level above the surface. This parcel is then raised along
a dry adiabat until it reaches the Lifting Condensation Level (LCL). The LCL is
calculated for the parcel at the surface and is the level at which a parcel reaches
100% relative humidity when it is cooled by dry adiabatic lifting. Above the LCL
the parcel is raised along a moist adiabat until the Level of Neutral Buoyancy
(LNB), where the density temperature of the parcel and environment are equal.
The CAPE is calculated as the sum of all the positive buoyancy in Eq. (2.14).
Glinton (2014) calculates SCAPE the same as CAPE, except along an absolute
momentum surface instead of along a vertical proﬁle. The 3D absolute momentum
surface of Shutts (1990) is used. The calculation of a 3D absolute momentum
surface will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4 and this exact method will be
outlined.
2.4.4 Met Oﬃce Uniﬁed Model
The UM is a ”seamless” model, meaning that the same model, but with diﬀer-
ent conﬁgurations, is used for diﬀerent length and time scales (Staniforth et al.,
2006). This has the advantage of increasing conﬁdence in the underlying physical
dynamics as they are tested on diﬀerent scales.
Currently the convection parameterization scheme follows that described in
Gregory and Rowntree (1990). This convection scheme is also a mass ﬂux con-
vection scheme, however, like the ERA-interim model it also uses a bulk scheme.
Practically the Gregory and Rowntree (1990) scheme works by testing each layer,
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starting at the surface, to see if raised to the layer above it still maintains a buoy-
ancy excess of at least 0.2 K after taking into account the entrainment of environ-
mental air. Once a layer fulﬁlls such criteria the convection process is initiated and
the intial mass ﬂux is proportional to the excess buoyancy of the raised parcel. The
parcel continues to rise, whilst entraining environmental air and detraining cloudy
air, until it reaches a level and it is no longer buoyant. At this stage a proportion
of the plume is detrained to allow the parcel to rise to the next level; this process
continues until the parcel is completely detrained. An issue with this convection
scheme is that it was created for the tropical environment. When the produced
precipitation ﬁelds from an atmospheric GCM using this convection scheme are
compared to observations there is predictably poor agreement in the extratrop-
ics (Gregory and Rowntree, 1990). Furthermore, recent comparison of the cloud
ﬁeld with satellite data has found that the mid-level cloud is poorly simulated,
especially over the Atlantic storm track (Bodas-Salcedo et al., 2008).
The UM is the model used in the UPSCALE project of which data is anal-
ysed in Chapter 6. The UPSCALE project (UK on PRACE: weather-resolving
Simulations of Climate for globAL Environmental risk) was a large simulation
campaign based at the Met Oﬃce. The campaign involved running an ensemble
of atmosphere-only global climate simulations over the period 1985-2011 at the
resolutions of current global weather forecasting (25 km), seasonal prediction (60
km) and climate modelling (130 km) respectively (Mizielinski et al., 2014). The
atmospheric model is forced by the OSTIA sea surface temperature dataset.
In Chapter 6 a set-up of an idealized slantwise unstable jet on which the UM
nesting suite could be run is described. The nesting suite allows the user to au-
tomatically run a series of nested limited area models by launching a single job.
This was used by Lean et al. (2008) to run models at 12 km, 4km and 1km to study
the simulation of convection over the UK as resolution is increased. In the case
of an idealized slantwise unstable jet the nesting suite would allow the slantwise
circulations resulting from diﬀerent UM model resolutions to be studied.
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Chapter 3




In this chapter a diagnostic of deep, upright convection is tested and used to study
the mean pattern and multi-timescale variability of full-tropospheric convection in
the ERA-interim dataset. Previous studies of upright convection on a global or re-
gional scale have relied upon the Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE)
diagnostic (Glinton, 2014; Riemann-Campe et al., 2009; Romero et al., 2007;
Trapp et al., 2007). However, as discussed below, CAPE climatologies consti-
tute mainly lower troposphere events and the value of CAPE does not include any
information about the height of the instability. As we are interested in full tro-
pospheric events, as seen in Minobe et al. (2008) and discussed in Chapter 1, the
diagnostic used in this chapter is constructed to only detect events where a surface
parcel is unstable up to the tropopause.
As CAPE is one of the most widely used diagnostics of convection, and the
diagnostic studied in this chapter is based in a similar way on the buoyancy in a
column, it is useful to look at previous climatologies of CAPE over the oceans.
Glinton (2014) calculated CAPE from 1979-2010 from ERA-interim for the North
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Atlantic sector. The climatologies reproduced in Fig. 3.1 highlight how in winter
(DJF) the oceans are the only source of convective energy with CAPE following
the same pattern as sea surface temperature (SST) with a sharp drop in CAPE
across the Gulf Stream (see Fig. 3.1(a) and Fig. 3.1(c)). In summer (JJA) main-
land Europe becomes a greater source of CAPE and CAPE also increases over the
midlatitude oceans along with the increasing SSTs.
Riemann-Campe et al. (2009) calculated CAPE for 1958-2001 for the ERA-40
dataset for the whole globe. The pattern of CAPE in the North Atlantic reproduces
that of Glinton (2014) and the same general results are seen in other ocean basins
(see Fig. 3.2). CAPE is intensiﬁed along the western boundary currents of all
ocean basins and increases in each hemisphere’s summer. However it should be
noted that the values of CAPE in Riemann-Campe et al. (2009) are at least twice
that of Glinton (2014) in the Gulf Stream region. This discrepancy between the
climatolgies of CAPE is likely due to small diﬀerences in the CAPE calculation
method. Glinton (2014) found that CAPE is sensitive to small alterations in the
method of calculation, for example using relative humidity instead of speciﬁc hu-
midity or diﬀerent time ranges for the climatology (see his Section 5.2.3). Glinton
(2014) also found that ERA-interim has lower CAPE than ERA-40 for the exact
same calculation.
As CAPE picks up all conditional instabilities with no consideration of the ver-
tical extent Czaja and Blunt (2011) created a diagnostic of the degree of instability
of the atmosphere to moist, deep convection (where deep is deﬁned as a surface
parcel being unstable up to the tropopause). Czaja and Blunt (2011) suggested that
moist convection occurring in the frontal systems embedded in extra-tropical cy-
clones could be an important mechanism “transferring” changes in SST upwards
into deep layers of the atmosphere. Their diagnostic was applied for the winter of
2003-2004 and the summer of 2004 in ERA-interim reanalysis data and showed
that in winter it peaks over all western boundary current systems of the world
oceans, with the exception of the Brazil-Malvinas conﬂuence region. It is the pur-
pose of this chapter (i) to extend the initial ﬁndings of Czaja and Blunt (2011)
by analysing the seasonal and interannual variability of the convective index for
the full 32 year long ERA-interim dataset and (ii) to investigate the mechanisms




Figure 3.1: Mean CAPE (J/kg) from 1979-2010 for seasons: a) DJF and b) JJA.
Mean SST (K) from 1979-2010 for seasons: c) DJF and d) JJA. Reproduced from
Glinton (2014).
over western boundary currents (Sheldon and Czaja, 2013).
The chapter is structured as follows. In section 3.2, the convective index used
by Czaja and Blunt (2011) is introduced and tested against CAPE and convective
precipitation in the ERA-interim data. The seasonal and interannual variability
of the deep convective index are described in sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
Coupled ocean-atmosphere feedbacks are investigated in section 3.5. A summary




Figure 3.2: Mean CAPE (J/kg) from 1958-2001 for seasons: a) DJF and b) JJA.
Reproduced from Riemann-Campe et al. (2009).
3.2 An index of deep convection over the oceans
An air parcel displaced vertically in a saturated environment will not return to its
initial position if the moist entropy of the environment decreases with height (see
section 2.4.2 for a full discussion of the entropy calculation). Accordingly, a sim-
ple measure of convective instability for a deep layer of saturated air extending
from the sea surface (at speciﬁc entropy ssur f ) to the tropopause (at speciﬁc en-
tropy stp) is that stp − ssur f < 0. In practice, were such an unstable layer found,
it would quickly overturn and adjust to a state of neutrality to moist convection
(stp = ssur f ). This behaviour which makes diagnosing convection diﬃcult is seen
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with CAPE, where low values of CAPE can be associated with both very stable
and vigorously convecting environments (Barkidija and Fuchs, 2013). As a result,
Czaja and Blunt (2011) argued it is more physically relevant to look for a neces-
sary condition for instability, by investigating situations in which the entropy of
the low level air is set to an upper limit ssur f while still satisfying the inequality:
stp − ssur f < 0 (3.1)
Considering that it is only far removed from continental boundaries that a low
level air parcel is thermodynamically adjusted with the ocean, a plausible choice
for ssur f is the speciﬁc entropy that an air parcel would have at a relative humidity
of 80 % (the typical relative humidity in the marine boundary layer in the open
ocean) and at the same temperature as the sea surface. The criterion (3.1) with this
deﬁnition of ssur f thus provides an upper bound on the occurence of convective
instability from the sea surface to the tropopause and this was the basis for the
index studies in Czaja and Blunt (2011) and Sheldon and Czaja (2013). Even
though this index of instability is an upper bound it still is related to convection,
see below.
I examine below the number of days within a given season where the condi-
tion (3.1) is met in the ERA interim dataset over a 32-yr period (1979-2011) at
1200 UTC each day. At a given time, the tropopause is tracked by following the
surface of 2 PV units (after Hoskins et al. (1985)). Note that a temperature gradi-
ent deﬁnition of the tropopause and using 300mb pressure surface instead of the
tropopause were tested but the results below were robust. stp was computed us-
ing the full expression (2.19) by linearly interpolating in the vertical all required
variables (relative humidity, speciﬁc humidity, cloud liquid water content, tem-
perature and pressure) on to the 2PV unit surface. The total water content and
water- vapour pressure of Eq. (2.19) are calculated as functions of the speciﬁc
humidity and the cloud liquid water content. The relative humidity is only used
where explicitly stated in Eq. (2.19). The calculation of ssur f is as stated above,
i.e. by using (2.19), except with T = S ST , RH = 80 %, P set to the observed sea
level pressure (SLP) and the cloud liquid water content set to zero.
The convective index used here is not a standard metric of convection although
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it is based on a similar logic to CAPE. The CAPE used here for comparison is the
sum of the positive convective energy from buoyancy of a surface parcel between
the level of free convection and the level of neutral buoyancy. This does not in-
clude a convective inhibition (CIN) which the parcel must be lifted through before
free convection can occur (see Fig. 3.3). In contrast the full tropospheric entropy
diﬀerence (criterion 3.1) is a check whether there is still positive CAPE at the
tropopause. Fig. 3.3(a) shows through a schematic potential temperature proﬁle
(which is proportional to entropy) with height that there can be positive CAPE
present but if this region does not intersect with the tropopause then the poten-
tial temperature will be greater at the tropopause than the surface, and by relation
criterion (3.1) will not be satisﬁed. However, in Fig. 3.3(b) where the region of
CAPE intersects with the tropopause the entropy will be greater at the surface than
the tropopause and criterion (3.1) will be satisﬁed. This shows that the index used
here is essentially based on the same theory as CAPE but constructed to pick up on
only extreme cases where the instability is deep enough to reach the tropopause.
Here we will compare CAPE and convective precipitation, from the daily
ERA-interim forecast data at 1200 UTC, with the entropy based diagnostic of
deep instability. The median CAPE value for each 4 percentile bin of convec-
tive precipitation in the Gulf Stream region is plotted in Fig. 3.4(a) using the
ERA-interim forecast CAPE. This shows that CAPE is related to convection as
the median value increases with greater convective precipitation. Fig. 3.4(b) uses
the CAPE of Glinton (2014) instead, which is calculated from the ERA-interim
reanalysis. This also shows a similar relationship between CAPE and convective
precipitation. The average values of CAPE are similar to the CAPE from the fore-
cast output of ERA-interim except for the top quintile of convective precipitation
where the values of Glinton (2014) are notably lower. The lower values of the
CAPE dataset from Glinton (2014) were also seen in section 3.1.
To test the skill of the convective index used in this paper Fig. 3.4(c) shows the
percentage of events for each 4 percentile bin of convective precipitation that sat-
isﬁes the condition (3.1) (grey line); as well as for the condition s500mb − ssur f < 0
(black line). Condition (3.1) is satisﬁed increasingly at higher convective pre-
cipitation, demonstrating predictive skill similar to the CAPEs. This means that




Figure 3.3: Schematics of two atmospheres with CAPE present: (a) with no
upright instability up to the tropopause, (b) with upright instability up to the
tropopause. θsur f is the potential temperature at the surface.
be used as an indicator of potential convection. However the convective index is
satisﬁed four times as frequently between the surface and 500mb for convective
events than the convective index for the entire troposphere, meaning more con-
vective events occur only up to the middle troposphere as there is no instability
higher up. The focus below is on the rarer, full tropospheric events as these have
the potential for whole tropospheric eﬀects of convection, and this is refered to
as“deep convection”.
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3.3 Climatology and Seasonal variability of the con-
vective index
The percentage of seasons for which the condition (3.1) was met was computed
for each of the 32 winters (December through February –DJF– in the Northern
Hemisphere and June through August –JJA– in the Southern Hemisphere) and
summers. The resulting averaged maps for the Northern Hemisphere are given
in Fig. 3.5. In winter (Fig 3.5(a)), the results from Czaja and Blunt (2011) for
2003-2004 are recovered, with the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio appearing as the
regions in which (3.1) is met most frequently (about 30 % of the time). Occur-
rences of unstable situations are otherwise low over the extra-tropical oceans (10
% or less). This ﬁnding contrasts sharply with the summertime map (Fig. 3.5(b))
which shows that the atmosphere is most often unstable to upright displacements
of low level air parcels in broad regions found equatorward of the western bound-
ary currents, and with larger occurrences (in excess of 50 %) than those found
over the Gulf Stream or Kuroshio in winter. These regions reﬂect the subtropical
extension of the convective warm pools of the western North Atlantic and North
Paciﬁc. Interestingly, north of these regions, it is only over the Gulf Stream that
signiﬁcant occurrences are found in summer. Over the Kuroshio, the signal seen
in winter in Fig. 3.5(a) does not appear in Fig. 3.5(b).
The results for the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 3.6) follow a similar trend.
In winter (Fig. 3.6(a)), occurrences are low in most places except over the East
Australian (40 %) and Aghulas currents (20 %). As found in Czaja and Blunt
(2011), but now established more ﬁrmly by the use of 32-yr record, the Brazil -
Malvinas conﬂuence region does not show up in this diagnostic. In summer (Fig.
3.6(b)), the largest occurrences are found to be associated with the subtropical
extension of the South Paciﬁc Convergence Zone, and, at higher latitudes, it is
only over the East Australian current that (3.1) is met frequently (on the order of
20 % of the time).
The diﬀerence between the satisfaction of the condition 3.1 and values of
CAPE is clear. Where as the CAPE climatology follows the SST contours in the
ocean (see Figs. 3.1 and 3.2), the condition 3.1 occurs in regions of high SST gra-
dient and not necessarily just high absolute SST. Hence the diagnostic presented
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here is strongly associated with oceanic currents and regions of strong oceanic
surface heat ﬂux. This shows that full tropospheric instability is more strongly
associated with oceanic currents than the generally more shallow CAPE.
The results presented above suggest that western boundary currents globally
have varying success at favoring unstable conditions for atmospheric convection
in winter and summer. Indeed, the criterion (3.1) does not solely depend upon
SST (and so warm advection by the currents) but also depends upon atmospheric
conditions (via stp). To analyze these two eﬀects, the distribution of the 10th,
50th and 90th percentiles of ssur f and stp for each western boundary current is
shown in Fig. 3.7. In winter (Fig. 3.7(a)), the Brazil-Malvinas current has one of
the lowest surface entropies (black bars) of all the currents (except for the North
Atlantic Current) which is due to the lower SST along the Brazil-Malvinas current
compared to other currents (the regions covered in Fig. 3.7 can be seen as the
boxes in Fig. 3.5 and 3.6). Since the tropopause entropy (grey bars) show a
similar distribution over the Brazil-Malvinas and the East-Australian currents, it
can be safely concluded that this low SST is the reason why occurrences in Fig.
3.6 are so low in the South Atlantic. When the SST is increased homogenously
by 2 K across the basin the average occurence of criterion (3.1) over the Agulhas
current in winter increases to over 20% (see Fig. 3.8).
The reason why the Gulf Stream was associated with signiﬁcant occurences in
Fig. 3.5 in summer, while the Kuroshio was not, can also be understood from Fig.
3.7(b). It is seen that indeed, the distributions of ssur f and stp overlap signiﬁcantly
over the Gulf Stream but, in comparison, ssur f is lower and stp higher over the
Kuroshio. The diﬀerent seasonality of occurrences over these two currents seen
in Fig. 3.5 thus not only reﬂects the lower SST of the Kuroshio, but also the pattern
of atmospheric stationary waves which set the diﬀerent height of the tropopause
over the North Atlantic and North Paciﬁc.
Finally, an intriguing feature of Fig. 3.5(a) is the presence of signiﬁcant num-
ber of days in winter where the convective criterion is met at high latitudes in the
North Atlantic (typically 20 % of the time). The seasonal mean SST contours
(black in Figs 3.5, 3.6) clearly relate this feature to the tongue of high temperature
associated with the Gulf Stream’s extension to the subpolar gyre. Nevertheless,
it is seen in Fig. 3.7(a) that despite this warm advection, ssur f in this region is
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the lowest of all surface entropies considered. It is only because the tropopause’s
entropy is low and extremely variable over the high latitudes in the North Atlantic
which, in eﬀect, is equivalent to saying that the tropopause is low and extremely
variable there, that the criterion (3.1) can be met.
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Figure 3.4: The median CAPE for each percentile of convective precipitation (CP)
over the Gulf Stream winter using the ERA-interim forecast model CAPE (a) and
CAPE of Glinton (2014) calculated from ERA-interim re-analysis output (b). (c)
The percentage of events for each percentile of convective precipitation (CP) over
the Gulf Stream winter that satisfy the criterion stp − ssur f < 0 (black) and the




Figure 3.5: The ﬁlled contours show the mean fraction of season (in percent) for
which the criterion (3.1) is met in winter (DJF) (a) and summer (JJA) (b). The
seasonal mean SST is contoured every 3K in black contours. The boxes in (a)




Figure 3.6: Same as Fig. 1 but for the Southern Hemisphere winter (JJA) (a) and
summer (DJF) (b).
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Figure 3.7: The median (diamonds), 10th (lower bar) and 90th (upper bar) decile of
S o (black) and S tp (grey), in J/K, for the North Atlantic Current (NAC), Kuroshio
(Kur), Australian current (Aus), Agulhas current (Aug), Brazil-Malvinas current
(Bra), Gulf Stream (GS) and the Florida Current (FC). Figure (a) is for the cur-
























Figure 3.8: Fig. 3.6(a) but with 2K added to the SST ﬁeld.
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3.4 Interannual variability of the convective index
The maps of standard deviation of the convective index for winter and summer
are shown in Fig. 3.9(a), 3.9(b) respectively for the Northern Hemisphere, and in
Fig. 3.10(a), 3.10(b) for the Southern Hemisphere. It is seen that for all maps the
largest standard deviations (in percentage of days per season) coincide with the
regions where in the mean (Figs. 3.5 and 3.6), the criterion (3.1) is satisﬁed most
frequently. The magnitude of the yr-to-yr variability is signiﬁcant. In summer,
peaks in Fig. 3.5(b) and Fig 3.6(b) were on the order of 50 % of the time with,
as seen in Fig 3.9(b), yr-to-yr ﬂuctuations on the order of 15 % of the time, i.e.
a 30 % relative change. Likewise in winter, the strong signals over the western
boundary currents, which were on the order of 30 % of the time in Figs 3.5(a) and
3.6(a), are seen in Fig. 3.9(a) and 3.10(a) to be associated with yr-to-yr changes
on the order of 10 % of the time, again a relative change of 30 %.
To help understand what controls the yr-to-yr ﬂuctuations in atmospheric in-
stability, we have performed an empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of
the 32 occurence maps for a given season. We only discuss the results obtained
in winter since it is at that time of year that the western boundary currents domi-
nate systematically the maps of occurence of the criterion (3.1) and, in addition,
because the more tropical dynamics dominating the summer maps in Figs 3.5(b)
and 3.6(b) might not be captured adequately by our choice of midlatitude-tied
tropopause tracking (following a PV surface, as discussed in section 2). Table 3.1
summarizes the main statistics, with the regions used displayed in Fig. 3.11 and
3.12.
The dominant EOFs found in the North Atlantic and Paciﬁc are shown in Fig.
3.11(a) and Fig. 3.11(b), respectively. It is seen that for both, the patterns are dipo-
lar and account for ﬂuctuations on the order of a few days per winter; although the
magnitudes of both poles are not equal, with large assymetry particularly in the
North Paciﬁc. The simple interpretation of the Northern Hemisphere EOF maps
is that, for the phase indicated in Fig. 3.11(a) and Fig. 3.11(b), when instabil-
ity occurs more frequently over western boundary currents (Kuroshio and Gulf
Stream) it occurs less frequently further north and east. Conversely, in the oppo-




Figure 3.9: The standard deviation (ﬁlled contours) of the fraction of season (in
percent) for which the criterion (3.1) is met in winter (DJF) (a) and summer (JJA)
(b) for the Northern Hemisphere. The seasonal mean SST is contoured every 3K
in black contours.
are associated with more instability further north and east. In the North Atlantic,
the associated timeseries correlates strongly (0.84) with the North Atlantic Os-
cillation (NAO) index while in the North Paciﬁc, a similar level of correlation is
found with the Western Paciﬁc (WP) index1. The second EOFs (see Table 3.1)
also correlate signiﬁcantly in both basins with a main mode of atmospheric vari-
1The North Atlantic Oscillation, Paciﬁc/North American pattern and Southern OscillationIn-
dex climate indices were downloaded from the National Weather Service Climate Prediction Cen-
tre. The Western Paciﬁc pattern and Southern Annular Mode climate indices were downloaded




Figure 3.10: Same as for Fig.4 but for the Southern Hemisphere winter (JJA) (a)
and summer (DJF) (b).
ability (shown by correlation with the EOFs of the geopotential height at 500mb
or Z500) and in the case of the Paciﬁc with the Paciﬁc North-American (PNA)
pattern. These results support the view that the yr-to-yr variability in the number
of days when (3.1) is met is primarily driven by the location of atmospheric storms
which set the regions where the tropopause entropy is low and variable. Indeed,
the WP and NAO patterns share similar deﬂections of the storm tracks over their
respective ocean basins (Linkin and Nigam, 2008).
The results for the Southern Hemisphere winter are shown in Fig. 3.12(a)
(South Paciﬁc) and 3.12(b) (South Indian Ocean). As in the Northern Hemisphere,
the 1st EOF is dipolar over the Agulhas current, reﬂecting meridional shifts in
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North Atlantic Basin
Correlation of principal component (PC) with:
EOF Variance (% ) Z500 PC (% variance) Atmospheric Mode Index
1 (36 % ) 2 (18 % ) NAO
1 28% 0.83 0.15 -0.82
2 19% 0.23 0.76 0.24
3 10% -0.03 -0.32 0.18
North Paciﬁc Basin
Correlation of principal component (PC) with:
EOF Variance (% ) Z500 PC (% variance) Atmospheric Mode Index
1 (45 % ) 2 (20 % ) PNA WP
1 24% -0.18 -0.68 0.15 0.72
2 17% 0.80 -0.21 -0.75 0.18
3 8% -0.15 0.20 -0.01 -0.12
South Paciﬁc Basin
Correlation of principal component (PC) with:
EOF Variance (% ) Z500 PC (% variance) Atmospheric Mode Index
1 (30 % ) 2 (16 % ) SAM SOI
1 13% -0.66 0.04 -0.29 0.28
2 10% -0.11 -0.38 0.08 0.35
3 9% 0.11 -0.09 0.23 -0.29
South Indian Basin
Correlation of principal component (PC) with:
EOF Variance (% ) Z500 PC (% variance) Atmospheric Mode Index
1 (44 % ) 2 (24 % ) SAM SOI
1 24% 0.21 -0.46 -0.20 0.31
2 18% -0.18 -0.26 -0.02 0.01
3 6% -0.15 0.09 -0.08 0.37
Table 3.1: Correlations of the ﬁrst three EOFs of the percentage of season
days when the criterion (3.1) is met with the ﬁrst two EOFs of the 500 mbar
height (Z500) and the atmospheric modes (North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Pa-
ciﬁc/North American pattern (PNA), Western Paciﬁc (WP) pattern, Southern An-
nular Mode (SAM) and the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI)) that directly aﬀect
the basin being considered. All numbers in bold have been deemed signiﬁcant
to the 99% conﬁdence level by performing permutation tests (this involves ran-
domising one of the two series’ 10000 times and using the 99th percentile as a
level of signiﬁcance).
.
instability over the Southern Indian ocean. Over the East Australian Current how-
ever (Fig. 3.12(a)), the pattern is monopolar, indicating a modulation rather than a




Figure 3.11: The ﬁrst EOF of the winter mean fraction of season when crite-
rion (3.1) occurs in (a) the North Atlantic (with intra-continental seas and basins
masked) and (b) the North Paciﬁc. Black contours are for positive values and
white contours for negative values.
diﬀerence between the two Hemispheres is the less clear link to modes of climate
variability obtained in the Southern Hemisphere. Correlations of the timeseries as-
sociated with the EOF1 in Fig. 3.12(a), 3.12(b) with the Southern Annular Mode
(SAM) or the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) are not signiﬁcant. However, as
indicated in Table 3.1, signiﬁcant correlations are found with the local EOF of
500mb geopotential height (i.e., computed over the same domain as the EOFs in
Figs 3.12(a) and 3.12(b)), supporting the idea that variations in the convective in-





Figure 3.12: Same as Fig.6 but for (a) the South Paciﬁc over East Australia and
(b) the Indian Ocean around the Agulhas Current.
As a further test, we have repeated all the above EOF analyses by replacing the
observed SST with a seasonally varying climatology. Fig. 3.13 compares the EOF
of the occurence of condition 3.1 for the North Atlantic with the same calculation
but with a climatological SST. Consistent with the view that atmospheric variabil-
ity is the main driver of yr-to-yr changes in the convective index by setting where
and when the tropopause undulates most, Fig. 3.13 shows virtually no change in
the EOF patterns, fraction of variance explained, etc., when using climatological
SSTs. The role of the ocean in contributing to the variability of the convective















































































Figure 3.13: The map of the ﬁrst EOF (a,b), the time series of the ﬁrst EOF (c,d),
and the variance of the EOFs (e,f) of the North Atlantic for the daily SST data
(a,c,e) and a 32-year climatological SST (b,d,f)
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3.5 Coupled ocean atmosphere feedbacks
To analyse the impact of changes in SST on the convective index it is convenient
to distinguish between intra-seasonal timescales, over which SST anomalies likely
reﬂect atmospheric forcing (surface heat ﬂuxes, Ekman advection), and timescales
of years to decades, over which geostrophic ocean advection plays a more signif-
icant role (e.g., Frankignoul (1985b)). As in the EOF analysis above we focus on
wintertime.
3.5.1 Intra-seasonal timescales
When more low tropopause events occur than on average over a given region
and season, this region becomes more likely to convect since its average vertical
stratiﬁcation decreases. However, since low tropopause events usually couple with
a developing low pressure wave at low levels, and an associated strengthening of
the surface winds (Hoskins et al., 1985), the resulting cooling of the upper ocean
is expected to limit this “preconditioning”.
To test whether the interaction of a synoptic system with the ocean leads in-
deed to a negative feedback on this system on intra-seasonal timescales, we com-
pare the frequency of occurrence of the criterion (3.1), as shown in Figs 3.5, 3.6,
with the frequency of occurrence obtained with the same time history of stp but
with intra-seasonal anomalies in surface conditions (temperature and pressure)
suppressed. To achieve this ﬁltering, we recompute the surface entropy for a given
winter by using the trendline of a linear regression of the surface temperature and
pressure estimated over that particular season at each grid instead of the actual
daily surface temperature and pressure. Note that in doing so the winter-to-winter
ﬂuctuations in ssur f are kept. Intra-seasonal anomalies were also obtained by re-
moving the smoothed seasonal cycle which produced similar results (not shown).
The diﬀerence between the occurrence map in Fig. 3.5 and the new one is
shown in Fig. 3.14 for the Northern Hemisphere (very similar results are found
for the Southern Hemisphere, not shown). The typical diﬀerences are on the order
of a few days at most, suggesting that the interaction with the upper ocean intro-
duces a modulation of the convective index on the order of 10 %. As expected
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Figure 3.14: The diﬀerence (in days per winter) between the occurrence map
in Fig. 3.5(a) and that computed with wintertime mean SST and SSP. Positive
values indicate more occurrence of convection in the interactive system. See text
for details.
from the above discussion, the diﬀerence map is negative over western boundary
currents (dark shading), indicating less occurrence of convective instability in the
interactive calculation than in the non interactive one. However, there are also
regions, typically at higher latitudes, where the diﬀerence map is positive (light
shading). In these regions, intra-seasonal anomalies in surface temperature and
pressure thus lead to more occurrence of convective instability.
To understand this somewhat surprising result, we have computed the distri-
bution of intra-seasonal anomalies in SST and surface pressure found when the
two calculations diﬀer in sign for the Northern Hemisphere winter (Table 3.2).
Over the western boundary currents (upper two rows), it is seen that about ≈ 80
% of the negative events seen in Fig.3.14 arise from negative SST anomalies of
≈ 0.3K amplitude, as suggested above, and, even more frequently (≥ 90 %), from
positive surface pressure anomalies of ≈ 6mb amplitude. The latter is expected
from the baroclinic nature of the storms over western boundary currents, with a
low tropopause above a high SLP (see for example the schematic in Czaja and
Blunt (2011) Fig. 1). Both eﬀects contribute equally to decrease ssur f and thus
explain the reduction seen in Fig. 3.14 over the western boundary currents. At
higher latitudes (Table 3.2, bottom two rows) there is no association with SST
anomalies of a particular sign but there is an overwhelming presence (> 98 %)
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SST anomaly SP anomaly
Region Event Mean Positive Negative Mean Positive Negative
Criteria (K) % Value % Value (mbar) % Value % Value
(K) (K) (mbar) (mbar)
Subtropical
North F f ilt < F full -0.27 23% 0.19 77% -0.41 6.4 92% 7.1 8% -2.1
Paciﬁc
Subtropical
North F f ilt < F full -0.20 21% 0.14 80% -0.29 5.6 94% 6.0 6% -2.2
Atlantic
Subpolar
North F f ilt > F full 0.04 51% 0.29 49% -0.21 -18.0 1.3% 2.0 98.7% -18.2
Paciﬁc
Subpolar
North F f ilt > F full 0.04 55% 0.18 45% -0.14 -22.9 0.3% 1.8 99.7% -23.0
Atlantic
Table 3.2: The intra-seasonal anomalies of SST and SP for events when the cri-
terion (3.1) occurs in the full calculation (F full) and it does not in the calculation
with intra-seasonal anomalies in SST and SP removed (F f ilt). The anomalies are
split into positive and negative anomalies with their percent of the total events
also recorded. F full > F f ilt indicates more occurrence of convection in the full
calculation than in the one with intraseasonal anomalies in SST and SP removed.
of negative surface pressure anomalies of large amplitude (≈ 20mb).The negative
SLP anomalies likely reﬂect the barotropic nature of the storms at the end of the
storm track (e.g., Simmons and Hoskins, 1982), with a low tropopause associated
with a low SP directly below it. The positive regions in Fig. 3.14 are thus ex-
plained mostly by an atmospheric eﬀect, the lowering of ssur f associated with low
SLP.
3.5.2 Interannual and longer timescales
A given season is a short time period to establish signiﬁcant sea surface tempera-
ture anomalies through surface cooling, and this must be the principal reason for
the weakness of the negative feedback isolated above. On timescales of years to
decades, much larger SST anomalies can develop, either as a result of changes
in the geostrophic circulation of the ocean or through atmospheric forcing, and
a larger inﬂuence on the convective stability of the atmosphere should result. To
quantify this statement, we compute the SST change δT required to produce a
change in surface entropy equal to a fraction, η, of the long term winter mean
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stp − ssur f (denoted with an overbar):







In this expression, the sensitivity (∂ssur f /∂T ) is evaluated at the long term winter
mean surface temperature (Ts) and pressure (Ps). The result is displayed in Fig.
3.15 for a choice η = 0.5 (i.e., a 50 % modulation of the mean tropopause to sur-
face entropy diﬀerence). It is seen that over the Gulf Stream and the Kuroshio the
required SST changes to impact atmospheric stability signiﬁcantly are modest (on
the order of 1K). When this analysis was repeated for the summer (see Fig. 3.16)
SST changes of more than 3K were required over the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio
to produce the 50% change in atmospheric stability which highlights the reduced
convective potential in mid-latitudes during the summer.
Equation (3.2) has been re-arranged to ﬁnd η by using the 80% of the am-
plitude of the decadal SST cycle as δT . The decadal SST cycle was created
by compositing the 10-year smoothed SST records from the World Ocean Atlas,
Goddard, Kaplan and the NOAA extended reconstructed SST datasets (HadSST2
was removed as it produced highly anomalous results compared to the other 4
datasets). The resulting fraction by which the decadal SST cycle can change the
climatological diﬀerence between the surface and tropopause entropy can reach
40% in the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio (see Fig. 3.17). This demonstrates the
potential ability for the ocean to reduce the atmospheric stability, and therefore
increase atmospheric convection, over decadal and longer timescales.
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Figure 3.15: The SST change (contoured every K) required to match a 50%
change in the entropy diﬀerence between the surface and tropopause in the North-
ern Hemisphere winter.




















Figure 3.16: The SST change (contoured every K) required to match a 50%
change in the entropy diﬀerence between the surface and tropopause in the North-
ern Hemisphere summer.
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Figure 3.17: The fraction (η), in %, by which decadal SST variability can re-
duce the climatological wintertime entropy diﬀerence between the surface and the
tropopause. See text for details of the calculation.
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3.6 Conclusion and discussion
The main ﬁndings of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
• The western boundary currents are the oceanic regions where the extra-
tropical atmosphere most likely convects in winter in both the Southern and
Northern Hemispheres. In summer, most of the convective activity over the
oceans shifts equatorward of the western boundary currents, although it can
still be detected over the Gulf Stream and the East Australian Current.
• The number of days per winter where the atmosphere is likely unstable
to convection over a deep (surface to tropopause) layer shows great (30
%) interannual variation over the midlatitude oceans. The source of this
variation is, to ﬁrst order, the erratic displacements of the storm tracks over
ocean basins dictating, on any given day, where the tropopause is lower than
on average.
• On intra-seasonal timescales the interaction of low pressure systems with
the ocean is self limited by the generation of cold SST anomaly over the
western boundary currents. This negative feedback is weak because only
small SST anomaly (< 1K) can develop in a few months. On interannual
and longer timescales, convective activity over the western boundary cur-
rents is likely to be strongly aﬀected by changes in the ocean circulation.
These results are only diagnostic in that, although they suggest that western bound-
ary currents are instrumental in setting when and where the atmosphere is most
likely to convect to full depth in midlatitudes, they do not isolate the eﬀect of these
local air-sea interactions on the storm track, the wind ﬁeld, etc, over their respec-
tive ocean basins. However, even as diagnostics these results demonstrate the
noise of atmospheric variability when studying ocean-atmosphere interaction but
also the potential for long-term oceanic variability to inﬂuence the mid-latitude
atmosphere through convection at the western boundary currents.
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Chapter 4
Deep slantwise instability over the
Gulf Stream
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter the simple diagnostic of deep upright instability used in Chapter 3
is adapted to identify deep slantwise instability. The idea behind this being that
as warm, moist surface air parcels rise in the warm conveyor embedded in extra-
tropical cyclones (Green et al., 1966; Browning, 1986), they reach saturation and
possibly, in the case where the cyclone has steep enough isentropic slopes, low
moist Richardson numbers. When this condition occurs, the motion is prone to an
inertial instability on a moist isentropic surface, or moist slantwise instability (e.g
Bennetts and Hoskins, 1979; Emanuel, 1983a; Gray and Thorpe, 2000). It is the
goal of this chapter to study the occurrence of those situations.
Previous studies have found the atmosphere above western boundary currents
to be regions of slantwise instability (Czaja and Blunt, 2011; Korty and Schneider,
2007; Glinton, 2014). Czaja and Blunt (2011) found that in a majority of cases
over the Gulf Stream extension the moist Richardson number at 700 mb is close
to unity. A Richardson number of this value has previously been found critical for
the onset of moist symmetric instability (Bennetts and Hoskins, 1979; Emanuel,
1983a). Czaja and Blunt (2011) also found that parcels raised from 950mb along a
slantwise moist adiabat had similar density temperatures to their environment, fur-
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ther conﬁrming that slantwise instability could be important over the Gulf Stream
region. Using more common diagnostics of moist slantwise instability Glinton
(2014) found that Slantwise Convective Available Potential Energy (SCAPE) is a
maximum over the Gulf Stream region and it can be inferred by comparing Fig.
9 and Fig. 10 of Korty and Schneider (2007) that the slantwise component of
moist potential vorticity peaks over the Gulf Stream in winter. However none of
these focus on events of deep slantwise instability which could produce a diﬀerent
pattern of instability as Chapter 3 showed for upright instability.
Interestingly, although slantwise instability could be important in the mid-
latitudes, it is not parameterized and the resultant circulations are only fully re-
solved in General Circulation Models (GCMs) with grid spacing of 2km hori-
zontally and 150m vertically (Lean and Clark, 2003). This means models with
coarser resolutions could be missing, partially or wholly, an important mechanism
for oceanic forcing of the atmosphere in mid-latitudes.
Here we will be adapting the simple index of instability used by Czaja and
Blunt (2011), Sheldon and Czaja (2013) and in Chapter 3 to detect slantwise in-
stability. Their index of instability, by taking a sea surface air parcel and compar-
ing its entropy to that at the tropopause, enabled an investigation of convection
over a deep layer in a simple framework. The use of surface parcels also allowed
an explicit connection to ocean circulation changes. By using this modiﬁed index
we will assess the regions where the slantwise instability can be released and also
how often this diagnostic occurs and the depth to which it is released. This will
provide a ﬁrst step in assessing the role of slantwise instability in oceanic forcing
of the atmosphere.
The diagnostic for slantwise convection will be investigated using ERA-interim
reanalysis data (described in Section 2.4). This model has an eﬀective resolution
of 0.75◦x0.75◦ and it has no parameterization of slantwise convection (Dee et al.,
2011). Lean and Clark (2003) showed that a horizontal model resolution of 24
km is required (with no observations assimilated) to represent the overall frontal
structure. In the 2D model of Knight and Hobbs (1988) they found that banding
as a result of slantwise circulations were resolved at 40km horizontal resolution,
but not at 80km. With an eﬀective horizontal model resolution of approximately
60-80km at mid-latitudes, ERA-interim is at the limit of resolving slantwise cir-
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culations. However, even if banded slantwise circulations are not resolved, it is
reasonable to expect that a reduced atmosopheric stability could still inﬂuence the
ﬂow just not in the typical style of slantwise circulations.
The chapter is structured as follows. In Section 4.2, an index of slantwise in-
stability from the sea surface to the tropopause is developed, discussed and com-
pared to the more widely used Slantwise Convective Available Potential Energy
(SCAPE). The terminology for ‘slantwise instability’ and ‘slantwise circulations’
is also clariﬁed. The frequency of slantwise instability events above the North-
ern Hemisphere ocean is investigated in Section 4.3 and the possible role of this
instability in oceanic forcing of the atmosphere is studied in Section 4.4. Com-
posite analysis is used in the Gulf Stream region to demonstrate the circulation
changes related to the slantwise instability in section 4.5. A conclusion is oﬀered
in Section 4.6.
4.2 A diagnostic of deep slantwise instability over
the oceans
4.2.1 Deﬁnition of the index
In this thesis slantwise instability is deﬁned as the instability present when there
is inertial instability along saturated isentropes, which is seen at low Ri. Condi-
tions for slantwise instability typically occur along the cold front of low pressure
systems where the background circulation is poleward and upward and the air is
brought to saturation (Browning and Harrold, 1970; Meteorological Oﬃce, 1997).
When the (moist) Richardson number is low, that is, when the vertical wind shear
is high compared to the moist buoyancy frequency, the ﬂow can become unstable
in a slanted direction which can intensify the frontal circulations and allow them
to extend deeper into the atmosphere (e.g. Bennetts and Hoskins, 1979). From a
Lagrangian perspective, air parcels can be brought quite high up in the atmosphere
within a day when Ri is low, and it is the main idea of this chapter to suggest that
such ascent occurs relatively frequently over the Gulf Stream and that it is sen-
sitive to the sea surface temperature over this region (Minobe et al., 2008). See
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Section 2.3 for a more in depth discussion of what slantwise instability is and the
circulation expected due to its release.
The atmosphere is stable to both gravitational and inertial instability at all pos-
itive values of Ri. It is however inertially unstable to displacements approximately
along isentropes when the latter are steeper than the absolute momentum surfaces,
that is when 0 ≤ Ri ≤ 1 (Emanuel, 1983a). For two-dimensional ﬂows, the ab-
solute momentum surfaces M are made up from both a planetary and local wind
dependent component (Eliassen, 1962):
M = V + f x (4.1)
where V is the wind velocity along a 2D front, f the coriolis parameter and x
the horizontal distance in a plane perpendicular to V (the transverse plane). Fig.
4.1 is a schematic of the transverse plane to a front and shows that M-surfaces out-
side a frontal zone are vertical (increasing in an eastward direction) and become
slanted at a front due to the vertical wind shear of the jet.
In the following we will use (4.1) to compute M-surfaces in reanalysis data,
after identifying fronts using the method discussed in depth in Chapter 5. The
threshold of the frontal diagnostic, F used in this chapter is F > 1. The full
winds will be used, as opposed to the geostrophic winds, following Gray and
Thorpe (2001). The transverse plane is then deﬁned as the perpendicular to the
1000mb isotherms (the gradient of temperature) at the point at which a front is
identiﬁed.
In Chapter 3 we considered a deep layer of saturated air extending from the
sea surface (at speciﬁc entropy ssur f ) to the tropopause directly above it (at speciﬁc
entropy stp), where the atmosphere was unstable if the entropy at the tropopause
was less than that at the surface:
(stp − ssur f )|lat,lon < 0 (4.2)
where lat and lon are the latitude and longitude respectively. This simple idea
can be adapted for slantwise motions by calculating the entropy diﬀerence be-
tween the surface and tropopause along M surfaces instead of along the vertical
(see Fig. 4.1):
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustating the diﬀerence in the upright instability diag-
nostic calculation described in Chapter 3 and the slantwise instability diagnostic
calculation described in this chapter. Black dashed line is the tropopause, black
dotted lines the M surfaces, grey arrows join the two points used to calculate each
diagnostic and the grey shaded area is the frontal zone. The cold sector is to the
left and the warm sector to the right.
(stp − ssur f )|M < 0 (4.3)
As in Chapter 3, an upper bound for ssur f is the speciﬁc entropy that an air
parcel would have at a relative humidity of 80 % (the typical relative humidity in
the marine boundary layer in the open ocean) and at the same temperature and
pressure as the sea surface. The criterion (4.3) with this deﬁnition of ssur f thus
provides an upper bound on the occurence of slantwise instability from the sea
surface to the tropopause and this was the basis for the index studies in Czaja and
Blunt (2011), Sheldon and Czaja (2013) and Chapter 3. We refer to this as a “2D
deep slantwise” diagnostic in the following, to emphasize that it is based on a two
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dimensional assumption (deﬁnition of M surfaces above) and that it corresponds
to an instability occurring over a thick layer of air (surface to tropopause). A three
dimensional version of the index, following work by Shutts (1990), will also be
considered later in this chapter (see Section 4.3). The rest of the details of the
calculation (eg. data used, time of day, entropy equation etc.) are the same as for
the upright calculation in Chapter 3.
4.2.2 Comparison with SCAPE
To compare our diagnostic of slantwise instability (Eq. 4.3) with the more famil-
iar slantwise convective available potential energy (SCAPE, e.g. Emanuel, 1994),
the mean SCAPE in the Gulf Stream region (36-40.5◦N, 50-70◦W) every winter
day from 2001-2010 was considered. In Fig. 4.2(a) SCAPE is plotted against
the mean entropy diﬀerence found along M-surfaces for each day within the Gulf
Stream domain deﬁned above. As one can see, a signiﬁcant amount of scatter is
found, which is not unexpected since the two diagnostics are not measuring the
instability in the same path of air (SCAPE measures the instability from the layer
of free convection to the level of neutral buoyancy whilst the diagnostic studied
in this chapter is for the full troposphere; in other words, SCAPE will measure
instabilities of all scales whilst Eq. 4.3 will only measure deep instabilities). Nev-
ertheless, an exponential-decay relation is found, with large values of SCAPE
(up to 1000J/kg) associated with (ssur f − stp)|M ≈ −75Jkg−1K−1 and small val-
ues of SCAPE associated with (ssur f − stp)|M ≈ 75Jkg−1K−1. This relationship is
seen clearly when averaging over percentile bins rather than geographically (Fig.
4.2(b)). For example, the uppermost decile of the SCAPE distribution is found to
be associated with a population of fronts of which a third satisfy the condition for
deep 2D slantwise instability (ssur f − stp)M < 0. The median value of SCAPE is
however associated with a population of fronts of which less than 3 % satisfy this
condition.
The above comparison supports the use of our diagnostic in this chapter as
it is related to the more commonly used SCAPE. Chapter 5 will explore further
the relationship between SCAPE and the deep slantwise diagnostic on the frontal
scale. We now show that, besides being explicitly related to sea surface tempera-
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Figure 4.2: Scatter plot of the mean SCAPE everyday over the Gulf Stream region
(36-40.5◦N, 50-70◦W) against the mean (stp − ssur f )|M for the region (a). (b) is the
percentage of each 4% bin of SCAPE that satisﬁes the criteria (stp − ssur f )|M < 0.
ture, which is an obvious advantage to isolate an oceanic forcing, our diagnostic
is also better suited to regions of large tropospheric ascent.
To demonstrate this, an index of days in the Gulf Stream region with large
ascent throughout the troposphere has been created to study the relation of the
two diagnostics of slantwise instability to extreme events of deep ascent (hereafter
ω-index). A day is considered an event of extreme, deep ascent if: over 10% of
the Gulf Stream region (36-40.5◦N, 50-70◦W) is in the bottom 5% of pressure
velocity occurrence (ascent) for all winters from 1979-2010 at 4 levels through
out the troposphere (900mb, 700mb, 500mb, 400mb). Events which satisfy all
these criteria account for approximately 10% of winter days. These criteria are
constructed to ﬁnd strong ascent that occurs at all levels in the troposphere but
which is not necessarily along the local vertical.
Fig. 4.3 shows the average SCAPE, and the percent of the Gulf Stream region
that satisﬁes Eq. 4.3, from 10 days before (negative) to 10 days after an extreme
ascent event was identiﬁed by the ω-index. SCAPE peaks over two days, at zero
lag and the day after the extreme, deep ascent days and then only just above the
99% signiﬁcance line (Fig. 4.3(a)). In contrast, our diagnostic peaks only on the
day of extreme ascent at greater than double the mean and considerably higher
than the 99% signiﬁcance line (Fig. 4.3(b)). This demonstrates that the diagnostic
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Figure 4.3: (a) The mean SCAPE in the Gulf Stream region (36-40.5◦N, 50-70◦W)
from 10 days before (negative) to the 10 days after extreme ascent events as iden-
tiﬁed by the ω-index described in the text. The dashed grey lines are the levels of
99% signiﬁcance calculated using a bootstrap method. (b) is the same as (a) but
for the mean percentage of occurrence of (stp − ssur f )|M < 0, instead of SCAPE.
for slantwise instability outlined in Eq. 4.3 is strongly linked to deep ascent. In
Chapter 5 the ascent associated with deep slantwise unstable fronts is explored in
more depth.
In summary, because of its explicit link to SST via ssur f , and because it cap-
tures better deep tropospheric ascent, we will use the criterion of Eq. 4.3 in this
chapter to study large scale slantwise instability instead of SCAPE.
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4.3 Frequency of slantwise convection
In this section we study how frequently the slantwise criterion (4.3) is satisﬁed.
Although slantwise instability does have an inﬂuence on atmospheric circulation
when it occurs with upright instability (Schultz et al., 2000) here we will focus
only on isolated deep slantwise instability, that occurs when the atmosphere is
stable to deep upright instability. This is to simplify the situtation, although it is
worth noting that because of this isolation we expect slantwise instability to be
more common than shown.
Fig. 4.4(a) is a reproduction of Fig. 2(a) from Sheldon and Czaja (2013)
(and Fig. 3.5(a) from Chapter 3) showing the percentage of winter days when the
upright deep convection diagnostic is satisﬁed. Deep upright convection is not
just limited to the Gulf Stream regions, where it occurs approximately 30% of the
winter, but extends above 50◦N into the subpolar gyre of the North Atlantic. When
the occurence of deep slantwise instability (the satisfaction of Criterion (4.3)) is
considered (Fig. 4.4(b)) only 4-8% of the winter days in the Gulf Stream and
Kuroshio extension regions are found to be slantwise unstable. This instability is
also on the warm side of the oceanic fronts as shown by the contoured SST. No
occurrences are found north of 50◦N. To put these percentages into perspective,
ascent occurs at low levels in the Gulf Stream region 40-45% of winter. Therefore
deep upright instability is found nearly three quarters as often as ascent in the Gulf
Stream region, and deep slantwise instability occurs up to a quarter as frequently
as ascent at low levels.
A primary reason for the decrease in frequency between Fig. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b)
is that the frontal criteria used in 4.4(b) only occurs at each speciﬁc location 10-
15% of the winter over the western boundary currents (see Chapter 5). This likely
underestimates the frequency of instability because the diagnostic for slantwise
instability is only calculated exactly where a front is diagnosed, and then only
directly perpendicular to the front, which does capture the 3D nature of fronts in
the real atmosphere. To get another estimate of the slantwise instability, without
the constraints of having to be on a front, a 3D formulation of Criterion (4.3) is
now used.
The 3D slantwise diagnostic involves using a two-component M surface which
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is not tied to the identiﬁcation of a front. We use the 3D absolute momentum
equations of Shutts (1990):
M3D = f x + v
N3D = f y − u
(4.4)
where v and u are the meridional and zonal wind speeds respectively. The M
surface in this case is the intersection of the M3D and N3D planes of equal value.
This 3D formulation of M allows the fact that deep slantwise instability may oc-
cur at times and places where a front is not identiﬁed by the frontal diagnostic,
F∗ (see Chapter 5), at that exact location and where the circulation is such that
the 2D assumption is not strictly valid. However if the slantwise instability is
nowhere near a front, or in an area of downwelling, the instability is unlikely to
be released. This means that whereas the diagnostic involving 2D M surfaces
provides a lower estimate of the occurence of slantwise by strictly adhering to
the semi-geostrophic theory, the diagnostic using 3D M surfaces will provide an
upper estimate as they will include situations where the instability will not be
released. However in Chapter 5 it is shown that the 3D diagnostic still only iden-
tiﬁes instability on and close to the front. As a result, by using both the 2D and
3D formulations of Criterion (4.3) a lower and upper bound in the frequency of
deep slantwise instability in the Northern Hemisphere can be obtained.
The calculation based on the 3D diagnostic can be written as:
(stp − ssur f )|MN < 0 (4.5)
and its occurrence is shown in Fig. 4.4(c) which is to be compared to Fig.
4.4(a) and 4.4(b). The pattern obtained is very similar to that in Fig. 4.4(b),
giving conﬁdence in its robustness, but with larger occurrences. It shows that deep
slantwise instability could be occurring up to 20% of the winter time in speciﬁc
locations over the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio, about twice as frequently as in the
2D diagnostic (Fig. 4.4(b)).
In the North Atlantic occurrences of both the 2D and 3D slantwise diagnostics
stop abruptly at 50◦N. This suggests that the conditions are such north of 50◦N to
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prevent deep slantwise instability. Indeed the satisfaction of both the 2D and 3D
slantwise convection diagnostic seems conﬁned to Western Boundary Currents.
This is likely because ascent and moistening occurs most frequently and vigor-
ously over these regions since they coincide with zones of maximum baroclinic
growth rates and surface latent and sensible heat ﬂuxes (e.g. Hoskins and Valdes,
1990). It is also possible that the higher values of f at more northern latitudes
make the M surfaces more vertical, decreasing the likelihood of satisﬁying Crite-
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Figure 4.4: The 32 year climatology (1979-2010) of the percentage of winter days
where the troposphere satisﬁes the upright convective index (a), the 2D slantwise
convective index (b), the 3D slantwise convective index but not the upright con-
vective index (c). Contours show sea surface temperature.
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4.4 Slantwise convection and its role in oceanic forc-
ing of the atmosphere
Section 4.3 showed that conditions for deep slantwise convection are realized for
up to two weeks every winter over the western boundary currents. As this is where
the ocean SST is dominated by large decadal changes in sea surface temperature
(eg. Halliwell, 1998) it raises the question of whether these long term variations
could modulate the atmospheric stratiﬁcation via slantwise instability. Fig. 4.5
shows the density distribution (in % of total points in each 1K by 5 J/kg bin) of
all points in the Gulf Stream region from 1979-2010 for SST (K) against (strop −
ssur f )|M using the 3D formulation. There is a large spread in points but there is a
general tilt, with points of lower SST generally having a larger entropy diﬀerence
along an M surface (more stable to slantwise motion) and points of higher SST
having a lower, or negative entropy diﬀerence along an M surface (less stable to
slantwise motion).
Figure 4.5: The density distribution (in % of total points in each 1K by 5 J/kg
bin) of daily winter grid point data for 1979-2010 in the Gulf Stream region (36-
40.5◦N, 70-50◦W) for SST (K) against (S trop − S sur f )|M (J/kg).
The density distribution plot suggests that there is a possible relationship be-
tween the SST and the full tropospheric stability but that there is considerable
scatter, likely reﬂecting the internal variability of the storm track (see Sheldon
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and Czaja, 2013 and Chapter 3). We now explore the eﬀects decadal changes in
SST could have on the whole tropospheric stability following Sheldon and Czaja
(2013) and Chapter 3.
As in Section 3.5 I focus on the fraction, η, by which the climatological
mean diﬀerence in winter surface and tropopause entropy (stability) is reduced by




stp − ssur f
)
|/(stp − ssur f ) (4.6)
It is possible that changes in SST lead to changes in stp. It is however very
diﬃcult to estimate the latter from observations and, following Sheldon and Czaja
(2013) and Chapter 3, we set δstp = 0, and focus on changes in ssur f driven by
SST changes. With this assumption, (4.6) becomes:
η = δssur f /(stp − ssur f ) (4.7)














/(stp − ssur f ) (4.8)
In this expression, the sensitivity of the surface entropy to SST changes (∂ssur f /∂T )
is evaluated at the long term winter mean surface temperature (Ts) and pressure
(Ps). δTdecadal is set to 80% of the amplitude of the observed decadal SST vari-
ability (calculated as in Chapter 3). All values in Eq. 4.8 are calculated for each
grid point individually. The fraction, η, that results (Fig. 4.6(a) here, reproduced
from Fig. 3.17) shows that the decadal SST variability can change the upright
atmospheric stability by up to 40% in the Western Boundary Currents.
Eq. (4.8) can be generalized to take account of slantwise instability as well,







/(stp − ssur f )|M,N (4.9)
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Fig. 4.6(b) shows the resulting η from eq. (4.9). This demonstrates that in the
western boundary currents the decadal SST variability can change the slanted at-
mospheric stability by up to 80%. This is far greater than the 40% seen for upright
stability alone (Fig. 4.6(a)). The diﬀerence between these two maps (Fig. 4.6(c))
isolates the increased sensitivity due to slantwise instability and this shows that
the areas where decadal ocean changes can inﬂuence the atmosphere by modulat-
ing slantwise convection is strongly contained to the Gulf Stream and Kuroshio
extension regions. This is particularly interesting as slantwise convection is not
parameterized and is poorly resolved in GCMs (Lean and Clark, 2003) and there-
fore the GCMs could be missing out an important mechanism for oceanic forcing
of the atmosphere.
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Figure 4.6: The fraction (η), in %, by which decadal SST variability can re-
duce the climatological wintertime entropy diﬀerence between the surface and
the tropopause along 3D M surface (a) and upright vertical direction (b). η is de-
ﬁned by eq. 4.8 and eq. 4.9 in section 4.4. (c) is (a) minus (b) to show where
slantwise convection provides greater sensitivity to the ocean.
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4.5 Frontal circulation and the eﬀect of slantwise in-
stability using a 2D diagnostic
The above demonstrates that deep slantwise instability is occurring for approxi-
mately 10-15% of the winter in the Western Boundary currents and that this oc-
currence varies with decadal SST changes. Here I take a ﬁrst look at where the
slantwise instability is at a front and the circulation related to it. This will be cov-
ered in much more depth in Chapter 5 but the simple 2D diagnostic used here will
also be used with models of diﬀerent resolution in Chapter 6 for comparison.
4.5.1 Composite Analysis
I now illustrate the deep slantwise diagnostic described in this chapter through
use of composites of several variables in the transverse plane to fronts when the
criterion (4.3) is satisﬁed (see Fig. 4.7 for a schematic of the transverse planes
to the fronts and the caption for a description on how they are calculated). The
x-axis in the composites is the horizontal distance along the transverse plane, with
0km being the point of frontal identiﬁcation. We focus on the Gulf Stream re-
gion (here deﬁned as 36-40.5◦N, 70-50◦W) and consider composites: (i) formed
for all fronts that are both slantwise and upright stable (neither criterion (4.3) or
criterion (4.2) are satisﬁed), and (ii) formed when slantwise instability (criterion
(4.3) was satisﬁed), but not upright instability (criterion (4.2) was not satisﬁed), is
detected at the front location. By comparing the fronts of these two categories the
circulation changes due to slantwise instability can be isolated.
The circulation in the transverse plane to the front averaged over all fronts
(Fig. 4.8(a)) shows the air rising along the front as it moves from the warm side of
the front (> 0km on the x-axis) to the cold side of the front (< 0km on the x-axis)
and then re-circulates downwards towards the base of the front on the cold side.
When the change in the transverse circulation associated with detection of slant-
wise instability is isolated, by subtracting the circulation averaged over all fronts
that satisfy (i) above from those averaged over all fronts that satisfy (ii) above
(see Fig. 4.8(b)), there is a strong increase in the downdraught along the cold
side of the front, as well as the strong uplift on the front. These changes in circu-
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Figure 4.7: Schematic illustating the transverse plane to the front (grey). The
transverse plane is only taken when a front is identiﬁed by F > 4 (for example
marked by X in the diagram) and the transverse plane is taken perpendicular to
the direction of the front. The direction of the front is calculated from the thermal
gradient.
lation when slantwise instability is present appear to be an intensiﬁcation of the
background frontal circulation. The circulation changes that are over 99% signiﬁ-
cance level are shaded in Fig. 4.8(b) and all further cross-sections are statistically
signiﬁcant to 99% (the signiﬁcance is calculated using a bootstrap method).
The composites for the pressure velocity, ω, (negative is ascent) more clearly
conﬁrm these changes in circulation (see Fig. 4.9). The composite for all stable
frontal events (Fig. 4.9(a)) shows a deep convective cell at the front which in-
tensiﬁes and penetrates deeper into the troposphere when those fronts with deep
slantwise instability are isolated (Fig. 4.9(b)).
The relative humidity composites (Fig. 4.10) show transport of moisture along
the front, consistent with the ascent and the “warm conveyor” circulation resolved
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.8: Vectors showing the 32 year composite (1979-2010) of pressure ve-
locity (Pa/s) and velocity of wind in the transverse plane (m/s) in the Gulf Stream
region (36-40.5◦N, 70-50◦W) of the transverse planes to all convectively stable
fronts (a), and the diﬀerence between the median of all fronts and the median of
only slantwise unstable fronts (b) with points that are 99% signiﬁcant shaded in
grey. The cold sector is to the left and the warm sector to the right. The tropopause
is the thick black line.
by the reanalysis (e.g. Catto et al., 2010). The composite where slantwise insta-
bility is isolated (Fig. 4.10(b)) shows that, accompanying the increase in ascent
on the warm side of the front, there is a drying of the troposphere along the front.
This tongue of drying follows approximately a surface of constant M (indicated
by the white line in this and other ﬁgures) and could be either due to this method
selecting diﬀerent parts of the frontal system indiscriminantly or due to increased
precipitation raining out the moisture (see Chapter 5 for further analysis).








where Γm is the moist adiabatic lapse rate and the other variables were in-
troduced in Section 4.2. This moist Richardson number diﬀers to that of Czaja
and Blunt (2011) mentioned in Section 2.3.4 because that was calculated for only
700mb where as here the moist Richardson number is calculated for every pres-
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Figure 4.9: The 32 year composite (1979-2010) of pressure velocity (Pa/s) in the
Gulf Stream region (36-40.5◦N, 70-50◦W) of the transverse planes to all convec-
tively stable fronts (a), and for all fronts with slantwise instability determined by
Criterion 4.3 at the point of the front location and no upright instability determined
by Criterion 4.2 (b). Thin white contours indicate negative values and therefore
ascent, and the thin black contours indicate positive values and therefore down-
draught. The thick dashed black contours are the zero line of pressure velocity.
The thick white contour is the average M surface at the point of the front location.
The cold sector is to the left and the warm sector to the right. The tropopause is
the thick black line.
sure level. Composites of the moist Richardson number (Fig. 4.11) conﬁrm
the presence of lower values close to the tropopause (black dashed line) along
the frontal surface when fronts with only slantwise instability are isolated. Fig.
4.11 shows that when slantwise instability is detected using the criterion (4.3), the
Richardson number also diagnoses greater moist symmetric instability along the
front.
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Figure 4.10: The 32 year composite (1979-2010) of relative humidity (fraction)
in the Gulf Stream region (36-40.5◦N, 70-50◦W) of the transverse planes to all
convectively stable fronts (a), and for all fronts with slantwise instability deter-
mined by Criterion 4.3 at the point of the front location and no upright instability
determined by Criterion 4.2 (b). The thick white contour is the average M surface
at the point of the front location. The cold sector is to the left and the warm sector
to the right. The tropopause is the thick black line.
























































Figure 4.11: The 32 year composite (1979-2010) of the Richardson number in the
Gulf Stream region (36-40.5◦N, 70-50◦W) of the transverse planes to all convec-
tively stable fronts (a), and for all fronts with slantwise instability determined by
Criterion 4.3 at the point of the front location and no upright instability determined
by Criterion 4.2 (b). The thick white contour is the average M surface at the point
of the front location. In both Ri = 2.5 is contoured in the thin black dashed line.
The cold sector is to the left and the warm sector to the right. The tropopause is
the thick black dashed line.
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4.5.2 Interpretation
The composite cross-sections (Fig. 4.8, 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11) are consistent with
the simple idea discussed in section 4.2 of motion being enhanced when there
is inertial instability along isentropes. To investigate further the stability of air
motion along a surface of constant M, the percentage of all fronts in the Gulf
Stream region with instability (both upright and slantwise) are plotted in Fig. 4.12.
Fig. 4.12(a) is calculated by taking a point in the transverse plane and comparing
its entropy to that of a point at the surface directly below for upright instability
(continuous line), or a point at the surface of equal M for slantwise instability
(dashed line). For an instability between the point in question and the sea surface
to occur, we thus require:
(si − ssur f )|M < 0
(si − ssur f )|x < 0
(4.11)
where si refers to the moist entropy at a given location in the transverse plane.
The calculation shows a clear asymmetry between the cold and warm sides of
the front, with lower occurrences of instability on the cold side. Inspection of
potential temperature sections suggests this is primarily due to weaker stratiﬁca-
tion found over the warm sector (not shown). The calculation with upright and
slanted displacements are very similar on the warm side of the front because the
M-surfaces are nearly vertical there (not shown). On the cold side, however, dif-
ferences are more pronounced. At 400 mb for example, there are up to 20% more
fronts which are unstable relative to the surface along M surfaces than along the
vertical.
A slightly diﬀerent calculation is presented in (Fig. 4.12(b)) by comparing the
entropy at a given level with that of the level directly below rather than that at the
surface:
(si − si−1)|M < 0
(si − si−1)|x < 0
(4.12)
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Fig. 4.12(b) shows similar asymmetry to Fig. 4.12(a), with both a greater like-
lihood of upright and slantwise instability on the warm side. Fig. 4.12(b) shows
a greater diﬀerence between the occurrence of upright and slantwise instability
across the whole front, rather than just on the cold side as seen in Fig. 4.12(a).
The diﬀerence in stability between the upright and slanted displacements is
more clearly highlighted in Fig. 4.12(c) and 4.12(d). Fig. 4.12(c) is the diﬀerence
of the frequency of upright and slantwise instability in Fig. 4.12(a), and Fig.
4.12(d) is the same but for the upright and slantwise instability in Fig. 4.12(b).
Fig. 4.12(c) shows that when considering the instability between a pressure level
and the surface (criterion (4.11)) the area of increased slantwise instability, over
upright instability, is concentrated on the warm side, but in a region of upward
motion (the dashed contours are negative pressure velocities). This region will
have to have at least 20% of fronts with only slantwise instability between the
surface and 400mb, and this occurs in a region of ascent. When considering the
instability between each pressure level (criterion (4.12)) most of the area of very
high slantwise instability over upright instability will not be released as those areas
of the front tend to be dry or have little or no ascent. Only the instability in the
centre of the ascending tongue (dashed contours in the Fig. 4.12(d)) will likely
be released, possibly extending up to 300 mb. The release of slantwise instability
may be why the ascent is stronger when composites with only slantwise instability
are isolated (Fig. 4.9).
Although it is encouraging that circulations consistent with the invigoration
of the frontal circulation are detected from criterion (4.3) there are caveats that
need to be considered. In contrast to the simple diagnostic used here, Schultz and
Schumacher (1999) recommend using an ingredients based diagnostic to diag-
nose slantwise convection. The ‘ingredients’ are a slantwise unstable, moist (RH
> 80%) atmosphere which is stable to both upright gravitational and horizontal
inertial stability with ascent to release the instability.
With respect to these ingredients we note that slantwise unstable composites
have already been ﬁltered to remove upright unstable events and over 99.9% of
the fronts are inertially stable (a positive gradient of ∂M
∂x ). In addition Fig. 4.9
shows that the instability is in a region of strong ascent and therefore the instability
will be released. The 80% relative humidity required for the moist instability to
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occur is found along the whole slantwise path for 50% of the solely slantwise
unstable events (not shown). This shows that at least half of the events that satisfy
Criterion (4.3) also satisfy the strict ingredients based diagnostic of Schultz and
Schumacher (1999) along the entire tropospheric extent of the front.
In summary, the composite analysis demonstrates that in the Gulf Stream re-
gion frontal events with deep slantwise instability and no upright instability have
an intensiﬁed frontal circulation. The greater ascent along slantwise unstable
fronts follows the path expected of an inertial instability along surfaces of con-
stant absolute momentum or, approximately, surfaces of constant moist entropy
considering the small Richardson numbers involved.
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Figure 4.12: (a) The percentage of fronts where there is instability between each
point in the transverse plane of the front and the point directly below at the surface
(full contour) and the point at the surface with equal 2D M (dashed contour). (b) is
the same but for between the level and the level below instead of the surface. The
diﬀerence between the black and dashed contours of (a) are shown in (c) and The
diﬀerence between the black and dashed contours of (b) are shown in (d) showing
the increased instability in the fronts by considering slantwise motion. In (c) and
(d) the +0.05, +0.1 and +0.2 Pa/s contours of the mean composite pressure veloc-
ity are represented by the dashed lines and the zero line of the pressure velocity is
contoured in the full black line. The cold sector is to the left and the warm sector
to the right.
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4.6 Conclusion and discussion
The main ﬁndings of our study can be summarized as follows:
• Using both 2D and 3D formulations of the slantwise convective index, lower
and upper bounds of 5% and 20%, respectively, were calculated for the fre-
quency of occurrence of deep slantwise instability over the western bound-
ary currents in the Northern Hemisphere winter.
• Consideration of slantwise convection substantially increases the sensitivity
of the atmospheric stratiﬁcation to decadal and longer SST variability over
the western boundary current extension regions.
• By creating simple composites of fronts in the Gulf stream region it has been
shown that slantwise instability occurs frequently with no other instability
along the frontal path and it is associated with an increase in ascent and
drying.
This chapter has raised important questions about slantwise instability. It has
been shown that slantwise instability occurs, all the way up to the tropopause, for a
signiﬁcant portion of the winter over the western boundary currents. This instabil-
ity is associated with an increased ascent along the front and greater recirculation
in the cold sector. The increased ascent is not necessarily due to the release of
slantwise instability, but could be the result of other processes. The mechanism
by which an increase in ascent is observed at slantwise unstable fronts will be
discussed further in Section 5.6. Also there could be a sampling explanation as in
this chapter we treat each frontal identiﬁcation as the same, where as they will be
sampling diﬀerent parts of the front. In the following chapter the structure of the
front, and the diﬀerence of unstable fronts is investigated in more depth.
Another important question this raises, due to the relatively coarse resolu-
tion of ERA-interim, is what eﬀect does greater resolution have. Not only could
greater, or coarser, model resolution aﬀect the amount of instability that is pro-
duced in an extra-tropical cyclonic system as increasing resolution will be able
to simulate more realistic fronts, with steeper isentropes (lower Richardson num-
bers) than currently found in climate models. But it can also aﬀect the dynamical
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changes seen in this chapter for slantwise unstable fronts. At greater resolution
it is possible that the increased ascent at slantwise unstable fronts could be even
more pronounced. This will be investigated in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5
The structure and stability of fronts
in the Gulf Stream Region
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter I explain and explore in detail the front identifying index used
in Chapter 4 and use it to create composites of the frontal system in the Gulf
Stream region. These composites allow the structure and ﬂow at fronts to be
investigated and they importantly show where in the frontal system convective
instability is occurring. The relationship between the sea surface temperature and
deep tropospheric instability can thereby be studied on the frontal scale.
Many attempts have been made to objectively identify fronts from gridded
data as the traditional subjective identiﬁcation carried out by forecasters and syn-
opticians produce varied results (Sanders and Doswell, 1995). Hewson (1998)
carried out an in depth study into objective fronts where he calculated several
functions from the wet-bulb potential temperature. A front was identifed from the
magnitude of the thermal gradient which other thermal functions then masked and
graphically processed to produce smooth fronts that agreed with manual analyses.
Hewson (1998) used the thermal advection across the front to separate cold from
warm fronts.
Berry et al. (2011) used the same front identiﬁcation method to Hewson (1998),
combined with a line-joining algorithm (which groups discrete points into contiu-
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Figure 5.1: The annual mean front frequency (%) of all fronts in ERA-40 analysis
1958-2001 from Berry et al. (2011).
ous fronts), to create a climatology of fronts for the globe from ERA-40 data.The
annual average for all fronts from Berry et al. (2011) is reproduced in Fig. 5.1.
The climatology shows in the Northern Hemisphere that the occurrence of fronts
is co-located with the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream ocean currents. The co-location
of the peak in frontal frequency over the oceanic fronts is not fortuitous. Fronts
occur in storms and idealised experiments have shown that the oceanic currents
are required to produce a strong storm track (Nakamura et al., 2008). Therefore
it is important to study the instability at the fronts as the circulations could be
enhanced by the strong surface heat ﬂuxes as they pass and grow over the ocean
currents.
In this chapter a new front identifying method, diﬀerent to that of Hewson
(1998) and Berry et al. (2011), is described and used. This is done as not only
is the method of Hewson (1998) computationally intensive but also it contains no
dynamical knowledge of the atmosphere, consisting of only thermal variables and
shape identifying algorithms. The climatology of Berry et al. (2011) will be used
to assess the new front identifying method we are using to see how it compares to
a more commonly used method.
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The chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.2 describes the front identifying
method used in this thesis and compares it to previous climatologies. Section
5.3 extends the use of this front identiﬁcation method for creating a composite
of all fronts in the Gulf Stream region. The composites of fronts are then used
to investigate the frontal structure (Section 5.4) and structural changes at fronts
that have deep slantwise instability (Section 5.5). A summary and discussion are
oﬀered in Section 5.6.
5.2 Frontal index
To identify the frontal regions, we used a measure of front intensity:
F = ζ1000|∇T1000| (5.1)
in which ∇T1000 is the temperature gradient on the 1000mb surface and ζ1000 is
the component of the curl of the wind vector normal to that same pressure surface
(the isobaric relative vorticity). The rationale for this choice is that both ∇T1000
and ζ1000 are expected to be large in frontal situations as a result of the transverse
circulation developing when cold and warm air masses are brought into contact
by a large scale conﬂuent ﬂow (e.g., Hoskins (1982)). ∇T1000 is large as an atmo-
spheric front by deﬁnition is the ’boundary between airmasses of diﬀerent thermal
characteristics’ which is produced by the conﬂuence of a relatively hot and cold air
mass (Meterological Oﬃce, 1991). The temperature gradients associated with a
front also produce a strong contrast in wind velocity between the two air masses of
diﬀerent temperatures due to the jet that is generated by the thermal wind relation.
As the relative vorticity (ζ) is a measure of the local wind gradients the diﬀerence
in velocity between the air masses produces high values of ζ1000 (Hoskins, 1982).
Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 show the wind, temperature and F ﬁelds for two days in the
winter of 2003/2004. The ﬁgures show strong gradients in temperature and wind
velocity across the fronts that help produce a high contrast map of F.
To make F non dimensional, we further divided it by a typical scale for tem-
perature gradient (1K/100km) and vorticity (the average value of the Coriolis pa-
rameter over the domain considered). The non-dimensional formation of F is
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denoted by F. Note that F can be both positive or negative, depending on the























































Figure 5.2: For 1200 UTC on 7th December 2003: top left 1000 mb zonal wind
(U, m/s), top right 1000 mb meridional wind (V, m/s), bottom left 1000 mb tem-
perature and bottom right F index. Black contour is F = 1.
F contrasts to that of Berry et al. (2011) as instead of having a number of
functions calculated from a thermal variable all with their own thresholds, here
only one thermal function is used: ∇T1000. The relative vorticity is not used in
Berry et al. (2011) however it is integral to the wind ﬁeld at a front. F is now
compared with the climatology of Berry et al. (2011) and the diﬀerent thresholds























































Figure 5.3: For 1200 UTC on 6th January 2004: top left 1000 mb zonal wind (U,
m/s), top right 1000 mb meridional wind (V, m/s), bottom left 1000 mb tempera-
ture and bottom right F index. Black contour is F = 1.
5.2.1 Comparison of frontal indices
5.2.1.1 Climatologies of frontal occurence
Fig. 5.4 compares the annual climatology of all front occurences from Berry et al.
(2011) calculated from ERA-40 1958-2001 with the climatology produced from
calculating Eq. (5.1) for all winters in ERA-interim 1979-2011. The mismatch be-
tween annual and winter for this comparison is because we are focused on winter
and Berry et al. (2011) do not provide the ﬁgure for all fronts in winter. How-
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ever Fig. 3 of Berry et al. (2011), which does investigate the seasonality of the
fronts, shows a consistent geographical pattern through seasons but with a peak in
magnitude in winter.
Fig. 5.4 shows that the mean of frontal frequency calculated with F > 1
produces the same spatial pattern as Berry et al. (2011) with the only diﬀerence
being that the local maximum just south of Japan in Berry et al. (2011) is not re-
produced. In both calculations there is a maximum in frontal frequency centred
along the western boundary currents in the Paciﬁc and Atlantic, stretching east-
wards across the ocean basins with a tilt to the north. However the magnitude
is notably lower with F > 1 when compared to Berry et al. (2011) by approxi-
mately 2-4% in the western boundary current regions. When F is increased to a
threshold of 4 the maximum of occurence is still in the western boundary current
regions but the magnitudes are signiﬁcantly reduced to only 2-4% of winter. This
shows that a threshold of F > 4 is too high and the index is failing to detect whole
or sections of fronts at this threshold. Note that these comparisons are relative to
the threshold chosen by Berry et al. (2011).
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Figure 5.4: (a) The annual mean front frequency (%) of all fronts in ERA-40
analysis 1958-2001 from Berry et al. (2011) but cropped to show same region
as (b) and (c). The DJF mean front frequency (%) of all fronts in ERA-interim
1979-2011 calculated using Eq. (5.1) for F > 1 (b) and F > 4 (c).
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5.2.1.2 Separation of cold and warm fronts
The cold and warm fronts are now separated to provide comparison with Berry
et al. (2011). The method used here follows that of Hewson (1998) by using the
local thermal advection (Aτ), that is:
AT = V900.∇T (5.2)
where V900 is the geostrophic wind velocity at 900 mb. The idea of using Eq.
(5.2) to separate cold from warm fronts is illustrated in Fig. 5.5. At a low pressure
in the Northern Hemisphere the geostrophic winds circulate cyclonically. This
results in cold air taking over warm air at a cold front and V900.∇T < 0, whilst at
the warm front warm air is advecting over cold air and V900.∇T > 0.
Figure 5.5: Schematic showing how Eq. 5.2 separates cold from warm fronts. For
cold fronts V900.∇T < 0 and for warm fronts V900.∇T > 0
The separation of the winter front frequency for all fronts (Fig. 5.4(b)) into
cold and warm fronts using Eq. 5.2 shows the majority of the fronts in the region
are cold fronts (see Fig. 5.6). Across the full ﬁeld shown in Fig. 5.6 cold fronts
account for 78% of all fronts (and a similar ratio is found for F > 4). This is also
shown by looking at the peak in occurrence of fronts in the Gulf Stream extension
region in Fig. 5.6 as the peak in occurence is 10% of winter for cold fronts and
only 2% for warm fronts.
When this is compared to Fig. 3 of Berry et al. (2011) (shown in Fig. 5.7),
they also ﬁnd that for 10% of DJF there are cold fronts in the Gulf Stream region.
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However the Gulf Stream peak in warm fronts is approximately 6% of the winter
in Berry et al. (2011) compared to only 2% using F > 1. Therefore F > 1 can
reproduce the cold fronts of Berry et al. (2011) but it is underestimating the warm
fronts in comparison.
5.2.2 Case studies of fronts
When comparing the climatologies of frontal occurrence produced from F with
Berry et al. (2011) an F of unity performed better at reproducing their results.
However in a synoptic framework we need to know how the diﬀerent thresholds
of F perfom to be able to decide which is best for identifying fronts so they can
then be composited together. Four days with clear fronts over the Gulf Stream
from the ﬁrst half of the winter of 2003-2004 have been selected to investigate the
threshold of F in an instantaenous ﬁeld.
Fig. 5.8 shows F for four diﬀerent snapshots at 1200 UTC on their respective
days. On all four days the frontal index highlights the thin frontal feature well for
both F > 1 and F > 4. However the lower threshold (F > 1) highlights
non-frontal features such as at 30◦N, 330◦E in Fig. 5.8(a) and between 50-55◦N
in Fig. 5.8(c). In contrast, although F > 4 only occurs in fronts it consistently
identiﬁes a smaller area and can occasionally only identify small parts of the front
(see 40◦N, 330◦E in Fig 5.8(c)). The higher threshold can also break up a front
into two which prevents a continuous line from being maintained along the front
(see 40◦N, 305◦E in Fig. 5.8(b)). This is not ideal when it occurs along a cold
or warm front but it can be useful when it helps separate the cold from the warm
front (see Fig. 5.8(a)-5.8(c)) as compositing diﬀerent fronts together is then easier
as the fronts are then all narrow line features.
5.2.3 Summary and discussion
A threshold of F > 1 reproduced the magnitude of frontal occurrence from Berry
et al. (2011) more accurately than higher thresholds. It is for this reason that
F > 1 was the threshold used when calculating the 2D slantwise climatologies in
Chapter 4. By using the lower threshold every possible part of a front is checked
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Figure 5.6: The front frequency (%) for DJF from 1979-2011 in the wider Gulf
Stream region calculated using Eq. (5.1) and a threshold of F > 1 for (a) all
fronts, (b) cold fronts and (c) warms fronts.
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Figure 5.7: The mean winter front frequency (%) of all cold fronts (left) and warm
fronts (right) in ERA-40 analysis 1958-2001. Reproduced from Fig. 3 of Berry
et al. (2011).
for slantwise instability rather than just parts of the front as would occur with
F > 4 as not all of the front is identiﬁed (see Fig. 5.8).
An issue identiﬁed in this section is that although F identiﬁes both the mag-
nitude and spatial structure of cold fronts in line with Berry et al. (2011) it un-
derestimates the magnitude of warm fronts. This is not a problem for the use of
the frontal index in this study as slantwise convection, and ascent in general, is
concentrated along the cold front in the warm conveyor (Browning and Harrold,
1970; Meteorological Oﬃce, 1997; Catto et al., 2010). Therefore the unidentiﬁed
warm fronts have no inﬂuence on the results and conclusions of this thesis. The
unidentiﬁed warm fronts also explain why the magnitude of average occurrence
of F > 1 is less than that of Berry et al. (2011) in Fig 5.6 and Fig. 5.7.
This chapter will now focus on compositing fronts to understand their structure
and stability. For this the F > 4 threshold is used, since, as found above, it helps
separate the cold and warm fronts. This separation makes it easier to composite
the frontal features together. Also the non-frontal features seen in Fig. 5.8 are
reduced when the threshold is raised to F > 4.
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Figure 5.8: The values of F for the wider Gulf Stream region for (a) 7th Decem-
ber 2003, (b) 6th January 2004, (c) 7th January 2004, (d) 17th January 2004. The
black contours are F > 1 and the white contours are F > 4.
5.3 Method for creating frontal composites
5.3.1 Method
To composite all the fronts together we create a boolean ﬁeld where F > 4 for
each winter day from 1979-2011 in the region 20-60◦N, 270-340◦. Fig. 5.9 shows
an example of one of these boolean ﬁelds where F > 4 on 11th January 2004.
Two discrete objects appear in the boolean ﬁeld, the smallest is only 1 grid point
long and the longest is 19 grid points long. To avoid compositing broken fronts
(see Fig.5.8(b)), small fronts, or fronts that are long but only a small part of them is
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in the region of study, a threshold of 10 grid points is applied. This size threshold
means the small object in Fig. 5.9 is not included in the composite. Even with
this size requirement 3292 fronts are identiﬁed from 1979-2011 in the wider Gulf
Stream region 20-60◦N, 270-340◦.
Figure 5.9: A boolean ﬁeld where red marks F > 4 for the 11th January 2004 in
the region 20-60◦N, 270-340◦. The axes drawn on the long front are that of a new
grid rotated to align the y-axis with the long axis of the front.
Once an object of more than 10 grid points long is identifed an ellipse is ﬁtted
to the front. The long axis of the ellipse is used to rotate the axes relative to the
front to align the y-axis of the new grid with the front. The axes of this new grid
are shown in Fig. 5.9 and are marked X1 and Y1. The centre of the ellipse, where
the major and minor axis cross, is used as the centre of the object. By creating
such a grid it means diﬀerent fronts can easily be composited together as the fronts
all run along the y-axis of this new grid.
The units of the new rotated grid are important as they determine how the
variables are spatially averaged. To know how to calculate the axes of the new
grid, the proportionality of front variables to the length of the front is investigated.
Regions of ascent, relative humidity and large scale precipitation at fronts are cal-
culated using thresholds and the length of them is compared to the front’s length
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Figure 5.10: The median, 5th and 95th percentiles of the length of the region of
pressure velocity below -0.4 Pa/s at 800mb (a), the length of the region of relative
humidity above 90% at 800mb (b), the length of the region of the large scale
precipitation above 10−4mm/6hrs (c), plotted against the length of the front. The
units of length are in grid spaces of ERA-interim data (0.7◦).
(Fig. 5.10, thresholds used are detailed in the caption). The ﬁgure shows that the
length of these variables increases with the length of the front. As these features
of the front scale with the front’s size, for averaging purposes the length of the
grid is made proportional to the front. This enables fronts of diﬀerent lengths to
be averaged together whilst minimising the averaging out of dynamics along the
front. The grid axes are twice the length of the front and the composites below are
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Figure 5.11: (a) The 900 mb temperature ﬁeld for the 11th January 2004 in the
region 20-60◦N, 270-340◦. (b) is the 900 mb temperature ﬁeld in (a) interpolated
onto a rotated grid of normalised gridlength.
plotted in units of front length with the origin at the centre of the frontal objects.
The above method is tested on the 900 mb temperature ﬁeld for the same
day (11th January 2004) to demonstrate how a variable ﬁeld is processed before
averaging. Fig. 5.11(a) shows the actual 900mb temperature and Fig. 5.11(b)
shows the sampled, rotated and re-proportioned 900 mb temperature ﬁeld. The
rotated and re-proportioned temperature ﬁeld still maintains the same magnitude
and spatial structure as the region around the front in the original ﬁeld. From this
example it is found that the method outlined can accurately sample a front and its
environment to then enable a number of fronts to be averaged together.
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5.3.2 Veriﬁcation of frontal composite
The location of the front relative to the cyclone centre can be found by averaging
the relative vorticity, which is greatest at the cyclone centre (Dacre et al., 2012).
Fig. 5.12 shows the relative vorticity at 700 mb along with the region of the
composites where fronts are found over 50 % of the time. The maximum is to the
North East of the front and this would be expected for cold fronts. The cyclone
centre should be on, or above but inline with, the front for a warm front.
By using the method of separating cold fronts from warm fronts used in Sec-
tion 5.2.1.2 the type of front composited can be identiﬁed. Fig. 5.13 shows the
percentage of the fronts that are cold, masked to only show regions that more than
5% of the time are on the front itself. Cold fronts make up over 60% of the frontal
composite for nearly all of the front. In the lower half of the composite cold fronts
can make up over 90% of the fronts in that location. The reason over 90% of the
fronts are cold fronts at their centre is because the F∗ index identiﬁes cold fronts
over warm fronts (shown in Section 5.2.1.2) and therefore the warm fronts that
are identiﬁed tend to be shorter and therefore not reach the length criteria required
for the composites (see Section 5.3.1). The fact the frontal composites are mainly
cold fronts supports the location of the cyclone centre seen in Fig. 5.12 and will
be useful when interpreting the structure of the fronts shown below. However the
fact that most fronts (52%, not shown) are mixed, containing both cold and warm
front sections, is why the fronts are not separated and that Fig. 5.13 is used to
understand where frontal features occur in terms of the cold and warm front. If
the cold and warm fronts were separated when compiling the composites then all




























Figure 5.12: The median value of relative vorticity at 700 mb for all fronts. The
axes are normalised to front lengths. The black contour marks where the front is
found for over 50% of the fronts in the composites.
Cold fronts 























Figure 5.13: The percentage of all fronts, at each location in the front, which are
a cold front as identiﬁed by Eq. (5.2). The plot is masked to only show parts of
the frontal composite where fronts occur for over 5% of fronts.
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5.4 Frontal Structure
The method of compositing fronts described in Section 5.3 is now used to inves-
tigate where on the front convective instability is occurring, and the circulation
and precipitation occuring at fronts in the wider Gulf Stream region (20-60◦N,
270-330◦E).
5.4.1 Instability at fronts
Fig. 5.14 composites the occurrence of instability for all fronts using the deﬁnition
of deep upright instability from Chapter 3 ( (stp−ssur f )|lat,lon < 0) and the deﬁnition
of isolated deep slantwise instability from Chapter 4 for both the 2D method (
(stp − ssur f )|M < 0 and (stp − ssur f )|lat,lon > 0) and 3D method ( (stp − ssur f )|MN < 0
and(stp − ssur f )|lat,lon > 0). The slantwise instability has been isolated so that
events where it is concurrent with deep upright instability are avoided (as done in
Chapter 3). This is done to purely isolate the eﬀects of slantwise instability with
no eﬀects from the release of upright instability, although slantwise instability is
still released in some form when occuring with upright instability (Schultz et al.,
2000).
Both the deep upright and isolated deep slantwise instability peak at approx-
imately 15-20% of fronts but in very diﬀerent locations. The upright instability
has a maximum on the cold side of the front at the tail end of the front between
−0.8 < Y < −0.4 (Fig. 5.14(a)). This is in sharp contrast with the isolated deep
slantwise instabilities which are more concentrated on the front itself and higher
up the front at −0.4 < Y < 0 (Fig. 5.14(b) and Fig. 5.14(c)). The occurrence of
either instability on the front between 0.2 < Y < 0.4 is low, with no higher than
8% of fronts seeing upright or slantwise instability in that region of the front.
The similarity between the 2D and 3D slantwise diagnostics in Fig. 5.14(b)
and Fig. 5.14(c), respectively, shows that although the 3D diagnostic does not
have a frontal identiﬁer implicit in it, it still occurs along the front. This supports
the use of the 3D diagnostic in identifying deep slantwise instability in Chapter 4
as there appears to be little unrealistic, non-frontal occurrence. The 3D diagnostic
is slightly more diﬀuse, and it is this identiﬁcation of instability around the front
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Upright instability



























































Figure 5.14: The percentage of all fronts, at each location in the front, where: (a)
(S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon < 0, (b) (S tp − S sur f )|M < 0 and (S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0, (c)
(S tp − S sur f )|MN < 0 and (S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0. The axes are normalised to front
lengths. The cold side of the front is X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0. The
black contour marks where the front is found for over 50% of the fronts in the
composites.
which makes the occurrence of instability according to the 3D diagnostic greater
than that identiﬁed by the 2D diagnostic (shown in Chapter 4).
Fig. 5.15 shows the median Convective Available Potential Energy (CAPE)
and Slantwise Convective Available Potential Energy (SCAPE) for comparison
against the deep upright and slantwise diagnostics shown in Fig. 5.14. The CAPE
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Figure 5.15: The median (a) CAPE (J/kg) and (b) SCAPE-CAPE (J/kg) for all
fronts, at each location in the front. The axes are normalised to front lengths. The
cold side of the front is X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0. The black contour
marks where the front is found for over 50% of the fronts in the composites.
shows a very diﬀerent pattern at the front to the upright diagnostic. CAPE has two
centres of action with a peak at Y = −0.2 (> 110 J/kg) on the front itself and a
lower high (> 90 J/kg) at −1 < Y < −0.4 on the warm side of the front. The only
similarity with the upright diagnostic is that they both show upright instability
along the front in the lower half (−1 < Y < 0). To highlight the added convective
potential energy through taking account of slantwise instability the diﬀerence of
SCAPE-CAPE is used. This diﬀerence represents the kinetic energy available for
conversion into slantwise convection Emanuel (1994). SCAPE-CAPE is highest
along the front between −0.4 < Y < 0, the same as with both the 2D and 3D
deep isolated slantwise diagnostics. The values are also three times greater than
CAPE in this region of the front, showing the slantwise instability on the front
dominates over upright instability. The SCAPE-CAPE is still high on the warm
side of the front, which is probably shallow instability as it is not seen in the deep
diagnostics.
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5.4.2 Precipitation at fronts
The convective precipitation at fronts in the wider Gulf Stream region has two
maximums (see Fig. 5.16(a)). The ﬁrst is in the lower half of the front (−0.6 <
Y < −0.2) which is co-located with the convective instabilities at the front (Fig.
5.15 and 5.14). The second maximum is in the higher half of the front (0.2 <
Y < 0.6) where there is more warm front inﬂuence (Fig. 5.13) and where there is
no convective instability detected. This second maximum also coincides with the
only peak in large scale precipitation (see Fig. 5.16(b)).
Convective ppt.


















































Figure 5.16: The median (a) convective precipitation (m) and (b) large scale pre-
cipitation (m ) for all fronts, at each location in the front. The axes are normalised
to front lengths. The cold side of the front is X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0.
The black contour marks where the front is found for over 50% of the fronts in
the composites.
5.4.3 Circulation at fronts
The along front wind highlights the vertically intensifying jet associated with
fronts as expected from the thermal wind relation (see Fig. 5.17). At the sur-
face (1000 mb) the front has a negative along front wind (southward) on the cold
side of the front, and a positive along front wind (northward) on the warm side
of the front, both of approximately 10 m/s. Increasingly with height the contrast
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between the two opposite winds increases with the negative wind reducing to ap-
proximately 5 m/s and the positive wind increasing to 25-30 m/s at the tropopause
(approximately 200-400 mb). Also the change in direction of the wind moves
further into X < 0 with height.
The vertical wind, ω, at the front is almost zero at 1000 mb (see Fig. 5.18).
By 800 mb a strong maximum in ascent has developed along the front between
−0.4 < Y < 0.6. With increasing height this region of ascent moves up the front
towards the warm front and it also broadens. This movement of the ascent along
the front towards the warm front is what is expected of the warm conveyor belt
(Catto et al., 2010).
At 800mb and below the relative humidity (RH) is saturated at 90-100% across
the whole frontal area with the front only identiﬁable by a small increase in RH
along the front (see Fig. 5.19). This high general RH is due to the warm ocean
ﬂuxing moisture into the boundary layer. At 600 mb the contrast of the front with
its surrounding air is greater and the front has a RH > 80%. This 80% RH is still
present above 600 mb, but as with the ω it also moves along the front towards the
warm front.
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Figure 5.17: The median along front wind velocity (V, m/s) for all fronts, at each
location in the front for pressure levels: (a) 1000 mb, (b) 800 mb, (c) 600 mb, (d)
400 mb, (e) 200 mb. The axes are normalised to front lengths. The cold side of
the front is X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0. The black contour marks where
the front is found for over 50% of the fronts in the composites.142
omega at level1000mb 
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Figure 5.18: The median pressure velocity (ω, Pa/s) for all fronts, at each location
in the front for pressure levels: (a) 1000 mb, (b) 800 mb, (c) 600 mb, (d) 400 mb,
(e) 200 mb. The axes are normalised to front lengths. The cold side of the front is
X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0. The black contour marks where the front is
found for over 50% of the fronts in the composites.143
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Figure 5.19: The median relative humidity (RH, %) for all fronts, at each location
in the front for pressure levels: (a) 1000 mb, (b) 800 mb, (c) 600 mb, (d) 400 mb,
(e) 200 mb. The axes are normalised to front lengths. The cold side of the front is
X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0. The black contour marks where the front is
found for over 50% of the fronts in the composites.144
5.4.4 Summary
Comparison of the deep diagnostics with the more common CAPE and SCAPE
supports the picture of instability on the front: convectively stable in the upper
segment and warm front, slantwise unstable in the middle-lower region of the
cold front, with upright instability only becoming important in the tip of the cold
front. These features are summarized in Fig. 5.20.
Figure 5.20: Schematic of instability at a front in the Gulf Stream region.
This general structure of instability is supported by previous published case
studies. There are no entirely observational studies as dropsondes, radiosondes
and ﬂights provide only point or line data (Reuter and Yau, 1990; Trier et al.,
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1991; Byrd, 1989; Emanuel, 1988). As a result the study of the spatial structure
of instabilities at fronts requires the use of numerical weather prediction models.
However, it should be noted that there are few case studies with the appropriate
measurements and calculations and that they are not in the Gulf Stream region.
However to provide some point of reference they are still used to compare to the
composites above. Dixon et al. (2002), Shutts (1990), Gray and Thorpe (2001) and
Browning et al. (2001) all show strong SCAPE from the mid cold front down to its
tail for diﬀerent Atlantic storms, which is consistent with the results above. Dixon
et al. (2002) were the only researchers to calculate SCAPE at a level other than
from the surface and they found that the deeper SCAPE does not extend down the
tail as far as the shallow SCAPE. This is seen in the results presented above as the
deep slantwise diagnostic does not extend to such negative Y as SCAPE, which
will pick up shallower instability (Fig 5.14(b) and Fig. 5.15(b)). All of Dixon et al.
(2002), Shutts (1990), Gray and Thorpe (2001) and Browning et al. (2001) also
found that SCAPE was much stronger than CAPE along the front, however the
location of CAPE along the front varied between the case studies. Shutts (1990)
and Gray and Thorpe (2001) found the strongest CAPE on the tail of the front, in
contrast to Browning et al. (2001) who found that the CAPE was co-located with
the SCAPE in the middle of the cold front. Dixon et al. (2002) found no CAPE on
the front at all. Although all 4 case studies vary in their location and existence of
CAPE, they are all consistent with the average occurrence of CAPE and upright
instability found above as although CAPE occurs strongly towards the tail of the
front it is also has a maximum co-located with SCAPE (Fig 5.15).
Also, when comparing the above composites to individual case studies it should
be stated that composites only show the average occurrence of variables for fronts
and not the structure that every front adheres to. For example, Wolfsberg et al.
(1986) found slantwise instability on the warm front of a storm on the east coast
of the US, which is in contrast to what is found in the composites of many storms
here. The compositing will also average out some of the ﬁner mesoscale structure
that an individual front contains (Hobbs and Persson, 1982)
The deep slantwise diagnostics are supported by SCAPE as the peaks in in-
stability are in the same region of the fronts, with the presumably shallower insta-
bility identiﬁed by SCAPE in the warm sector not found in the deeper diagnostic.
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CAPE and the deep upright instability diagnostic do not agree generally, with
CAPE concentrated on the warm side and the deep upright diagnostic on the cold
side of the front. This disagreement will be explored further in Chapter 7.
As both the 2D and 3D diagnostics of deep slantwise instability show the
same pattern at the front, with the 3D being slightly more diﬀuse, it shows they
are identifying the same instability. Later in the thesis only the 2D diagnostic will
be used as it is less intensive to calculate. Results using the 2D diagnostic should
be interpreted with the knowledge that the diagnostic does not identify instability
adjacent to the front as the diagnostic is constructed to only identify instability on
the front (see Chapter 4 for detailed description of the slantwise diagnostics).
Convective precipitation shows a peak in the region of both some upright in-
stability and a high amount of slantwise instability. As ERA-interim does not
parameterize slantwise instability the convective precipitation is from the release
of CAPE (see Section 2.4 for description of model parameterization). However
there potentially could be some indirect release of slantwise instability using the
convective parameterization, as the model tries to release the large instability built
up. If this is occuring it suggests that ERA-interim could require a slantwise con-
vection parameterization to release the large quantities of slantwise instability that
have built up in the front in a manner consistent with theory, rather than indirectly
through another parameterization. The occurrence of the second convective pre-
cipitation peak with the peak in large scale precipitation, ω, and RH shows the
precipitation in that region of the front is a result of the large moist ascent of the
warm conveyor belt. The lack of convective instability in this region is probably
because the strong ascent prevents it from building up, even though some must
have been there to trigger the convective parameterization in the ERA-interim
model.
Now the average structure of circulation, precipitation and instability at fronts
has been found, the structure of slantwise unstable fronts can be investigated.
5.5 Structure of slantwise unstable fronts
Cross-sections of the front are now used as in Chapter 4 to understand the struc-
tural diﬀerence seen in slantwise unstable fronts. However, as now we have a 3D
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database of fronts, not just 2D as in Chapter 4, we can select only cross-sections
where the front is most commonly found to have deep slantwise instability: be-
tween −0.4 < Y < 0 (see Fig. 5.14). In Chapter 4 the composite of stable fronts
would have included parts of the front that have no instability and have a very dif-
ferent average structure to the parts of the front that are slantwise unstable. This
new method, by only selecting the deep slantwise unstable region, will prevent the
heterogeneity of structure along the front (shown in Section 5.4) from corrupting
the comparison between stable and unstable fronts.
Figure 5.21: Cross sections of along front wind velocity (m/s) in the −0.4 < Y < 0
region of front in the area 290-310◦E,36-42◦N. (top left) All fronts, (top right)
unstable fronts ((S tp−S sur f )|M < 0 and (S tp−S sur f )|lat,lon > 0), (bottom left) stable
fronts ((S tp − S sur f )|M > 0 and (S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0 ), (bottom right) unstable
fronts minus stable fronts. The x axis is normalised to front length. The cold side
of the front is X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0. The y-axis is pressure (mb).
The composites of frontal cross-sections are taken from the frontal composites
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discussed in this chapter. They are restricted to between −0.4 < Y < 0 of each
front to select the same part of each front, and to 290-310◦E, 36-42◦N to reduce
geographical variability and to use the same area as the cross-sections in Chapter
4. A frontal cross-section is deemed slantwise unstable if (stp − ssur f )|M < 0
and (stp − ssur f )|lat,lon > 0 at Y = 0 and stable if (stp − ssur f )|M > 0 and (stp −
ssur f )|lat,lon > 0 at Y = 0. This deﬁnition of instability is the same used in Chapter
4 and compares fronts that only have deep slantwise instability, with fronts that
have no deep convective instability.
Figure 5.22: Cross sections of pressure velocity (ω, Pa/s) in the −0.4 < Y < 0
region of front in the area 290-310◦E,36-42◦N. (top left) All fronts, (top right)
unstable fronts ((S tp−S sur f )|M < 0 and (S tp−S sur f )|lat,lon > 0), (bottom left) stable
fronts ((S tp − S sur f )|M > 0 and (S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0 ), (bottom right) unstable
fronts minus stable fronts. The x axis is normalised to front length. The cold side
of the front is X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0. The y-axis is pressure (mb).
The along front velocity shows a strong jet directed towards the warm front
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centred at approximately 300mb and X = −0.2 with the jet moving to the warm
side of the front at the surface (see Fig. 5.21). The slantwise unstable fronts are
on average 15 m/s stronger in the core of the front and with this intensiﬁcation
extending all the way down to the surface where the winds are still 5 m/s stronger.
Figure 5.23: Cross sections of relative humidity (RH, %) in the −0.4 < Y < 0
region of front in the area 290-310◦E,36-42◦N. (top left) All fronts, (top right)
unstable fronts ((S tp−S sur f )|M < 0 and (S tp−S sur f )|lat,lon > 0), (bottom left) stable
fronts ((S tp − S sur f )|M > 0 and (S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0 ), (bottom right) unstable
fronts minus stable fronts. The x axis is normalised to front length. The cold side
of the front is X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0. The y-axis is pressure (mb).
The average front has a strong ascending velocity along the front with weak,
broad descent on both sides of the narrow ascent (see Fig. 5.22). However the
stable and unstable fronts have a large diﬀerence in the magnitude and extent of
the ascent. Stable fronts have an ascent that near the surface is only -0.3 Pa/s and
the -0.2 Pa/s contour only reaches to approximately 700 mb. With fronts that are
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unstable to deep slantwise instability the ascent is -0.5 Pa/s at 900 mb and the -0.2
Pa/s contour extends to 300-400 mb. There is also a greater recirculation on the
cold side of the unstable fronts.
Figure 5.24: Cross sections of convective precipitation (m, solid line) and large
scale precipitation (m, dashed line) in the −0.4 < Y < 0 region of front in
the area 290-310◦E,36-42◦N. (top left) All fronts, (top right) unstable fronts
((S tp − S sur f )|M < 0 and (S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0), (bottom left) stable fronts
((S tp − S sur f )|M > 0 and (S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0 ), (bottom right) unstable fronts
minus stable fronts. The x axis is normalised to front length. The cold side of the
front is X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0.
The ascent at the front is also accompanied by strong vertical relative humidity
transport up the front (see Fig. 5.23). The main diﬀerences in this transport is that
the unstable fronts have a strong dry intrusion on the cold side of the front between
−0.5 < X < 0 and that they are drier below 800 mb and above 600 mb on the front
itself. The drying along the front is consistent with the study of Byrd (1989) that
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found slantwise unstable fronts were on average drier in the lower 5 km of the
atmosphere.
Figure 5.25: Cross sections of Richardson number in the −0.4 < Y < 0 region
of front in the area 290-310◦E,36-42◦N. (top left) All fronts, (top right) unstable
fronts ((S tp − S sur f )|M < 0 and (S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0), (bottom left) stable fronts
((S tp − S sur f )|M > 0 and (S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0 ), (bottom right) unstable fronts
minus stable fronts. The x axis is normalised to front length. The cold side of the
front is X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0. The y-axis is pressure (mb).
This drying could be caused by the increased precipitation seen in the slant-
wise unstable fronts (see Fig. 5.24). Both the large scale and convective precipi-
tations increase by a maximum of approximately 3x10−8 m on average just on the
warm side of the front, with lower values on the front itself. This shows that al-
though there is an increase in precipitation from the convective parameterization,
there is also equal increase in precipitation from the increased ascent on the front.
Although we are separating the fronts based on their deep slantwise instabil-
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Figure 5.26: Cross sections of CAPE (J/K, solid line) and isolated SCAPE (J/K,
dashed line) in the −0.4 < Y < 0 region of front in the area 290-310◦E,36-
42◦N. (top left) All fronts, (top right) unstable fronts ((S tp − S sur f )|M < 0 and
(S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0), (bottom left) stable fronts ((S tp − S sur f )|M > 0 and
(S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0 ), (bottom right) unstable fronts minus stable fronts. The
x axis is normalised to front length. The cold side of the front is X < 0, and the
warm side is X > 0.
ity, it is also useful to study other indices of instability to check for consistency
between the deep slantwise instability and slantwise instability within the tropo-
sphere. The moist Richardson number (described in Chapter 4) shows a reduction,
especially at mid-levels, along the front (see Fig. 5.25). These lower average val-
ues, that are closer to unity, indicate greater slantwise instability (Bennetts and
Hoskins, 1979).
As expected with greater slantwise instability the median isolated SCAPE at
deep slantwise unstable fronts is over 5 times greater than at stable fronts, peaking
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Figure 5.27: Cross sections of SST (K) in the −0.4 < Y < 0 region of front
in the area 290-310◦E,36-42◦N. (top left) All fronts, (top right) unstable fronts
((S tp − S sur f )|M < 0 and (S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0), (bottom left) stable fronts ((S tp −
S sur f )|M > 0 and (S tp − S sur f )|lat,lon > 0 ), (bottom right) unstable fronts minus
stable fronts. The cold side of the front is X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0.
at 1000 J/K (see dashed line in Fig. 5.26). A similar ﬁve fold increase is seen for
CAPE at slantwise unstable fronts (see solid line in Fig. 5.26) although the abso-
lute magnitude is much lower than SCAPE at a peak of only 140 J/K. This shows
that not only are the deep slantwise unstable fronts also shown to be strongly slant-
wise unstable by two other diagnostics, but that at these fronts slantwise instability
dominates over any upright instability.
Fig. 5.27 shows the relationship of the stable and unstable fronts with SST.
Note however that it appears that between −1 < X < −0.5 the SST values cannot
be trusted as fronts will encroach on land in this region and therefore there are few
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SST measurements. The cross-sections of SST still show that the absolute SST at
the front centre is greater for unstable fronts.
5.5.1 Summary
These cross-section comparisons for fronts stable and unstable to deep slantwise
instability show a clear distinction between the structure of the mid-lower sec-
tion of cold fronts depending on their convective stability. Fronts that have iso-
lated deep slantwise instability appear to be stronger fronts. This is shown by the
stronger jet which is associated with greater baroclinicity. These stronger, slant-
wise unstable fronts are also associated with increased ascent along the front and
stronger circulation in the cold sector. This increased ascent is associated with
greater precipitations as expected from ascending moist air. These stronger, slant-
wise unstable fronts also occur over both greater absolute SST and stronger SST
gradient.
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5.6 Conclusion and discussion
The main ﬁndings of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
• A diagnostic of fronts is described and is found to reproduce similar results
to the climatology of Berry et al. (2011) as well as produce realistic synoptic
results. This frontal index is then utilised to create a composite of all fronts
in the wider Gulf Stream region.
• The composite of fronts shows a structure of fronts that is expected from
theory and the literature. The jet intensiﬁes with height as expected from
the thermal wind relation and relative humidity, largescale precipitation and
pressure velocity peak towards the warm front end of the cold front, as
expected from the warm conveyor belt that ascends strongly in this region
(Catto et al., 2010).
• Convective instabilities are primarily found at the middle to the tail of the
cold front along with a peak in convective precipitation and the slantwise
instabilities occur more frequently on the front and are stronger than the
upright instabilities.
• The frontal cross-sections, in the region of the front that is unstable, are used
to determine what changes in the frontal structure the convective instabili-
ties are associated with. This ﬁnds that fronts with deep slantwise instability
are stronger fronts, typiﬁed by a faster jet, and stronger and deeper ascent
up the front. This greater ascent in slantwise unstable fronts is accompanied
by stronger precipitation that dries out part of the frontal region compared to
stable fronts. The slantwise unstable fronts are also associated with greater
absolute SST.
In Chapter 4 the mechanism by which the frontal ascent is increased in slant-
wise unstable fronts is left open. This is because all we knew was that greater
ascent occurs in unstable fronts but that this could have been down to selective
sampling of diﬀerent parts of the front. In this chapter the eﬀects of looking at
diﬀerent parts of the front is removed and the study is restricted to only the unsta-
ble section. This increases the diﬀerence in ascent between slantwise stable and
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unstable fronts as now the large ascent in the stable part of the fronts is no longer
included. We now also know that this ascent is associated with an increase in both
convective and largescale precipitation and higher absolute SST. This chapter also
shows that the unstable fronts are generally stronger with a faster jet.
Eliassen (1962) provides a framework for attempting to understand the possi-
ble mechanisms by which the ascent is greater at unstable fronts in ERA-interim.
The Sawyer-Eliassen equation, derived by Sawyer (1956) and Eliassen (1962),
describes the transverse circulation at a front in a semi-geostrophic atmosphere





























where Ψ is the streamfunction and Qg the geostrophic forcing term. The













As can be seen in Eq. (5.3) the stream function is dependent on the vertical poten-
tial temperature gradient ( ∂θ




∂x ). When these are low, the stream function and the related
transverse circulation would be lower for the same forcing term. This implies that
when the geostrophic potential vorticity (which is a function of the gradients of
potential temperature and absolute momentum) is low, the circulation is intensi-
ﬁed. This is seen more clearly when the Sawyer-Elliassen equation is written in
geostrophic coordinates:


















where qg is the geostrophic potential vorticity. The geostrophic potential vor-
ticity is another measure of slantwise instability (see Section 2.3.4), and there-
fore the deep slantwise unstable fronts will be associated with negative moist
geostrophic potential vorticity too.
Although Eq. (5.6) is for an idealized situation it describes three possible
mechanisms by which the ascent is greater at fronts that have deep slantwise in-
stability in ERA-interim. The ﬁrst possibility to consider is that the increased
frontal ascent is a result of the inﬂuence of slantwise instability on the ﬂow. This
is shown by Eq. (5.6) as qg determines the ellipticity of the equation. If qg > 0
then Eq. (5.6) is elliptic, however if qg < 0 then Eq. (5.6) is hyperbolic and the
Sawyer-Eliassen equation is no longer valid as the ﬂow is unstable. In the deep,
slantwise unstable fronts above it can be assumed that qg < 0 for large regions
of the front as the isentropes are steeper than the absolute momentum surfaces
as determined by (stp − ssur f )|M < 0. As the dataset is ERA-interim which has
a resolution of approximately 80km, it should be noted that this is coarser than
any previous detection of slantwise circulations (Knight and Hobbs, 1988; Lean
and Clark, 2003). This could be because previous studies were studying a single
case and detailing the typical banded structure of slantwise circulations as found
by Bennetts and Hoskins (1979). Here we have averaged across many events to
ﬁnd any related change in circulation and the result has not had the typical banded
structure. Instead a broad increase in ascent and descent in the transverse plane
to the front has been observed. This could be how slantwise instability is released
in models of this resolution. The following chapter will explore the occurrence of
slantwise instability and the associated circulations at diﬀerent model resolutions.
Emanuel (1985) discussed how in Eq. (5.6) when qg reduces to zero, but is
still positive, the circulation is intensiﬁed for a constant forcing (Qg). If ERA-
interim is not resolving in any way the release of slantwise instability, then as the
atmosphere in the cases studied is gravitationally stable the model will essentially
be seeing a low qg, not a negative qg. This means that the increased ascent could
be the result of the atmosphere’s response to low potential vorticity, and not the
release of slantwise instability. This hypothesis will be explored in the following
chapter by using models of diﬀerent resolution. Whereas the release of slantwise
instability is expected to be dependent on the model resolution, the ascent associ-
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ated with low potential vorticity should occur at all model grid spacings.
The ﬁnal possibility posed by Eq. (5.6) is that the transverse circulation at the
front is intensiﬁed when the geostrophic forcing term, Qg, is greater. The descrip-
tion of Qg in Eq. (5.4) shows how it is dependent on the vertical and horizontal
gradients of the geostrophic wind. In Fig. 5.28 Qg is plotted for all fronts, sta-
ble fronts, slantwise unstable fronts and the diﬀerence between slantwise unstable
fronts and stable fronts. Qg for all fronts shows a horizontal dipole across the
front which as negative Qg generates an anti-clockwise circulation, and positive
Qg a clockwise circulation, the geostrophic forcing produces ascent along the front
(Fig. 5.28, top). In the diﬀerence between fronts with deep slantwise instability
and stable fronts, the main feature is a vertical dipole in the change in Qg at the
front (Fig. 5.28, bottom). This would generate an increase in the horizontal ﬂow,
not the vertical ﬂow (Eliassen, 1962). The negative Qg on the front between 900-
700mb would generate some increased ascent along slantwise unstable fronts, but
only at the surface and not along the whole front as is observed. This demonstrates
the geostrophic forcing term is not producing the increased ascent associated with
fronts that have deep slantwise instability.
Whichever mechanism is responsible, the large increase in strength and depth
of ascent at slantwise unstable fronts could help explain at least part of the ascent
over the Gulf Stream seen in Minobe et al. (2008). From the short analysis in
Chapter 1 we know that the ascent in the mean vertical wind ﬁeld over the Gulf
Stream shown in Minobe et al. (2008) is from a few very strong events. Cold
fronts are the main source of ascent in storms (Catto et al., 2010) and storms are
the only source of strong ascent over the Gulf Stream. As shown in this Chapter,
slantwise unstable fronts are the fronts with strongest ascent, it seems logical to
conclude that these fronts are probably responsible for the ascent seen in Minobe
et al. (2008).
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Figure 5.28: Cross sections of the geostrophic forcing term Qg (calculated from
Eq 5.6) in the −0.4 < Y < 0 region of front in the area 290-310◦E,36-42◦N. (a) All
fronts, (b) unstable fronts ((S tp−S sur f )|M < 0 and S tp−S sur f > 0), (c) stable fronts
((S tp − S sur f )|M > 0 and S tp − S sur f > 0 ), (d) unstable fronts minus stable fronts.
The x axis is normalised to front length. The cold side of the front is X < 0, and
the warm side is X > 0. The y-axis is pressure (mb). Stippling denotes diﬀerences
that are signiﬁcant to 99% signiﬁcance using a bootstrap method.
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Chapter 6
Resolution eﬀects on slantwise
instability and convection
6.1 Introduction
The previous chapters have highlighted that deep slantwise instability occurs over
the western boundary currents and that in the ERA-interim reanalysis dataset the
occurrence of this instability is associated with intensiﬁed ascent along atmo-
spheric fronts. In this chapter I aim to explore the eﬀect of resolution on slantwise
instability and the release of it .
Even though previous research has been conducted on the resolution of circu-
lations resulting from slantwise instability, it is important to continue this line of
research as this thesis has shown that associated circulation changes are seen at
relatively coarse resolutions if any circulation eﬀect is studied instead of the typi-
cal banded structure. Lean and Clark (2003) found that grid spacing of 2km hori-
zontally and 150m vertically is required to fully resolve the ﬁne banded structure
of slantwise circulations. However Knight and Hobbs (1988) in a 2D model were
still ﬁnding bands, albeit poorly resolved, at 40km grid spacing. In the Chapters 4
and 5 we do not ﬁnd any banded structure in the coarser ERA-interim dataset (ap-
proximately 80km) however the intensiﬁed frontal circulation that accompanies
deep slantwise instability implies something is happening.
In this chapter results are presented from the Met Oﬃce’s UPSCALE experi-
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ment, which ran the atmosphere only version of the Met Oﬃce’s Uniﬁed Model
(UM) at three diﬀerent resolutions (135km, 60km and 25km resolution) for 26
years from 1985 to 2011 (Mizielinski et al., 2014). Using this we can see how the
results seen in Chapter 4 vary with model resolution.
The Appendix A also contains a guide on how to create a semi-idealized slant-
wise unstable jet in the Met Oﬃce’s UM to then run on a nesting suite of 1-12km
resolution. The motivation of this is to see how a full climate model resolves slant-
wise circulations at diﬀerent resolutions. The set-up is such as to exclude storm
systems, and enable the circulations related to slantwise instability to be isolated
as much as possible from other meso-scale processes. This allows slantwise cir-
culations to be seen by themselves without the masking eﬀects of frontogenesis
and other processes. Although this experiment could not be completed due to
technical problems in the nesting suite and time constraints, the set-up of initial
conditions required for this experiment are reported here to encourage this avenue
of research.
6.2 UPSCALE project
The UPSCALE project provides atmospheric data ran from a model at diﬀerent
resolutions with which I have tested the results produced in Chapter 4. The UP-
SCALE project (UK on PRACE: weather-resolving Simulations of Climate for
globAL Environmental risk) was a large simulation campaign based at the Met
Oﬃce and is described in Section 2.4.4. Here an ensemble of the atmosphere-
only global climate simulations over the period 1985-2011 at the resolutions of
current global weather forecasting (25 km), seasonal prediction (60 km) and cli-
mate modelling (130 km) are analysed (Mizielinski et al., 2014).
In this analysis we use 3 ensemble runs for each resolution which are averaged
together after all analysis is done to produce ensemble means for each resolution.
Eﬀectively this acts to increase the dataset size three-fold. No averaging is done
before the analysis as this would act to smooth the data, which would average out
the synoptic systems that are the focus of this study. The results shown below
were inspected as individual ensembles before averaging, but all ensembles were
in agreement. The initial conditions of each ensemble is taken from consecutive
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days of a testing conﬁguration.
6.3 Diﬀerences in method
The method used to calculate frequency maps of the deep upright and slantwise in-
stabilities of Chapters 3 and 4 respectively, involved using variables not available
in the UPSCALE dataset. Here I show the biases produced by using alternatives.
In previous chapters the tropopause was identiﬁed by where the product’s po-
tential vorticity equals 2 PV units. As PV is not available as a variable in the
UPSCALE dataset an approximation of PV was calculated:





where f is the coriolis parameter, ζH is the horizontal only relative vorticity, ρ
is the air density and θ is the potential temperature. Another problem is that the
variables are only available at 8 vertical levels, not 37 as in ERA-interim. Fig.
6.1 shows the average frequency of the occurrence of wintertime deep upright
instability in ERA-interim using all 37 vertical levels and PV, and the same but
only using the vertical levels that are available in the UPSCALE dataset and the
approximate PV calculation (Eq. 6.1). This shows that the two calculations of
deep upright instability produce similar results in the ERA-interim dataset with
qualitively equal magnitude and geographical occurrence. Fig. 6.2 shows the
diﬀerence between the two calculations shown in Fig. 6.1. The diﬀerence is low
in the Atlantic, with the approximate calculation slightly increasing the occurrence
of deep upright instability. However over the Kuroshio current the approximate
PV calculation and reduced vertical levels increase the occurrence of deep upright
instability by over a third.
Also the lowest, non-surface, variable layer is 925 mb in the UPSCALE dataset,
as opposed to 1000 mb in ERA-interim. This is only an issue with the front iden-
tiﬁer, F > 1. Fig. 6.3 shows the winter front occurrence maps in ERA-interim
calculated at both 1000 mb and 900 mb for 1979-2011. The ﬁgure shows that at
900 mb the front occurrence in the Atlantic moves northwards to the Newfound-
land coast. Although this is a big shift, when the occurrence of deep slantwise
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Figure 6.1: The average Northern Hemisphere wintertime occurrence (%) of deep
upright instability in ERA-interim dataset from 1979-2011 by calculating the
tropopause using: (a) all 37 vertical levels and the in-built PV, (b) only the 8
vertical levels present in the UPSCALE dataset and the approximate calculation
of PV of Eq (6.1).
instability produced as a result is compared to that calculated with a front iden-
tiﬁer at 1000 mb it has little impact on the geography and frequency of deep
slantwise instability occurrence (see Fig. 6.4). At most 1 less day a winter sees
deep isolated slantwise instability in most of the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream region
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Figure 6.2: Fig 6.1(a) minus Fig. 6.1(b).
with the frontal index calculated at 925 mb rather than at 1000 mb.
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Figure 6.3: The average Northern Hemisphere wintertime occurrence (%) of
fronts using F > 1 in ERA-interim dataset from 1979-2011 by using variables at
pressure levels: (a) 1000 mb, (b) 900 mb.
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Figure 6.4: The map of deep slantwise instability occurrence using the frontal
map in Fig 6.3(a) minus the map of deep slantwise instability occurrence using
the frontal map in Fig. 6.3(b).
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6.4 Resolution eﬀects on instability
Now that the biases in the analytical methods have been discussed the maps of
convective instability in the UPSCALE dataset can be studied. Here the deep
upright instability ((stp− ssur f )|lat,lon < 0) and slantwise instability ( (stp− ssur f )|M <
0 and (stp − ssur f )|lat,lon > 0) occurrence maps for ERA-interim from Chapters 3
and 4 are reproduced using the UPSCALE dataset at the 3 diﬀerent resolutions.
Ensemble means are used in an attempt to remove sensitivity to the intial model
conditions.
Fig. 6.5 shows that the occurrence of deep upright instability is much lower
in all UPSCALE runs than in ERA-interim (see Fig. 3.5). In Chapter 3 the oc-
currence of deep upright instability in the Northern Hemisphere winter was ap-
proximately 30% in the western boundary currents. In the UPSCALE datset the
highest frequency in the Gulf Stream is 8% of winter, which is considerably lower
than ERA-interim and opposite to the bias produced by the tropopause tracking
method discussed above. Although there is a dramatic drop in the magnitude of
occurrence, the spatial pattern is similar to that seen in ERA-interim.
Even though the absolute magnitude is lower, the UPSCALE datset can still let
us know of the relative changes due to resolution. There is a noticeable increase
in the occurrence of deep upright instability with resolution in the Gulf Stream
(Fig. 6.5). This increase is of approximately 50% between the coarsest and ﬁnest
resolution ensembles. The changes in the Paciﬁc are lower and also of less of a
clear pattern.
A similar situation is seen in the isolated deep 2D slantwise instability occur-
rence maps (see Fig. 6.6). The magnitude, at its highest is half that in ERA-interim
(which is greater than the noted bias), however there is also a clear increase in oc-
currence with increasing resolution but this time in both basins. At a resolution of
135 km deep slantwise instability occurs for 1% of the winter or less on average.
This increases to 3% over both the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream currents when the
resolution is 25 km.
This increase in deep slantwise instability could just be an increase in the num-
ber of fronts that are resolved and not an increase in the resolution of instability
at each front. To check this possibility the occurrence of fronts is plotted in Fig.
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6.7. Over the Gulf Stream there is actually a small decrease in the number of
fronts, with approximately one fewer front each winter in the 25 km grid spacing
ensemble mean. This means there is deﬁnitely more resolution of instability at
ﬁner grid spacing. In the Kuroshio there is a general increase in the number of
fronts at higher resolution but over the Kuroshio current this is low at 1-2 more
fronts each winter. It is unlikely that such a small increase in the number of fronts
caused the increase in the deep slantwise instability frequency as each extra front
each winter would have to be slantwise unstable.
6.4.1 Summary
The UPSCALE dataset has a lower frequency of occurrence of deep convective in-
stability than ERA-interim. However the occurrence of deep upright and slantwise
instability seen increases at ﬁner grid resolution. The deep slantwise instability in-
crease is likely due to an increase in the resolution of slantwise instability, and not
just a resolution of more fronts. The eﬀects of resolution on circulation changes
associated with deep slantwise instability are examined next.
6.5 Resolution eﬀects on frontal circulation
To look at the eﬀect of resolution on the circulation changes we calculate the
composites of the cross-sections transverse to fronts identifed by F > 1 as in
Chapter 4. First we will look at the 25 km ensemble to understand the frontal
circulation in the UPSCALE run.
Fig. 6.8 shows the composited frontal velocity for slantwise stable and unsta-
ble fronts in the Gulf Stream region for the 25 km ensemble. As seen in Chapter 5
there is an increase in the velocity of the jet along the front for unstable fronts (see
Fig. 5.21). There is also ascent along the front (see Fig. 6.9) which increases for
slantwise unstable fronts as seen in Chapter 4. Although the frontal jet and ascent
structures agree with that in ERA-interim the relative humidity ﬁeld is diﬀerent.
In ERA-interim the maximum in humidity is along the front, where as with the
UPSCALE dataset the RH peaks just to the cold side of the front (see Fig. 6.10).
Although the general shape is diﬀerent there appears to be a general drying in the
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slantwise unstable fronts, especially at upper levels, that is consistent with that
seen in Chapter 4.
We now look at the diﬀerence between the slantwise unstable and stable fronts
for all 3 resolutions to see how the behaviour changes with grid size. Fig. 6.11
shows that for 25 km resolution there is increased ascent on the front for slantwise
unstable fronts. At 60 km resolution very little increased ascent is seen and it is
shallower, and at 135 km the ascent is actually lower in the slantwise unstable
case. The relative humidity does not show systematic diﬀerences between the
diﬀerent resolutions, with all 3 showing a drier front in the slantwise unstable
cases (see Fig. 6.12).
6.5.1 Summary
The fronts in the UPSCALE project at 25 km resolution show similar character-
istics to the fronts in ERA-interim viewed through a similar method in Chapter 4.
The slantwise unstable fronts at 25 km are drier and have greater ascent, agreeing
with the ERA-interim dataset. However as the resolution is coarsened to 135 km
the increased ascent at slantwise unstable fronts disappears, however they are still
drier. The relative humidity along the front is controlled by a number of processes:
the transport of moist surface air up the front, the raining out of moisture and the
air temperature. These competing processes could be causing the slantwise unsta-
ble front to be drier in all instances. The fact that no increased ascent is seen in
the coarsest ensemble (135 km) but in the ﬁnest ensemble (25 km) strong ascent
is seen along unstable fronts, shows that resolution is important for seeing inten-
siﬁed ascent at unstable fronts. This has implications that at higher resolution the








































































25 km − 135 km






















Figure 6.5: Frequency of occurrence (%) of deep upright instability in winter from
1985-2011 in the UPSCALE dataset. 25km grid spacing ensemble mean (a), 60
km grid spacing ensemble mean (b), 135 km grid spacing ensemble mean (c) and
the 25km grid spacing minus the 135 km grid spacing ﬁgures (d).
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Figure 6.6: Frequency of occurrence (%) of isolated 2D deep slantwise instability
in winter from 1985-2011 in the UPSCALE dataset. 25km grid spacing ensemble
mean (a), 60 km grid spacing ensemble mean (b), 135 km grid spacing ensemble
mean (c) and the 25km grid spacing minus the 135 km grid spacing ﬁgures (d).
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Figure 6.7: Frequency of occurrence (%) of fronts in winter from 1985-2011 in
the UPSCALE dataset, as identiﬁed by F > 1. 25km grid spacing ensemble
mean (a), 60 km grid spacing ensemble mean (b), 135 km grid spacing ensemble
mean (c) and the 25km grid spacing minus the 135 km grid spacing ﬁgures (d).
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Figure 6.8: Composite of cross-sections of the along front velocity (m/s) for slant-
wise stable (a) and unstable (b) fronts in the Gulf Stream region using the UP-
SCALE dataset 25km ensemble.
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Figure 6.9: Composite of cross-sections of the pressure velocity (Pa/s) for slant-
wise stable (a) and unstable (b) fronts in the Gulf Stream region using the UP-
SCALE dataset 25km ensemble.
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Figure 6.10: Composite of cross-sections of the relative humidity (RH) for slant-
wise stable (a) and unstable (b) fronts in the Gulf Stream region using the UP-





Figure 6.11: Diﬀerence of the composite of cross-sections between slantwise un-
stable and stable fronts in the Gulf Stream region for pressure velocity in the
UPSCALE dataset for (a) 25 km grid spacing, (b) 60 km grid spacing, (c) 135 km





Figure 6.12: Diﬀerence of the composite of cross-sections between slantwise un-
stable and stable fronts in the Gulf Stream region for relative humidity (%) in the
UPSCALE dataset for (a) 25 km grid spacing, (b) 60 km grid spacing, (c) 135 km
grid spacing.
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6.6 Conclusion and discussion
The main conclusions of this chapter are:
• With increasing model resolution the amount of both deep upright and iso-
lated deep slantwise instability increases. This means the estimates of the
amount of instability that is occurring in Chapters 3 and 4 are likely to be
underestimates.
• Whether greater ascent is seen at slantwise unstable fronts is dependent on
the grid size of the model. At 25 km, deep slantwise unstable fronts have
stronger ascent up the front than with stable fronts. The opposite is seen
at 135 km resolution. An implication of this is that in reality the ascent at
unstable fronts could be stronger than seen in ERA-interim.
This chapter has shown that the resolution is important when simulating slant-
wise instability and circulations. Resolution aﬀected both the amount of convec-
tive instability generated and the circulation changes associated with slantwise
instability in the UPSCALE dataset. The discussion in Section 5.6 left the pos-
sibility that increases in ascent at slantwise unstable fronts could be a result of
either the release of slantwise instability in some form or the frontal circulation
response to low potential vorticity (as the potential vorticity will be negative as a
result of the slantwise instability) as detailed in Emanuel (1985). As no increase
in ascent is observed for slantwise unstable fronts at coarse resolution the likely
explanation of the increased ascent is due to the release of slantwise instability be-
cause we expect that to be resolution dependent, where as the circulation response
to low potential vorticity should be consistent across resolutions.The circulation
changes associated with slantwise instability improve at ﬁner grid spacing prob-
ably as a result of the greater resolution of a short wavelength instability. In this
sense these results conﬁrm previous studies (Lean and Clark, 2003; Knight and
Hobbs, 1988) but at even coarser resolutions.
The higher occurrence of convective instability at ﬁner grid spacing is prob-
ably a result of greater resolution of larger atmospheric features. SST resolution
will be higher at ﬁner grid spacing, creating locally higher SST and resulting air
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temperature which could produce greater instability. The extra-tropical cyclones
will also be reproduced more accurately at ﬁner grid spacing (Lean and Clark,
2003) which could help resolve the convective instabilities. There is also the
possibility that more remote features, such as tropical circulation and orographic
resolution, could produce relevant changes in the Gulf Stream region to increase
the deep convective instability.
Although parameterization could help improve the circulations associated with
slantwise instability, the occurrence of slantwise instability will still be dependent
on the model resolution. This means that if SST has a controlling eﬀect on slant-
wise instability (and evidence has been given of this in Chapters 4 and 5) then even
with a slantwise parameterization in a GCM, the eﬀect of SST on the atmosphere




In Chapter 1 the key questions this thesis was attempting to answer were raised.
Now each question will be revisited and discussed in light of the results of this
thesis.
1. Is deep convection occurring over the Western Boundary Currents?
Diagnostics of deep convective instability showed that deep convection could
occur frequently over the Western Boundary Currents in winter. It was
found that parcels at the surface are unstable up to the tropopause for ap-
proximately 30% and 10-15% of the winter in the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream
extension region for upright and slantwise instability respectively (Fig. 4.4
is reproduced in Fig. 7.1).
However, the occurrence of instability does not mean convection will nec-
essarily occur. Deep slantwise instability occurs in a region of ascent in
the frontal system, therefore allowing the instability to be released through
convection. However, deep upright instability occurs in a region of descent,
preventing convection (see Chapters 4 and 5). Furthermore, some basic as-
sumptions were made in the construction of the diagnostics. As a layer of
air that is unstable (stp|x,y < ssur f |x,y or stp|m < ssur f |m) would quickly over-
turn and adjust to a state of neutrality to moist convection (stp|x,y = ssur f |x,y
or stp|m = ssur f |m) the entropy of the low level air was set to an upper limit
following Czaja and Blunt (2011). This upper limit was deﬁned by tak-
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ing a relative humidity of 80% and a temperature equal to the sea surface
temperature.
Although it is understandable to calculate an upper estimate to compensate
for the fact that convection can rapidly neutralise instability, the eﬀect of
these assumptions is now tested. Fig. 7.2 shows the same plots as Fig.
7.1 except ssur f is calculated using the relative humidity and air tempera-
ture at 950 mb. Whereas deep upright instability was found to occur up
to 30 % of the winter over the western boundary currents in the original
calculation (Fig. 7.1a), when the calculation is repeated with 950 mb vari-
ables there is no deep upright instability over the western boundary currents
(Fig. 7.2a). With slantwise instability the reduction in instability that oc-
curs when calculated with the 950 mb variables is more subtle. The 2D
deep slantwise instability diagnostic occurs for 5-8 % of the winter in the
western boundary currents for the upper estimate (Fig. 7.1b). This reduces
to approximately 4% in the 950 mb variable calculation but maintains the
spatial pattern (Fig. 7.2b). The 3D deep slantwise instability diagnostic
occurs for approximately 16-18 % of the winter in the western boundary
currents for the upper estimate (Fig. 7.1c) and reduces to approximately
12% in the 950 mb variable calculation (Fig. 7.2c). This demonstrates that
deep slantwise instability occurrence in reality is probably very close to the
upper estimate and will occur for approximately 10 % of the winter over the
western boundary currents. Deep upright instability was very heavily inﬂu-
enced by the original assumptions and this helps explain the disagreement
between the location of CAPE and the deep upright diagnostic in the frontal
climatologies in Chapter 5. The 950 mb variable calculations of deep con-
vection suggest that slantwise instability is the dominant deep convective
instability over western boundary currents. Because of this conclusion the
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Figure 7.1: The 32 year climatology (1979-2010) of the percentage of winter days
where the troposphere satisﬁes the upright convective index (a), the 2D slantwise
convective index (b), the 3D slantwise convective index but not the upright con-















































































Figure 7.2: Same as Fig. 7.1 but with ssur f calculated from 950 mb relative hu-
midity and air temperature.
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2. Could deep convection explain, at least partially, the mean ascent seen
in Minobe et al. (2008) over the Gulf Stream?
In Chapter 1 it was shown that the deep ascent over the Gulf Stream from
Minobe et al. (2008) is only present in the mean, not the median, of vertical
velocity. This is because the deep ascent signal seen in the mean is from
extreme events. As seen in Chapter 5, fronts occur approximately 10% of
the winter over the Gulf Stream region and have pronounced ascent along
them (Fig. 7.3, top). This ascent at the front is even stronger for slantwise
unstable fronts and it extends deeper into the troposphere (Fig. 7.3, bottom).
As most ascent in the Gulf Stream region will occur in the synoptic systems
and the cold fronts are the main region of ascent due to the warm conveyor
belt, there is a high probability that the slantwise unstable fronts are the
most extreme events of deep ascent and therefore skew the mean vertical
velocity to deep ascent in Minobe et al. (2008). Further work into events of
extreme ascent over the Gulf Stream could conﬁrm this conjecture.
Although the ascent in Minobe et al. (2008) is related to slantwise unstable
fronts, this does not mean deep slantwise convection is producing the ascent.
In Section 5.6 the Sawyer-Eliassen equation is discussed in depth and two
other possible mechanisms are proposed. The ﬁrst is that the ERA-interim
model cannot resolve slantwise instability and therefore it eﬀectively only
sees low potential vorticity and not the negative potential vorticity that is
present as a result of the slantwise instability. Low potential vorticity can
produce greater frontal ascent (Emanuel, 1985) and could explain the in-
creased ascent at slantwise unstable fronts. However the ascent due to low
potential vorticity should occur at all frontal resolutions. In Chapter 6 the
increased ascent seen at slantwise unstable fronts is resolution dependent,
disappearing at higher resolution. This implies that the increased ascent at
slantwise unstable fronts is not a result of the model seeing low potential
vorticity. The other potential mechanism was that the increased ascent is a
result of increased geostrophic forcing of the transverse circulation. How-
ever the change in the geostrophic forcing term was found to be a vertical
dipole (Fig. 7.4, bottom), which would produce an increase in the horizontal
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winds and not the vertical winds.
As enhanced circulation from low potential vorticity or geostrophic forcing
have been shown to be inconsistent with the observed ascent, it is possi-
ble that the increased ascent is produced by a form of resolved slantwise
convection in ERA-interim. This would be the coarsest observation of cir-
culations related to slantwise convection and they do not show the typical
banded structure associated with slantwise convection at higher resolutions.
To conﬁrm that slantwise convection is producing increased ascent at fronts
in the Gulf Stream region I propose that a parameterization of slantwise in-
stability be introduced in an intermediate complexity atmospheric GCM. By
comparing the ascent at fronts between 10 year simulations with and with-
out the slantwise parameterization the circulations associated with slant-
wise convection in the Gulf Stream region will be isolated. A previously





































Figure 7.3: Cross sections of pressure velocity (ω, Pa/s) in the −0.4 < Y < 0
region of front in the area 290-310◦E,36-42◦N. (a) All fronts, (b) unstable fronts
((S tp − S sur f )|M < 0 and S tp − S sur f > 0), (c) stable fronts ((S tp − S sur f )|M > 0 and
S tp − S sur f > 0 ), (d) unstable fronts minus stable fronts. The x axis is normalised
to front length. The cold side of the front is X < 0, and the warm side is X > 0.
The y-axis is pressure (mb). Reproduced from Fig. 5.22
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Figure 7.4: Cross sections of the geostrophic forcing term Qg (calculated from Eq
5.6) in the −0.4 < Y < 0 region of front in the area 290-310◦E,36-42◦N. (a) All
fronts, (b) unstable fronts ((S tp−S sur f )|M < 0 and S tp−S sur f > 0), (c) stable fronts
((S tp − S sur f )|M > 0 and S tp − S sur f > 0 ), (d) unstable fronts minus stable fronts.
The x axis is normalised to front length. The cold side of the front is X < 0, and
the warm side is X > 0. The y-axis is pressure (mb). Stippling denotes diﬀerences
that are signiﬁcant to 99% signiﬁcance using a bootstrap method. Reproduced
from Fig. 5.28.
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3. Does the ocean have any control over deep convection, potentially pro-
viding a mechanism for ocean-atmosphere forcing in the midlatitudes?
In Chapters 3 and 4 the diagnostics of deep instability were able to be re-
purposed as measures of atmospheric stability. This allowed the eﬀects of
decadal oceanic changes on the average stability to be investigated. Fig. 7.5
shows the extra reduction in atmospheric stability produced when slantwise
instability is taken account of. This shows that through taking the stabil-
ity along absolute momentum surfaces the ocean’s decadal variability could
potentially change the atmospheric stability by an extra 40%. This suggests
that the ocean could strongly modulate deep atmospheric convection.





















Figure 7.5: The extra fraction (F), in %, by which decadal SST variability can
reduce the climatological wintertime entropy diﬀerence between the surface by
taking account of slantwise instability. Reproduced from Fig. 4.6(c).
Furthermore it was found in Chapter 5 that the sea surface temperature is
higher at slantwise unstable fronts. Although this is only a co-occurrence
there could be a potential causal relationship. As the slantwise instabil-
ity at a front occurs on the front and in the warm sector (Chapter 5), the
oceanic inﬂuence is unlikely to be through surface heat ﬂuxes. This is be-
cause surface heat ﬂuxes are strongest in the cold sector where cold air is
juxtaposed over warm ocean. Instead, a possible mechanism is that when
the cold front is passing over the oceanic front, the atmospheric air brought
along the cold front travels along oceanic isotherms and therefore the cool-
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Figure 7.6: Schematic of how the ocean could inﬂuence the existence of deep
slantwise instability in the warm side of the Gulf Stream. Grey contours are SST,
blue line are fronts and the red arrows are warm air.
ing of the tropical air through surface heat ﬂuxes is minimal (lefthand front
in Fig. 7.6). This means that the boundary layer air is warmer than it would
be otherwise, and combined with slanted absolute momentum surfaces and
an ascending circulation, the slantwise instability can act to intensify and
deepen the frontal ascent. This is in contrast to a front in the open ocean,
that still has more southerly air brought north, but now across more oceanic
isotherms that act to cool the air (righthand front in Fig. 7.6). The occur-
rence of this proposed mechanism for the role of the ocean in deep con-
vection is supported by the fact that the slantwise instability is found in the
warm tongue of the oceanic fronts where such undamped warm air would
be advected (Fig. 7.1 and Fig. 7.2).
Following the results presented here, Benoit Vanniere conducted numerical
experiments to test whether the warm tongue could inﬂuence deep slant-




Figure 7.7: Backward trajectories from the region of ascent in the storm of 15th
January 2004. The trajectories are for two model runs with observed SSTs (top)
and smoothed SSTs (bottom).
for parcels at the top of a region of ascent for a Gulf Stream storm on the
15th January 2004. The 12km atmospheric simulation was conducted twice
with both observed and smoothed SSTs. As can be seen in Fig. 7.7(a) the
simulation with the observed SSTs has many parcels rising from the warm
tongue along the SST gradients and up to 6km height. When the SST is
smoothed there are fewer parcels that rise from the surface and they do not
ascend as far into the troposphere (Fig. 7.7(b)). It was found that the sur-
face parcels in the observed SST case have a greater rise in entropy as they
travel along SST gradients than the surface parcels in the smoothed SST
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case which travel across SSTs (not shown). This case study supports the
mechanism discussed above, that the lack of cooling of surface air on the
cold front as it travels along isotherms in the warm tongue enables instabil-
ity to form and deep ascent to occur. These numerical experiments along
with results from this thesis are currently being submitted for publication.
This proposed model of how deep slantwise instability is potentially con-
trolled by SST in the Gulf Stream region could be further tested by a couple
of diﬀerent studies. An intermediate complexity atmospheric GCM would
allow the eﬀects of changing the presence, shape and magnitude of the warm
tongue on the occurrence of slantwise instability to be investigated. If the
warm tongue is responsible for the deep slantwise instability then the diag-
nostic will occur more frequently in model simulations with a warm tongue
in the prescribed SSTs. The proposed model can also be tested by conduct-
ing further analysis on ERA-interim. By back-tracking the trajectories of
parcels that are part of the strong ascent associated with slantwise unstable
fronts it will be found where the parcels have originated from. This could be
done easily for more days than the experiments conducted by Benoit Van-
niere. If the mechanism proposed above is true than these parcels of air will
have originated over the warm tongue of the Gulf Stream and will not have
crossed oceanic isotherms.
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4. How resolution dependent are convective instabilities and their related
circulations? And what does this imply about the accuracy with which
our models can represent ocean-atmosphere coupling in mid-latitudes?
The investigation of deep convective instabilities in the UPSCALE dataset
in Chapter 6 found that both the occurrence of deep slantwise instability and
the resultant circulations are resolution dependent. Fig. 7.8 shows that at
135 km grid spacing the UM resolves almost zero deep slantwise instability,
but at 25 km grid spacing deep slantwise instability is detected for 2-3 %
of the winter. This is accompanied by a decrease in ascent at slantwise
unstable fronts at 135 km grid spacing, to an increase in ascent similar to
that in ERA-interim at 25 km grid spacing (Fig. 7.9).
These results demonstrate a few points. Firstly, that a grid-spacing of 25 km
in the UM is required to produce similar circulation changes at slantwise un-
stable fronts as ERA-interim, which has 79 km grid spacing. This eﬀective
greater resolution of ERA-interim could be a result of the data-assimilation,
as this will force the atmosphere towards observations.
Secondly, the increase in ascent at slantwise unstable fronts is resolution
dependent and it increases at higher resolution. If the increased ascent at
unstable fronts is due to the release of slantwise instability then it is likely
the ascent at fronts will be even greater at higher resolution. This is be-
cause Persson and Warner (1991) found 10 km resolution is required to
produce strong slantwise circulation and the resolutions used here are all
coarser than this. Therefore, not only could the ascent seen in Minobe et al.
(2008) be greater at higher resolution but also that ERA-interim (and other
models) are missing an important mechanism over the mid-latitude ocean.
Therefore these results suggest that parameterization of slantwise instability
in climate models should be investigated and implemented. Also the study
set up in Section ?? would allow us to understand if the increased ascent at
slantwise unstable fronts, found at coarse grid spacing, is still seen at ﬁner
grid spacing where the convective rolls of Bennetts and Hoskins (1979) are
resolved.
Lastly, as the detection of instability also increased with greater model reso-
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Figure 7.8: Frequency of occurrence (%) of isolated 2D deep slantwise instability
in winter from 1985-2011 in the UPSCALE dataset. 25km grid spacing ensemble
mean (a), 60 km grid spacing ensemble mean (b), 135 km grid spacing ensemble
mean (c) and the 25km grid spacing minus the 135 km grid spacing ﬁgures (d).
Reproduced from 6.6.
lution, parameterization may not be enough. If even ﬁner grid spacing were
to detect even greater model resolution then parameterizing would not re-
solve the fact that at coarser resolution not enough deep slantwise instability
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Figure 7.9: Diﬀerence of the composite of cross-sections between slantwise un-
stable and stable fronts in the Gulf Stream region for pressure velocity in the
UPSCALE dataset for (a) 25 km grid spacing, (b) 60 km grid spacing, (c) 135 km







slantwise circulations in the Met
Oﬃce Uniﬁed Model
The study of circulations related to the release of slantwise instability has been
investigated by two distinct methods in the literature. In one, simple models, such
as the hydrostatic, primitive equation of (Bennetts and Hoskins, 1979), have been
used to understand the theoretical structure of these mesoscale circulations. In the
other, numerous case studies of cyclones have been modelled and observed where
it is suspected slantwise instability is released (Lean and Clark, 2003). However
the former are using a very idealized atmosphere, as well as an idealized form of
instability. And the latter are simulating environments where frontogenesis and
other processes could be responsible for the observed circulations, making the
identiﬁcation of the circulations related to the release of slantwise instability very
diﬃcult.
Here I will propose a ’semi-idealized’ experiment to understand how slantwise
instability is released by using an idealized set-up in a more realistic atmosphere.
The idealized situation is that of a 2D jet. By setting this up in the Met Oﬃce’s
UniﬁedModel version 8.5 we can see how isolated slantwise instability is released
in a full operational weather model (see Section 2.4 for more details on the UM).
This scenario is diﬀerent to that of frontal based situations discussed in the rest of
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thesis. However it is still important as it will help understand the motion expected
from the release of slantwise instability without other mesoscale processes which
would aid the interpretation of the other results presented. Here I will outline how
to set up the initial conditions to then run a nesting suite oﬀ of, which could run
at multiple resolutions down to 100m. This would allow an investigation of how
slantwise instability is released at diﬀerent model resolutions.
A.1 Constructing the idealized jet
The idealized zonal jet, which will then be prescribed in the UM is based on
the 2D formulation of slantwise instability by Bennetts and Hoskins (1979). We
prescribe a ﬂow in the x-direction but which has no x-dependence with a potential










For this ﬂow the characteristic frequencies are:














where θw is the wet bulb potential temperature and f is the coriolis parameter.
F2 and N2w are measures of the inertial and gravitational instability respectively
and can be combined with S 2, which is a measure of the vertical shear, to give the
wet bulb potential vorticity,q:
q = F2N2w − S 4 (A.5)
If q < 0 then the atmosphere is unstable. However if N2w > 0 and F
2 > 0 whilst
q < 0 then the atmosphere is stable to gravitational and inertial instability but
essentially inertially unstable along surfaces of constant potential temperature.
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Note the environment is assumed as 2D when using Bennetts and Hoskins
(1979). This is satisﬁed as the idealized jet we want to prescribe is 2D.
As the aim is to create an idealized zonal jet, which will be put into the UM,
we want it to have an area of slantwise instability but no inertial or gravitational
instability. From eq. A.5 creating a purely slantwise unstable region involves
maximising the vertical shear (S 2), while keeping the gravitational (N2) and iner-
tial (F2) instabilities small, but positive.
The jet core is deﬁned at 10km altitude and with a latitude that varies according
to the horizontal wind shear, but starting from a jet wall of 60◦S. The location of
the jet in the southern hemisphere will be discussed below in Section A.2. It can
be seen from eq. A.2 that for the jet to be inertially neutral (F2 = 0) the horizontal
wind shear will be equal, but opposite sign, to the coriolis parameter. By creating
the shear constant Cshr, where 0 < Cshr < 1, it allows F2 to be modulated:
∂U
∂y
= Cshr f (A.6)
The y-dependence of the jet at 10km altitude can then be fully calculated by
specifying a maximum jet speed, U0. The jet velocity then increases equatorwards
according to Cshr from 60◦S until it equals U0, at which point the jet velocity then
decreases to zero linearly over 10◦. This y-dependence of the jet, that is created
by speciﬁying Cshr and U0, is shown for 10 km altitude in Fig. A.1. The inertially
stable jet (blue) increases at a lower horizontal velocity gradient than the inertially
neutral jet (black) but reaches the same maximum velocity. This means F2 is more
positive, and therefore inertially stable, but the S 2 is maintained the same. The rest
of the U wind velocity is calculated from the line proﬁle at 10km by decreasing
the velocity linearly to zero over 10km height both above and below.
To create a small but stable N2, as we have above with F2, we use a stable
proﬁle of wet bulb potential temperature. This proﬁle can be selected to vary
from 283K at the surface, up to a maximum of 293K at 10km by setting the verti-
cal theta diﬀerence bewteen the surface and 10km (δθ). A potential temperature,
required for the UM model, is then obtained from this wet bulb potential tem-
perature proﬁle using a polynomial and an exponential pressure proﬁle (see Fig.
A.2). The polynomial is constructed from a tephigram for wet bulb potential tem-
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Figure A.1: U wind speed (ms−1) at 10km for an inertially neutral jet whereCshr =
1.0 (black line) and an inertially stable jet where Cshr = 0.6 (blue line). For both
calculations U0 = 100ms1. Y-axis is U velocity (ms−1 and x-axis is latitude (◦S).
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Figure A.2: The pressure proﬁle used to construct the potential temperature pro-
ﬁle. Y-axis is height (m), x-axis is pressure (mb).
peratures of 283K and 293K, and any temperature proﬁles between these two are
linearly interpolated to. The potential temperature ﬁeld is then obtained through
the thermal wind balance, using the reference proﬁle of potential temperature and
the U ﬁeld:
θy2 = θy1 − T0 fg
∂U
∂z
(yy1 − yy2) (A.7)
where g is the gravitational acceleration and T0 a reference temperature (273.15K).
From the reference proﬁle, eq. A.7 allows you to cycle north and south of the ref-
erence proﬁle to obtain the full potential temperature ﬁeld. It is not important
where the reference proﬁle is taken, as it has little eﬀect on the vertical potential
temperature gradient (see Fig. A.3). From now on however a location equator-
ward of the jet centre is taken.
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Figure A.3: The wet bulb potential temperature proﬁles (K) at 50◦S (the jet centre)
for a reference proﬁle poleward of the jet centre (black), at the jet centre (blue),
and equatorward of the jet centre (red). Y-axis is height (m), x-axis is wet bulb
potential temperature (K).
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Using the diﬀerent parameters discussed above (Cshr, U0, δθ) an idealized jet
that is inertially and gravitationally stable can be calculated. Figures A.4, A.5
and A.6 explore the parameter space of the idealised jet in terms of the slantwise
instability produced - as the jet is gravitationally and inertially stable negative
potential vorticity (pink) shows pure slantwise instability. Figures A.4 and A.5
show that by making F2 and N2w smaller, by increasing Cshr and decreasing δθ
respectively, the area of slantwise instability increases as expected. Fig. A.6
shows that by increasing S 2 through intensifying the jet with the parameter U0 the
area of slantwise instability also increases as expected.
Figure A.4: Potential vorticity from eq. A.5 for an idealised jet of U0 = 100ms−1,
δθ = 10K and Cshr = 0.5 (left),Cshr = 0.7 (middle),Cshr = 0.9 (right)
Figure A.5: Potential vorticity from eq. A.5 for an idealised jet of U0 = 100ms−1,
Cshr = 0.9 and δθ = 2K (left),δθ = 5K (middle),δθ = 10K (right)
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Figure A.6: Potential vorticity from eq. A.5 for an idealised jet of δθ = 10K,
Cshr = 0.9 and U0 = 80ms−1 (left), U0 = 100ms−1 (middle), U0 = 120ms−1 (right)
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Parameters producing a large area of slantwise instability in the jet from ﬁg-
ures A.4, A.5 and A.6 are Cshr = 0.9, δθ = 2K and U0 = 120 ms−1. When these
paramaters are used to calculate an idealised jet the result is shown in Fig. A.7.
The jet velocity peaks at 45◦N and is approximately symmetrical (Fig. A.7, top
left). The horizontal wet bulb potential temperature gradient is strong across the
jet, with a temperature diﬀerence of 40K, but zero outside of the jet region (Fig.
A.7, top right). The region of negative potential vorticity is located in the middle
of the cold side of the jet (Fig. A.7, bottom left). The region of slantwise insta-
bility can be seen clearly when zoomed in on the wet bulb potential temperature
and absolute momentum surfaces in the jet region (Fig. A.7, bottom right). The
surfaces of constant wet bulb potential temperature and absolute momentum are
aligned through out the troposphere at approximately 50◦N, which is expected to
lead to slantwise instability.
These calculations of an idealised jet demonstrate that a realistic jet that has
slantwise instability can be generated easily using the parameters above. These
parameters can now be used to force an idealised 2D jet to be slantwise unstable
in the UM.
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Figure A.7: For parameters Cshr = 0.9, δθ = 2K and U0 = 120 ms−1: the U
velocity in ms−1 (top left), the wet bulb potential temperature in K (top right), the
potential vorticity of eq. A.5 (bottom left) and the wet bulb potential temperature
(blue) and absolute momentum (black in the jet region (bottom right).
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A.2 Creating an idealized jet in the UM
Version 8.5 of the global UM is ran at a resolution of N512 (approximately 25km)
to create the boundary conditions to then run a nesting suite in a chosen location.
To show how to create intial conditions for the nesting suite close to the idealized
jet discussed in Section A.1 a large region of the global UM N512 is forced to-
wards the idealised jet discussed above. This section shows how to force a region
of the UM towards the ideal jet, with the aim of providing a region which contains
only slantwise instability in which to run the nesting suite.
A day was picked at random and the run started at 21.00 hours on the 27/9/2012.
The location of the idealized jet was put in the Paciﬁc sector of the Southern Ocean
to reduce the orographic eﬀects which occured when the jet was located in the At-
lantic. The 2D jet of Section A.1 is turned into a 3D jet by assuming no variation
in the x-direction, creating a zonal jet that is equal to the 2D jet at any meridional
section along its length. The UM is incrementally forced towards this 3D jet over
a timescale of 6 hours for the inner region (87-117◦E, 35-65◦S), and then linearly
increasing to 24 hours across the outer rim towards the boundary of the forced
region (57-147◦E, 25-75◦S).
For the ﬁrst 15 hours only the U wind and temperature are forced towards the
idealised jet. Example plots of the forcing in Fig. A.8 shows how wind in the
outer rim (blue) is slowly forced to its prescribed value, in this instance 0 ms−1,
while the wind in the inner region (red) is forced more quickly to 60 ms−1. The
wind in an unforced area (black) varies with no forcing.
Whilst the U wind and temperature are grown the V wind and moisture are
prescribed to zero. By keeping the run dry when growing the jet it prevents slant-
wise instability being released (by some process).Also in these ﬁrst 15 hours, and
beyond, the pressure is left unforced, as any attempt to prescribe the pressure ﬁeld
could lead to dynamical inconsistencies between the temperature and pressure
ﬁelds. Instead the model is free to calculate a pressure ﬁeld which is dynamically
consistent with the prescribed U wind and temperature ﬁelds.
To force towards the idealized jet described in Section A.1 is not simple as
the global N512 UM model runs on 236 processors. This means the complete
idealized jet has to be calculated for each processor and timestep, and then forced
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Figure A.8: How U wind in ms−1 (left) and relative humidity in % (right) grow
over a 24 hour run (x-axis) outside of any forcing (black), in the outer rim (blue)
and in the inner region (red). All taken at 100◦E.
towards the same geographical location of the idealized jet. This is because the
thermal wind calculation for the temperature, or the use of Cshr to calculate the
horizontal wind gradient, does not work across processors.
At 15 hours into the run, once a large region of slantwise instability has formed
and the jet has grown (see Fig. A.8), the moisture is increased over a timescale
of 3 hours. The moisture however is only raised at a speciﬁc location (in the
example below, between 53-55◦S latitude and between 2-5km height). This is
to target the region which is brought to instability to have slantwise instability
only; this makes sure any region which is conditionally gravitationally unstable
is not brought to instability. The moisture is raised in this small target region to
75% relative humidity, making it just stable, meaning any perturbations could start
releasing the slantwise instability. An example of the growth of relative humidity
outside any forcing, in the outer rim and in the inner region is shown in Fig. A.8.
A.3 An example run of an idealized jet in the UM
An example run is now shown which uses the idealized jet calculated from pa-
rameters Cshr = 0.9, δθ = 2K and U0 = 120ms−1 discussed in Section A.1, and
the method of constructing a jet in the the global N512 UM discussed in Section
A.2.
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Fig. A.9 shows maps of U wind at a height of 7.5km. Over 15 hours the jet
grows stronger and straighter within the outer boundary of (57-147◦E, 25-75◦S).
This is consistent with the forcing applied. This development of the jet over time
is also observed in a cross-section taken at 100◦E (Fig. A.10). In the left panel of
Fig. A.10 large undulations are seen in the poleward wall of the jet and the jet core
velocity is approximately 50ms−1. By 15 hours (right panel), no undulations are
seen in the walls of the jet and the speed of the jet core has reached approximately
100ms−1.
Figure A.9: Maps of 7.5 km U wind (ms−1) at 3 hours (left), 9 hours (centre) and
15 hours (right) since the start of the model run.
As the jet grows over the 15 hours so does the region of slantwise instability
with no gravitaional and inertial instability (red) shown in Fig. A.11. Although at
3 hours there is no large homogenous region of slantwise instability, by 9 hours
into the model run a uniform region of slantwise instability has begun to form on
the cold side of the jet at approximately 50◦S. Fig. A.12 shows a closer view of
this region of instability between 50◦-56◦S. The red regions of Fig. A.12 match
with the regions in Fig. A.13 where the equivalent saturation potential tempera-
ture contours (blue) are steeper than the absolute momentum surfaces (black) - as
this is another deﬁnition of slantwise instability. Fig. A.13 shows the equivalent
saturation potential temperature surfaces steepening, and the absolute momentum
surfaces ﬂatten, as the jet grows which increases the region of slantwise instability.
At 15 hours into the run the jet has ﬁnished growing (see Fig. A.9 and Fig.
A.14) shows that the jet constructed in the UM (left) now strongly resembles the
jet to which it is forced (right). There is also a large region of slantwise instability
on the cold side of the jet. At this point moisture is now brought into the system
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Figure A.10: Cross-sections of U wind (ms−1) between 0-90◦S and at 100◦E at 3
hours (left), 9 hours (centre) and 15 hours (right) since the start of the model run.
Figure A.11: Cross-sections of slantwise instability (with no gravitational or in-
ertial instability) between 0-90◦S and at 100◦E at 3 hours (left), 9 hours (centre)
and 15 hours (right) since the start of the model run.
over 3 hours to make the region of slantwise instability unstable.
Fig. ?? shows the small target region of relative humidity in both map view
(left panel) and in cross-section (centre panel) at 18 hours into the model run. The
bulk cloud fraction (right panel) is zero as the relative humidity is just below 80%
(where the UM begins forming cloud). The region of moist air is nearly all unsta-
ble, with equivalent saturation potential temperature surfaces steeper than absolute
momentum surfaces (Fig. ??). Although the whole cross-section is conditionally
unstable, the cross-section of potential temperature (right panel, Fig. ??) shows
the atmosphere is dry stable.
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Figure A.12: Cross-sections of slantwise instability occurrence with no gravita-
tional or inertial instability (red) between 50-56◦S and at 100◦E at 3 hours (left),
9 hours (centre) and 15 hours (right) since the start of the model run.
Figure A.13: Cross-sections of equivalent saturation potential temperature in K
(blue) and absolute momentum in ms−1 (black) between 50-56◦S and at 100◦E at
3 hours (left), 9 hours (centre) and 15 hours (right) since the start of the model
run.
Figure A.14: At 15 hours a map of U wind at 7.5km altitude (left)in ms−1 and the
U wind at 7.5 km that it is forced to (right).
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